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STOVES
Cooking is an important part of the outdoor
experience. Whether you are cooking dinner by the
campfire or grilling up some burgers and hot dogs
in the parking lot of your favorite team’s stadium,
our stoves will get the job done!

6. Standing Stoves
8. Cast Iron Stoves
8. Portable Stoves
10. Butane Gas
10. Stoves Miscellany
11. Camp Stoves
12. Propane Stoves
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STOVES

Hose and Regulator
Included

3-BURNER BASE CAMP STOVE

GOURMET PROPANE STOVE

This steel frame camp stove features three 5,000-35,000 BTU premium cast burners with a 3/8” solid steel cooking grate welded on top for
added strength. There are easy to use fuel/air mixture levers for optimum cooking performance. Includes solid brass fuel valves for durability
and smooth operation. Heavy duty hose and regulator included. Detachable legs fit snugly into steel support tubes at each corner. Frame
features a high temperature coating. Operates for up to 15 hours with a 20 lb. tank (not included).

Impress your guests with this sleek Gourmet Propane Stove! The two 15,000 BTU burners (30,000 total BTUs) with rotary flame allow you
to cook all your favorite gourmet dishes while outdoors. Cook up stews, seafood, meats, and more to satisfy a hungry crowd at your next
backyard party or camping trip. The classy stainless steel burners and cooktop and durable stand will last for many seasons of use. The
powerful burners fire up easily with the electronic matchless ignition.

WITH STAND

PACKS
STOVES
AND BAGS

ITEM#: 217-300
SIZE: 34.25” x 17.5” x 28.5”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319124820

70 YEARS STRONG

WITH CAST IRON BURNERS AND STAND

ITEM#: 213
SIZE: 28.5” x 15.25” x 34”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319284661

#217-55
WINDSCREEN ATTACHMENT
*SOLD SEPARATELY

Hose and regulator Included

Hose and Regulator
Included

SINGLE BURNER

CAMP STOVE WITH
CARBON STEEL WOK
2-BURNER BASE CAMP STOVE
WITH CAST IRON BURNERS AND STAND

Compatible with #16010-100
and 16010-200 cast iron
griddles

Our Outdoor Stove with Stand is one of our best sellers…and for good reason! Two high-output burners give you anywhere from 5,000 to
35,000 BTUs per burner. This means your stove has the finesse to cook 2 eggs over easy at the campsite, or the power to cook a pot of chili
at the local cook-off! Our heavy-duty, free-standing, steel frame design is constructed with high temperature coating, and gives you enough
room for 2 full size pots or pans.
ITEM#: 217
SIZE: 30.75”x 15.75” x 28.5”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319284876
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70 YEARS STRONG

#217 WINDSCREEN ATTACHMENT
ITEM#: 217-55 *sold separately
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319137554

stansport.com

Solid 31.25” high steel frame with 54,000 B.T.U premium cast
burner with flame wind guard. Features a carbon steel wok
and easy to use fuel/air mixture levers for optimum cooking
performance, and solid brass valves for operation. Runs for up to
15 hours with 20 lb. tank. Includes heavy duty hose and regulator
as well as a wok, wooden spatula, and spoon.
ITEM#: 217-100
WOK SIZE: 21” x18” x 6.5”
ASSEMBLED SIZE: 34.25” x 19.25”
WOK CAPACITY: 11 liters
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319125902

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

SINGLE BURNER

OUTDOOR PROPANE STOVE
WITH MESH SHELF

Calling all SERIOUS outdoor cooks: This is the stove for you!
We’ve built our heavy-duty stove around a 54,000 BTU burner
that delivers tremendous heat for big cooking projects. The
welded solid steel frame handles aluminum, steel, and cast iron
pots and pans of all sizes with ease. An added side shelf holds
up to 15 lbs. and can be set up on either the left or right side of
the burner.
ITEM#: 216-100
SIZE: 25.75” x 15.75” x 28”
SHELF SIZE: 15.75” x 10.25”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319134010

STANDING STOVES
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STOVES

STAINLESS STEEL

CAST IRON STOVE

PROPANE BBQ GRILL

This stove burner is constructed from durable cast iron and
features a high temperature coated frame for decades of
outdoor cooking fun. Corrosion-resistant brass valves look great
and ensure accurate temperature adjustment. This burner puts
out a massive 15,000 BTUs, enough to boil huge volumes of
liquid and cook for a hungry group in a hurry. Stansport Item
#235-5 hose and regulator needed and sold separately.

This stoves two high-output burners are constructed from
durable cast iron and features a high temperature coated frame
for decades of outdoor cooking fun. Corrosion-resistant brass
valves look great and ensure accurate temperature adjustment.
Each burner puts out a massive 15,000 BTUs, enough to boil huge
volumes of liquid and cook for a hungry group in a hurry. Stansport
Item #235-5 hose and regulator needed and sold separately.

This barbecue grill will change the way you cook outdoors. Durable
stainless-steel construction means years of enjoyment from a
lightweight and easily transported package. The 10,000 BTU
propane barbecue features a 126 square inch detachable cooking
surface. Requires standard 16.4 oz. disposable propane cylinders.

CAST IRON STOVE

ITEM#: 208
SIZE: 11.5” x 10.5” x 5.25”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319282803

SINGLE BURNER

PORTABLE OUTDOOR

Need a single burner for simple one pot camping meals? The
Stansport Single Burner Propane Stove gets it done! The 7 ¾”
low-profile square base sits sturdy on a table and the 5,500
BTU burner will cook all your favorite camping dishes. A control
knob makes turning on/off or adjusting the flame easy and wind
shields keep the flame going strong. Also comes with a regulator
for easy control of your fuel. Pack the compact Stansport Single
Burner Propane Stove and get ready to cook a delicious camp
meal with ease!

Step aside, campfire! With our portable butane stove, you’ll be
cooking quickly, conveniently, and never worry about firewood
again. The butane fuel (not included) burns cleanly and quietly,
and starts with a hassle-free electronic ignition. The included
hard plastic carrying case makes a compact, easy-to-transport
package. 8000 BTUs of cooking power and stainless-steel
construction make this stove as durable as it is elegant.
Compatible with our item# 181 8-Ounce Butane Canister.

PROPANE STOVE

ITEM#: 200
SIZE: 8.75” x 7.75” x 3”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319223004
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ITEM#: 209
SIZE: 20.75” x 14” x 5.25”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319282841

70 YEARS STRONG

BUTANE STOVE

ITEM#: 186-100
SIZE: 11” x 13.5” x 4.25”
CASE: 6/2
UPC: 011319139565

ITEM#: 035
SIZE (OPEN): 20.5” x 19.5” x 18.5”
SIZE (CLOSED): 20.5” x 17.75” x 12”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319128743

PROPANE STOVE
Searching for a portable single burner stove? This stove is a
great tool for any journey, whether backpacking or camping.
The 7 ½” diameter, chrome plated 10,000 BTU burner is wide
and sturdy enough to support single-serving pots and pans.
Featuring a fully-adjustable flame, the 10,000 BTU burner
will have liquids boiling in a flash or foods heated rapidly for
cooking. Includes a stand to properly set up a 16.4 oz. cylinder
fuel tank (not included).
ITEM#: 201
STOVE SIZE: 7.5” x 7.5”x 12.75”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319235359

ISO-BUTANE

PORTABLE

There’s nothing more comforting than a warm meal after a long
day of backpacking in the wilderness! Our ISO-Butane stove is a
great companion for the backcountry. This ultra-lightweight stove
weighing just 5 ounces won’t weigh you down during those long
treks. Featuring a fully-adjustable flame, the 12,000 BTU burner
will have water boiling in 3.5 minutes for dehydrated meal packs,
coffee, and other warm drinks. Incudes a nylon drawcord carry
bag. Compatible with item# 184-4 Iso-Butane Gas (not included)

This small, packable, and portable butane stove is ultra-light
4.3oz (0.1 kg), with an anodized aluminum/stainless steel frame
and a matchless piezo igniter. This operates in temperatures as
low as 20°F (-6.7°C). The stove supports for the pots fold and the
stove and fuel canister nest inside the cook set to keep a small
size for backpacks. Fuel lever adjusts up to 10,000 BTUs.

BACKPACK STOVE

ITEM#: 183-B
SIZE: 6” x 5”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319210868

stansport.com

SINGLE BURNER

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

70 YEARS STRONG

DOUBLE BURNER

PACKS
STOVES
AND BAGS

SINGLE BURNER

BUTANE STOVE WITH FUEL

ITEM#: 184
STOVE SIZE: 4.75” x 4.75” x 3.25”
GAS SIZE: 3.5” x 3.5” x 2.75”
ASSEMBLED SIZE: 4.75” x 4.75” x 5.75”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319210905

CAST IRON STOVES // PORTABLE STOVES
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STOVES

For use with Item
186 and 186-100

21 MM

BUTANE CANISTER
Butane is an ideal fuel for clean, reliable cooking. Our 8 oz.
butane cylinder fits many camping and portable cooking
appliances - lanterns, stoves, chafing dishes and more. As an
added bonus, this cylinder includes a self-sealing value for easy,
safe storage.

MOQ: 140

ISO-BUTANE PROPANE GAS BLEND
ISO-Butane combines the clean, convenient heat of butane with
low-temperature reliability. Our 4 oz. gas cylinder is filled with a
proprietary blend of ISO-Butane and Propane, for maximum heat
and performance in low temps. This slimline canister fits many
popular backcountry stoves and lanterns, and is small and light
enough to disappear in the smallest pack.
ITEM#: 184-4
SIZE: 3.5” 2.75”
CAPACITY: 4 ounces
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319139978

MOQ: 144

2-BURNER REGULATED

PROPANE CAMP STOVE
Elegant. Powerful. Simple. Delicious. The first three words
describe our 2-burner propane camp stove, but we’ll have to
rely on you to use it to make delicious outdoor meals. With two
8,200 BTU stainless steel burners, you’ve got the power to heat
everything from coffee to venison, with heat to spare. The open
stove top allows for use with larger cookware. A detachable
steel rack provides support for heavy cast-iron cookware, and
our corrosion-resistant brass regulator arm nests underneath for
compact storage and travel.
ITEM#: 220
SIZE: 18” x 11” x 3.5”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319140738

PROPANE CAMP STOVE
One of the toughest folding camp stoves with high output
burners that you will ever find! Each burner has its own
windscreen, focusing 10,000 BTUs per burner directly at the pot,
pan, or skillet, for a total of 20,000 BTUs. Handle all your cooking
needs with one stove, big enough and strong enough to handle
two full size pots or pans.
ITEM#: 203-93
OPEN SIZE: 18” x 12.75” x 12”
CLOSED SIZE: 18” x 10.75” x 14”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319225329

#236-05

PORTABLE

This backpacking set includes everything you need to cook
while in the outdoors. This set includes: backpack stove, 4 oz.
fuel canister, 17 oz. (0.50L) pan, 31 oz. (0.92L) pot, scrub pad,
nylon stove bag, and a polyester drawstring net carry bag.
The stove includes a Piezo matchless lighter and adjusts up to
10,000 BTUs. The stove also regulates pressure down to -20°F.
The cook set is made of hard anodized, non-stick aluminum.
The pots feature convenient folding handles. The stove and
fuel canister both nest inside the cook set for easy storage.
Fuel included is our item# 184-4, which can also be used for
replacing on future use.

Get back to the basics with this ultra-light, ultra-simple foldable
backpacker’s stove. Made from durable plated steel, it’s so light
and compact, you’ll barely notice it in your pack. Our backpacker
stove includes 8 solid fuel tablets that burn for 9 minutes each.

ITEM#: 247
SIZE: 5.75” x 4”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319124783
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#236-P

BACKPACK

STOVE, FUEL & COOK SET

70 YEARS STRONG

PACKS
STOVES
AND BAGS

ITEM#: 181
SIZE: 7.75” x 2.75”
CAPACITY: 8 ounces
CASE: 28
UPC: 011319123557

2-BURNER REGULATED

4 OUNCES

70 YEARS STRONG

8 OUNCES

FOLD-A-STOVE

ITEM#: 236-05
SIZE: 4.5” x 3.75” x 2.75”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319133310
8 REPLACEMENT TABLETS
ITEM#: 236-P
SIZE: 1.75” x 1.75” x 0.25”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319342309

stansport.com

GET BACK TO THE BASICS!
TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

BUTANE GAS // STOVES MISCELLANY // CAMP STOVES
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PROPANE STOVE
& GRILL COMBO

ITEM#: 206-700
OPEN SIZE: 23.75” x 15.5” x 15.5”
CLOSE SIZE: 23.75” x 13.25” x 5.5”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319142145

PROPANE STOVE
2 BURNER

Nobody goes hungry with our Boulder Series 2-Burner Propane
Stove. With 50,000 BTUs of combined cooking power on two
stainless steel burners, you’ll be serving up delicious meals in
no time. Both burners feature a piezo ignition in case you forgot
your matches. Each burner is controlled separately, so you can
get that perfect scramble while boiling water for coffee. Windy
day? The low-profile windscreen and recesses drip tray have
you covered. The stainless-steel drip tray also makes for easy
cleanup. This stove also features a durable carry handle and
reinforced corner bumpers to make travel pain free.
ITEM#: 212-700
OPENED SIZE: 23.75” x 15.75” x 15.5”
CLOSED SIZE: 23.75” x 13.5” x 5.75”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319142183
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PROPANE STOVE

OUTFITTER SERIES 2-BURNER

& GRILL COMBO

PROPANE STOVE

With our high-output stainless steel burner, you’ll be able to
dedicate over 10,000 BTUs of cooking power to simmering a
sauce or boiling water for coffee. The diffuse grill burner provides
up to 8,000 BTUs to create perfectly grilled steaks. Both burners
feature a piezo igniter for matchless lighting. Additional great
features include: A polished stainless-steel drip pan, aluminum
grill plate, 3-sided wind-screen and a high-pressure regulator for
high altitude use.

Our outfitter series of stoves include features to increase
performance and durability for those who feed groups outdoors.
This two-burner model features two oversized, stainless steel
burner heads with 25,000 BTUs (50,000 total BTUs) of cooking
power. With the included piezo electronic ignition, you don’t
need matches to start cooking! Also comes with a regulator for
easy control of your fuel. A steel frame and stainless steel drip
pan ensure this stove is durable and easy to clean.

70 YEARS STRONG

PROPANE STOVE
With our two-burner propane stove, you’ll never have to choose
between frying bacon and making coffee again! Two 10,000
B.T.U. stainless steel burners, fueled by 16.4 oz disposable
propane cylinders (not included) provide plenty of cooking
power. Also comes with a regulator for easy control of your fuel.
We’ve attended to all the details - like a detachable lid which
allows for larger cookware, windscreens, and a heavy-Duty
removable steel grate. The entire stove is coated with a baked-on
enamel finish, for a lifetime of outdoor cooking pleasure!
ITEM#: 203-93-50
OPEN SIZE: 18.5” x 12.5” x 12.25”
CLOSE SIZE: 17.75” x 11” x 4”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319136250

2-BURNER

PROPANE STOVE

WITH DRIP PAN & PIEZO IGNITER
This 2-Burner Propane Stove with Drip Pan is the perfect
blend of power and convenience for all your outdoor cooking
needs. Use the convenient piezo ignition to fire up the two
10,000 BTU burners and you’re ready to cook a hearty outdoor
meal. Additional great features include: A stainless-steel drip
pan, a 3-sided wind-screen, a heavy-duty pot rack and a brass
pressure regulator.

ITEM#: 203-100-50
OPEN SIZE: 18.5” x 14.5” x 14.5”
CLOSE SIZE: 18.25” x 11.5” x 4.5”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319257528

OUTFITTER SERIES 2-BURNER

OUTFITTERS SERIES

ITEM#: 206-50
OPENED SIZE: 23.75” x 13.75” x 15”
CLOSED SIZE: 23.25” x 12.5” x 4.5”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319136908

2-BURNER REGULATED

PACKS
STOVES
AND BAGS

Get your grill on with our Boulder Series Propane Stove & Grill
Combo. With 25,000 BTUs of cooking power on the stainlesssteel burner and 8,000 BTUs on the grill tube burner, you’ll be
serving up delicious meals in no time. Both burners feature a
piezo ignition in case you forgot your matches. Each burner is
controlled separately, so you can simmer that sauce while grilling
up a perfect burger. Windy day? The low-profile windscreen and
recesses drip tray have you covered. A stainless-steel grill grate
and drip plate makes for easy cleanup. This stove & grill combo
also features a durable carry handle and reinforced corner
bumpers to make travel pain free.

BOULDER SERIES

70 YEARS STRONG

BOULDER SERIES

ITEM#: 212-50
OPENED SIZE: 24.25” x 14.25” x 14.5”
CLOSED SIZE: 23.25” x 12.5” x 4.75”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319284623

stansport.com

OUTFITTER SERIES - 3 BURNER

PROPANE STOVE

Our outfitter series of stoves include features to increase
performance and durability for those who feed groups outdoors.
This three-burner model starts with two oversized, stainless steel
burner heads with 25,000 B.T.U of cooking power each. Nestled
between them is a 10,000 B.T.U. center burner - perfect for
warming sauce or boiling pasta. With the included piezo electronic
ignition, you don’t need matches to start cooking. Also comes with
a regulator for easy control of your fuel. A steel frame and stainless
steel drip pan ensure this stove is durable and easy to clean.
ITEM#: 212-300-50
OPEN SIZE: 24.25” x 14.25” x 15”
CLOSE SIZE: 23.25” x 12.5” x 5.25”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319136946

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

PROPANE STOVE
WITH GRILL

Our outfitter series of stoves include features to increase
performance and durability for those who feed groups outdoors.
This three-burner model starts with two oversized, stainless steel
burner heads with 25,000 B.T.U of cooking power each. Nestled
between them is a 5,500 B.T.U. griddle burner - perfect for cooking
home fries or pancakes! With the included piezo electronic ignition,
you don’t need matches to start cooking. Also comes with a
regulator for easy control of your fuel. A steel frame, stainless steel
drip pan, and aluminum grill plate ensure this stove is durable and
easy to clean.
ITEM#: 212-600-50
OPEN SIZE: 24.75” x 14.25” x 15”
CLOSE SIZE: 23.5” x 12.75” x 5.5”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319136922

PROPANE STOVES
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PROPANE
APPLIANCES
& ACCESSORIES
Cold, dark nights out in the wilderness are no match
for our quality propane appliances! Whether you need
to have your path lit by firelight, or have your body
warmed by our heaters, we have you covered.

16. Propane Lanterns
16. Heater
16. Fire Pit
17. Propane Accessories
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PROPANE APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES

COMPACT SINGLE MANTLE

DOUBLE MANTLE

Throw a little light on the situation
with this small-but-mighty, single-mantle
lantern. The single mantle design
adjusts up to 200 candle power of
illumination. Its compact size makes this
lantern perfect for camping or RV use,
emergency preparedness, or even
a romantic backyard dinner
(Gas cylinder and base not included).
Rayon mantle included.

This classic-style lantern uses a propane
canister to fill the campsite with light.
The double mantle design emits up
to 810 Lumens, and the lantern stays
securely upright with a sturdy base and
tip-resistant feet. Use a lighter or match
to easily ignite the rayon mantles and use
the control knob to adjust to your
desired light level. This powerful
propane-powered lantern is an efficient
alternative to battery-powered lanterns.

PROPANE LANTERN

ITEM#: 172
LANTERN SIZE: 4.5” x 4.5” x 7”
ASSEMBLED SIZE: 4.5” x 4.5” x 14”
CASE: 8
UPC: 011319209602

PROPANE LANTERN

ITEM#: 170
LANTERN SIZE: 8.75” x 5.75” x 5”
ASSEMBLED SIZE: 17” x 9.5” x 9.5”
CASE: 4/2
UPC: 011319209305

PROPANE
RADIANT HEATER
Take the warmth of home anywhere
you go. Stay warm on your next
outing with this 3,100 BTU portable
outdoor propane radiant heater.
Perfect for camping, fishing,
or sporting events. With a
convenient carry handle, this
heater is personal and portable.
Uses 16.4oz propane cylinders
(not included). Stand included.

For extra peace of mind, consider packing a replacement globe
for your single and double mantle lanterns. Our globes are made
of high-quality, heat resistant glass for the brightest glow at
night. On top of fitting our propane lantern #170, our globes also
fit most other brands double mantle lanterns.

ITEM#: 167
SIZE: 4.25” x 4.5”
CASE: 12/4
UPC: 011319207905

CYLINDER BASE
PROPANE
FIRE PIT WITH LAVA ROCKS

The high-impact plastic propane cylinder
base is compatible with most standard
16.4 oz propane canisters. Its wide
DuraBase provides a stable platform
for propane accessories with swivel
extension feet that fold away compactly.
It acts as a replacement base for your
camping propane cylinders.

Enjoy hanging out around the campfire with the mess of
smoke, ash, embers and firewood. Our propane fire pit heats
up lava rocks to radiate heat, while also dispersing the flame for
everyone to enjoy. A zippered polyester carry bag makes storage
and transporting quick and easy. This portable fire pit is a great
addition to backyard patios, RV trailers, tailgating and more!
Includes hose and regulator and burns up to 65,000 BTU.
ITEM#: 088
SIZE: 14.5” x 8”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319133563

70 YEARS STRONG

Our wire mesh lantern globe can take a beating! Whether you’re
looking for a more durable solution than a traditional glass
lantern globe, or you’re trying to replace a broken globe,
our wire mesh version is the ideal solution, and fits most
two-mantle lanterns. The extra dense mesh diffuses light
into a dimmer, softer glow.

ITEM#: 167-100
SIZE: 4.5” x 4.5”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319207400

ITEM#: 195
HEATER SIZE: 10.75” x 6” x 6”
ASSEMBLED SIZE: 19” x 9.5” x 9.5”
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319213005

PROPANE
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LANTERN GLOBE FOR #170

70 YEARS STRONG

PORTABLE OUTDOOR

WIRE MESH

ITEM#: 194-B
SIZE: 9.5” x 2.25”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319212831

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

TIE-ON RAYON

LANTERN MANTLES

CLIP-ON RAYON
- 2 PCS.

Replacement mantles for propane
lanterns. These will fit any of our
standard propane lanterns, as well as
most standard propane lanterns.

ITEM#: 166
SIZE: 2.17” x 3.35”
CASE: 600/150
UPC: 011319207202

PROPANE APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES

LANTERN
GLOBE FOR #170

LANTERN MANTLES - 2 PCS.
Our clip on mantles have everything
that you need in a mantle, including a
heavy, durable weave for reliable bright,
white light. Additionally, they feature an
innovative clip attachment system that’s
easier to install than the traditional tie.
Compatible with most standard propane
lanterns.

ITEM#: 166-600
SIZE: 1.77” x 3.35”
CASE: 600/150
UPC: 011319207301

PROPANE LANTERNS // HEATER // FIRE PIT // ACCESSORIES
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PROPANE APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES

APPLIANCE-TO-BULK-TANK

APPLIANCE-TO-POST

DOUBLE CYLINDER

This durable, flexible accessory hose
connects propane appliances to 20
lb bulk propane tanks. Bulk tanks
are ideal for cooking for large groups
economically, and with this accessory
hose, you’ll be able to take full advantage
of them. The Type-1 fitting connects to
propane bulk tanks easily, using only
hand pressure (Do not over-tighten).
Keep hose at least 24 inches away from
high heat and combustibles.

Lanterns, heaters and stoves all make
camping more fun, and they all require
a steady supply of gas to do their job.
Our 10” hose connects your favorite
propane appliances to distribution
posts, for reliable consistent service.

Attach two 16.4 oz. cylinders and
power either a regular tabletop propane
appliance, or a larger appliance using a
QCC-1 connector or both at the same
time! With two 16.4 oz. cylinder fuel
sources you can change out empty
cylinders while staying connected. Auto
shut-off valves at each outlet. Corrosion
resistant brass valves.

FUEL POST

PROPANE HOSE

ITEM#: 193-5
SIZE: 5’
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319212558

ITEM#: 191
SIZE: 10’
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319212206

ITEM#: 193-10
SIZE: 10’
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319212602

HOSE & REGULATOR
This durable, flexible accessory hose
connects Stansport propane stoves to
a remote 16.4 oz disposable propane
cylinder. 30 inch length gives you plenty
of room to position your stove for
optional cooking. The hose includes a
pressure regulator to ensure safe, even,
flare-free cooking.

ITEM#: 192-200
SIZE: 9.5” x 1.75” x 1.5”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319135932

ITEM#: 189
SIZE: 30”
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319211995

3 OUTLET

DISTRIBUTION POST
Operate 3 propane appliances from the same bulk cylinder at the same time with this 30”
post. An adjustable base and auto shut off valves on each outlet mean stability and safety.
Use with Stansport™ #193-5 or #193-10 propane hoses (sold separately). Can be used
with lanterns, stoves, and heaters.
ITEM#: 192
SIZE: 32.5” x 4.5” x 3.5”
CASE: 8
UPC: 011319212305

20 LB. PROPANE TANK

FUEL GAUGE

Any RV, camping, or home grilling
enthusiast will appreciate this
replacement propane gauge that
monitors fuel levels on 20 lb grill tanks,
with or without appliance attached.
The QCC-1 fitting fits all new propane
bulk tanks.

BRASS PROPANE STOVE
BULK-TANK-TO-APPLIANCE

PROPANE

To connect your Stansport #208 and
#209 cast iron burners to a 20 lb “BBQ”
style propane cylinder, you’ll need a hose
and adapter. Our tank-to-appliance hose
includes 5”cableofcableandabuilt-in
regulator to cast iron burners to 20 lb.
propane tanks. Our type 1 fitting easily
attaches easily to the latest 20 lb cylinder
outlets. Better, we’ve constructed all of
our fittings from solid brass for safe, leakfree connections. Happy cooking!

This propane converter will allow you to
use your old liquid-fuel camping stove
with more convenient propane. This
small device is pressure regulated with
brass fittings for safe and consistent
performance over many years.

HOSE & REGULATOR

ITEM#: 235-5
SIZE: 5’
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319340374
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CONVERTER

ITEM#: 185
SIZE: 2.75” x 1.25” x 12.5”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319210936

PROPANE APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES

ITEM#: 190
SIZE: 5’
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319212008

30” PROPANE

70 YEARS STRONG

PROPANE HOSE

ITEM#: 182
SIZE: 4.75” x 2.75” x 1.75”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319210721

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

In the event that you need to replace
the regulator in your propane stove,
this product safely regulates propane
pressure and fuel flow from a 16.4 oz
cylinder. The replacement regulator may
also be used with a 20 pound bulk BBQ
style tank (connecting hose required). It
can be used with the following Stansport
stoves: 200, 202, 203, 203-93,
203-100, 204, 205, 205-300, 206, 212.

ITEM#: 189-100
SIZE: 8.75” x 3” x 1.5”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319128040

stansport.com

PROPANE TANK

2-PIECE PROPANE

This QCC-1 fitting connects appliance
hoses to 20 lb. standard grill propane
tanks. This part is compatible with all
new propane tanks.

Lamps, stoves, and heaters are great for camping, but how do you run all of these at once?
The Stansport 2 piece distribution post is the answer! This lightweight heavy duty propane
distribution post is perfect for running 1 to 3 propane appliances simultaneously. The
distribution post is a must have for any multitasking camper!

ADAPTER

ITEM#: 199
SIZE: 2.75” x 1.75”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319214910

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

DISTRIBUTION POST

ITEM#: 192-100
SIZE: 32” x 3.5” x 4.25”
CASE: 8
UPC: 011319212411

PROPANE ACCESSORIES
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COOKWARE
Soups, burgers, bread, stir fry, and any other
food options you want are always on the table
with our extensive line of cookware products.
From our heavy-duty cast iron to our lightweight
and portable aluminum, we have cooking items
for everyone!

22. Stainless Steel Cookware
24. Enamelware
25. Tableware
26. Cast Iron Cookware
29. Cookware Accessories
33. Coffee Prep
34. Grills
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COOKWARE

BACKPACKING

COOK SET - STAINLESS STEEL
The Stainless Steel Backpacking Cook Set is everything you
need for mealtime at the campsite. All included pieces are made
from restaurant grade 201 stainless steel. The entire set nests
together to fit in the included mesh carry bag for easy portability.

PLATE

These stainless steel plates will make the perfect addition to
any outdoor kitchen and are made to last for many seasons.
The stainless steel 430 stainless 18/0 is polished to perfection.
Plates are 9.25 inches in diameter and are dishwasher safe.

FLASK

ITEM#: 363-100
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319133365

LARGE POT CAPACITY: 33.75 ounces
SMALL POT CAPACITY: 22 ounces
FRY PAN: 19 ounces

An essential for outdoor cooking, these Stainless-Steel Cook
Pots fit well on small camping stove burners! Durable steel
construction with handles that stay cool to the touch while
cooking. Simply fold the handles for easy storage and transport.
Comes in a mesh carry bag.
ITEM#: 358
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319401907
SIZE: 5” diameter
CAPACITY: 18 ounces

Take your favorite beverage with you on the trail, water or
otherwise. Made of quality stainless steel and specially designed
to carry alcoholic drinks. This stainless steel flask is compact for
easy storage and has a hinged safety cap.
ITEM#: 367-333
CAPACITY: 8 ounces
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319403734

COOK POTS

ITEM#: 359
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319401952
SIZE: 6” diameter
CAPACITY: 19 ounces

ITEM#: 367-64
CAPACITY: 64 ounces
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319140134

COOKWARE

ITEM#: 263
SIZE: 9.25” diameter
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319352506

STAINLESS STEEL

• 33.75 qt. Pot

70 YEARS STRONG

STAINLESS STEEL

#367-64

#367-333

SET INCLUDES:
• 22 oz. Pot with Lid
• 19 oz. Frypan

“SOLO” STAINLESS STEEL

HEAVY-DUTY ALUMINUM

COOK SET - 1 PERSON
With polished high gloss exterior, this mess kit is easy to clean
and lightweight to bring. Its Components nest together for
compact storage. The frypan has coated, stay-cool handle that
makes campfire cooking easy and safe.
SET INCLUDES:
• 5.5” Pot with Lid
• 7.5” Frypan

• 7” Plate
• 7 oz. Plastic Cup

Removable handle fits 4 of 5 pans.

ITEM#: 250-P
CASE: 36/6
UPC: 011319347908

HEAVY DUTY - STAINLESS STEEL
DELUXE 8-PIECE
STAINLESS STEEL

HIGH SIERRA CUP
You can always identify a true backcountry rambler by the
Sierra cup hanging on their belt. Our version of this classic
outdoor accessory is made of chef quality 18/4 stainless steel
202 stainless. Outdoor enthusiasts of all stripes like these
versatile cups for sipping beverages, cooking simple meals, or
eating out of.
ITEM#: 275
CAPACITY: 7 ounces
CASE: 72/24
UPC: 011319359109
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ALUMINUM COOK SET- 2 PERSON

STAINLESS STEEL

KLONDIKE MUG
Always have a drink handy with this 17 oz stainless steel mug.
Made of 18/4 stainless steel 202 stainless, this mug is heavy
duty for outdoor use. It also has a convenient fixed handle for
easy carrying.
ITEM#: 237
CAPACITY: 17 ounces
CASE: 48/6
UPC: 011319342316

Our 8-Piece Aluminum Cook Set will allow you to cook and
serve your favorite mouthwatering outdoor meals. The included
pot grip helps move around the fry pan and pot. Transfer your
delicious meals onto the 2 ridged aluminum plates and your
favorite beverages into the 2 plastic cups. All of the items nest
together for easy carrying and storage of the entire set.
SET INCLUDES:
• 6.5” Saucepan
• 7” Frypan

• Two 6.25” Plates
• Pot Gripper
• Two 7 oz. Plastic Cups • Lashing Strap

ITEM#: 245-P
CASE: 36/6
UPC: 011319247208

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

CLAD COOK SET

Ranging in size from 1 quart to 4 quarts, the four pots make
outdoor cooking a breeze for groups of all sizes. Also included is
a 9.75” fry pan, perfect for omelets and stir fry’s. The universal lid
covers each item for simmering soups and stews. The universal
handle is interchangeable with all but the 4 quart pot, which has
its own handles. All of the items nest together for easy carrying
and storage of the entire set.
SET INCLUDES:
• 4 qt. Pot
• 3 qt. Pot
• 2 qt. Pot
• 1 qt. Pot

• 9.75” Frypan
• 8.25” Universal Lid
• Handle

ITEM#: 369
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319403796

STAINLESS STEEL COOKWARE
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COOKWARE

#10640

#10348

#11220-10

#10628

#10955

#11220
#15741

TABLEWARE SET

#15995

Take your dining experience to the next level with this deluxe enamel tableware set. We start with durable stainless steel, and double-glaze
it with a rugged enamel for unparalleled durability and classic rustic style. Each piece also features brilliant stainless steel edges. Our enamel
tableware is tough enough to use in the wilderness and stylish enough to use at home!

#15985

ITEM
#11220-10
#11220
#11220-03

#10865

CASE
3
3
3

UPC		
011319131583		
011319127166		
011319136991		

MUG CAPACITY
12 ounces		
12 ounces		
12 ounces		

PLATE DIAMETER
10.25” 		
10.25” 		
10.25” 		

BOWL SIZE
6”
6”
6”

COOKWARE

#11220-03

DELUXE 24-PIECE ENAMEL

70 YEARS STRONG

#10343

#15895

BLUE
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70 YEARS STRONG

ENAMEL PERCOLATOR

Morning coffee at camp is a special time. With our 8
cup Percolator and four mug set, you’ll be hosting a killer
backcountry coffee break in no time. Our percolator features
a sturdy pour handle and cool touch bail, for easy serving.
Our cups boast brilliant, stainless steel rims. The entire set is
constructed from gorgeous enamel that’s kiln-hardened to help
prevent chips and scratches.

Morning coffee at camp is a special time. With our 8
cup Percolator and four mug set, you’ll be hosting a killer
backcountry coffee break in no time. Our percolator features
a sturdy pour handle and cool touch bail, for easy serving.
Our cups boast brilliant, stainless steel rims. The entire set is
constructed from gorgeous enamel that’s kiln-hardened to help
prevent chips and scratches.

COFFEE POT & 4 MUG SET

ENAMELWARE
Take your dining experience to the next
level with our enamel cookware. We start
with durable stainless steel, and double-glaze
it with a rugged enamel for unparalleled
durability and classic rustic style.
Each item is kiln-hardened to help prevent
chips and scratches, and also features a
brilliant stainless-steel edge. Our enamel
tableware is tough enough to use in the
wilderness and stylish enough to use at home!

ENAMEL PERCOLATOR
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#10343
#10348
#10955
#15985
#15995
#10628
#10640
#10865
#15741
#15895

Enamel Percolator Coffee Pot
Enamel Coffee Pot
Enamel Tea Kettle
Enamel Coffee Mug
Enamel Coffee Mug
Enamel Straight Pot
Enamel Cook Pot with lid
Enamel Fry Pan
Enamel Dinner Plate
Enamel Mixing Bowl

8 cups
20 cups
2.5 quarts
12 ounces
24 ounces
3 quarts
5 quarts
10”
10.25”
6”

6
2
6
24/6
24/6
3
2
6
24/6
48/6

011319127739
011319127715
011319127944
011319127906
011319127920
011319127814
011319134225
011319127968
011319127838
011319127852

stansport.com

ITEM#: 11230
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319127777

POT SIZE: 9.25” x 7.25” x 6.5”
POT CAPACITY: 8 cups
MUG SIZE: 3.5” x 3.25”
MUG CAPACITY: 12 ounces

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

COFFEE POT & 4 MUG SET

ITEM#: 11230-03
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319137011

POT SIZE: 9.25” x 7.25” x 6.5”
POT CAPACITY: 8 cups
MUG SIZE: 3.5” x 3.25”
MUG CAPACITY: 12 ounces

ENAMELWARE // TABLEWARE
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COOKWARE

#16031

#16070-20

#16067
#16021

#16018-20
PRE-SEASONED
CAST IRON

CAST IRON DUTCH
OVENS WITH LEGS

FRYING PANS

ITEM

SIZE

#16018-20 2 quarts
#16021
4 quarts
#16031
8 quarts

DIAMETER

CASE

UPC

8”
10”
12”

4
2
1

011319215177
011319215214
011319215313

Our cast iron frying pans are just as
much at home on a campfire as they
are in your kitchen. Once seasoned,
it cooks pancakes, eggs, veggies and
more without sticking. Cast iron retains
heat, and it’s so durable and versatile
that it’s safe for use in the oven, on the
stove or over a fire.

ITEM

DIAMETER

#16052
8”
#16067
10”
#16070-20 12”

CASE

UPC

4
4
4

011319215528
011319215672
011319215696

KEEP IT CLEAN!

#16033

COOKWARE

A Dutch oven is an essential outdoor cooking accessory. It boils
chili, fries chicken, bakes biscuits, pops popcorn, and that’s just
the beginning. High quality cast iron evenly distributes heat even
when used over an open fire, and keeps food warmer longer than
ordinary pots and pans. Our dutch oven models come in a variety
of sizes for the needs of any hungry outdoor enthusiasts. Built-in
legs elevate the bottom of this Dutch oven enough to use directly
over a bed of hot coals.

#16052

70 YEARS STRONG

PRE-SEASONED

#16023

#16016

PRE-SEASONED CAST IRON

PRE-SEASONED

PRE-SEASONED

This pre-seasoned 3-piece skillet set
includes our 3 most popular and versatile
skillets. The 8”, 10”, and 12” pans let you
cook everything from eggs and bacon
to steak and stir fry. The set comes preseasoned, and distributes heat evenly.
Even heating means faster cooking
without having to manage the heat
source or rotate the pan. Use at home on
the stove or in the oven, or outdoors over
a campfire or on a grill.

Discover the most versatile cooking vessel:
the wok! Our cast-iron wok is ideal for frying
crisp veggies, searing steak or shrimp or
cooking Asian cuisine. The steep sides
excel in cooking your meal with a minimum
of oil and liquid, leading to quick, flavorful
meals. This wok comes pre-seasoned, and
distributes heat evenly. Even heating means
faster cooking without having to manage
the heat source or rotate the wok.

16.5” pre-seasoned cast iron pizza pan with
handles. The even heating of cast iron is
perfect for pizzas, giving you a crispy crust
and locking in all the delicious flavors. Can
also be used as a large skillet for cooking
hamburgers, pancakes, steaks, and much
more. The heat retention and even heat
distribution of cast iron can’t be beat. Use
at home on the stove or in the oven, or
outdoors over a campfire or on a grill.

FRYING PANS - 3 PCS.
PRE-SEASONED

#16019-20

CAST IRON DUTCH
OVENS WITH FLAT BOTTOM
A Dutch oven is an essential outdoor cooking accessory. It boils
chili, fries chicken, bakes biscuits, pops popcorn, and that’s just
the beginning. High quality cast iron evenly distributes heat even
when used over an open fire, and keeps food warmer longer than
ordinary pots and pans. Our dutch oven models come in a variety
of sizes for the needs of any hungry outdoor enthusiasts. This
legless design provides easier placement on cooking grills and
adds greater surface to heat contact.
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ITEM

SIZE

DIAMETER

CASE

UPC

#16016
#16019-20
#16023
#16033

1 quart
2 quarts
4 quarts
8 quarts

6”
8”
10”
12”

6
4
2
1

011319140806
011319140820
011319140844
011319140868

stansport.com

ITEM#: 16090
SIZE: 8”, 10”, 12” diameter
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319140912

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

PIZZA PAN

CAST IRON WOK

ITEM#: 16301
SIZE: 12.5” diameter
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319216013

ITEM#: 16006
SIZE: 16.5”
CASE: 3
UPC: 011319140899

CAST IRON COOKWARE
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COOKWARE
16010-100 & 16010-200
are both compatible with
#217 & 217-200 stoves

Compatible with our
#16000 lid lifter

#16010-20

GRIDDLES - PRE-SEASONED

ITEM#: 16903
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319216921

GRILL PRESS - PRE-SEASONED
An essential part of any outdoor kitchen, this pre-seasoned
cast iron meat press helps distribute heat evenly when cooking
burgers, steaks, bacon and other meats. It features a smooth
wooden handle for safe use and heavy duty construction for
carefree use with proper care at 9 by 5 inches.

There is nothing quite like waking up to the smell of sizzling bacon and eggs cooking on a cast iron griddle! Our Pre- Seasoned Cast Iron
Griddles are smooth on one side and ribbed on the other for versatile cooking! The heat retention and even heat distribution of cast iron
can’t be beat. The smooth side turns out eggs, bacon, pancakes and hash browns cooked to perfection. Flip over to the ribbed side and get
those grill marks going on steaks, burgers, and chops.
ITEM#: 16010-20
SIZE: 9” x 20”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319216105

ITEM#: 16010-100
SIZE: 15” x 15”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319124691

ITEM#: 16010-200
SIZE: 15” x 15”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319143869

COOKWARE

SET INCLUDES:
• Dutch Oven Lid Lifter
• 10” Dutch Oven
• Hot Handle Holder
• 10” Frypan
• 3 qt. Chicken Fryer with Lid

CAST IRON

#16010-200

70 YEARS STRONG

COOK SET - PRE-SEASONED
Our cast iron cook set includes all the pieces you need to make a
complete, multi-course backcountry smorgasbord! Our set a 10inch fry pan, a 3-quart chicken fryer with lid, and a 10-inch dutch
oven. The entire set is pre-seasoned and ready to use out of the
box. We’ve even included a dutch oven lid lifter and a hot handle
holder for safe, convenient backcountry cooking.

#16010-100

CAST IRON

6 PIECE - CAST IRON

ITEM#: 16315
SIZE: 9.5” x 5” x 2.75”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319131958

Holds dutch ovens
over open flames

DUTCH OVEN

HEAVY-DUTY STEEL

ALUMINUM

Our lid lifter is an essential accessory
for any dutch oven cooking enthusiast.
This durable steel tool has a coiled
handle, so you can check on your
biscuits, chili, or other dutch oven
delicacies without toasting your fingers.
This model works best on dutch ovens
with slotted handle lids.

This adjustable design features an “S” hook
that can be raised or lowered for optimum
temperature for warming or cooking.
Its collapsible design makes it ideal for
car camping and hunting trips. Great for
hanging Dutch ovens, tea pots, coffee
pots, etc. Also great for hang lanterns,
suspending water jugs, or dry clothes.
Its heavy-duty solid steel construction is
built to last. Easy to set up and stores in an
included draw cord carry bag.

Our lightweight aluminum griddle cooks
up backcountry staples with ease.
Pancakes, bacon, burgers, fish - you’ll
be able to cook all of it on the durable,
non-stick surface. Better, the finish
requires minimum oil to cook and is
incredibly easy to clean. Constructed
of lightweight aluminum, this griddle is
much lighter than cast iron versions of
comparable size.

LID LIFTER

A VERSATILE ADDITION TO YOUR COOKWARE COLLECTION
28
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stansport.com

ITEM#: 16000
SIZE: 16.5”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319215009

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

COOKING TRIPOD

ITEM#: 15997
SIZE: 24” x 24” x 42.5”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319214972

NON-STICK GRIDDLE

ITEM#: 268-1018
SIZE: 18” x 10.5” x 1”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319137912

CAST IRON COOKWARE // COOKWARE ACCESSORIES
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COOKWARE

3-IN-1

MULTI-TOOL

Add this compact, light can opener to your
backpack, tackle box or glove compartment
and you’ll always be able to open a can
of soup or chili! Our durable steel opener
is ideal for backpacking, camping, or
emergency use. The simple design locks to
the container for safe, easy opening. When
you’re done it folds up for discrete storage.

Though it looks like a burly can opener,
this is actually a clever multi-tool in
disguise! In addition to opening cans,
it can open bottles, or serve as a spoon.
It’s made of durable, tempered steel,
and the lightweight and multi-use design
makes it perfect for home, camping
or emergency use.

Durable multi-tool with 5+ tool functions!
Constructed from durable stainless steel,
the spork serves the functions of, well, a
spoon and a fork! Additionally, the tool
module includes a bottle opener, can
opener, flat head screwdriver, pry tip, and
10-8-6 mm hex wrench.

CAN OPENER - 2 PCS.

ITEM#: 344-P
SIZE: 2” x 0.75”
CASE: 504/24
UPC: 011319394100

KNIFE, FORK
& SPOON SET
Three piece cutlery set made of durable,
rustproof stainless steel. Set includes
fork, spoon, and knife with built in can
opener. All three pieces connect into one
compact unit and fit into handy case.
ITEM#: 340-P
UTENSIL SIZE: 6.5”
POUCH SIZE: 7” x 2.25” x 0.78mm
CASE: 120/12
UPC: 011319391307

ITEM#: 344-T
SIZE: 3.5” x 0.75”
CASE: 288/24
UPC: 011319394803

SPORK

ITEM#: 8520
SIZE: 4” x 2.25” x 0.25”
CASE: 240/12
UPC: 011319139305

2-PERSON

1 PERSON COMPACT

This durable plastic table set will quickly become a mainstay
in your camp kitchen. Use the included carabineer to clip the
utensils together. The set is washable and lightweight enough to
make it perfect for car camping or backpacking!

Keep your camp kitchen organized with our One Person Compact
Table Set. This set is crafted from food grade polypropylene. All
of the items nest together in a compact and lightweight design.
This washable table set is perfect for backpacking.

SET INCLUDES:
• 2 x Forks, spoons and knives
• 2 x 6.5 in. bowls
• 2 x 9.75 in. plates

SET INCLUDES:
• 1 x fork, spoon and knife
• 2 x bowls (20 oz and 24 oz)
• 1 x cutting board (6.75 in. x 4.75in.)

TABLE SET WITH MESH BAG

TABLE SET

• 2 x 12 oz. cups
• Mesh drawcord carry bag

ITEM#: 313-200
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319141445

• 1 x 10 oz. cup

ITEM#: 313-100
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319141346

STAINLESS STEEL

KNIFE, FORK
& SPOON SET
Three piece cutlery set made of durable,
rustproof stainless steel. Set includes
fork, spoon, and knife with built in can
opener. All three pieces connect into one
compact unit and fit into handy case.
Sold in a 12 pack PDQ.
ITEM#: 340
UTENSIL SIZE: 6.5”
POUCH SIZE: 7” x 2.25” x 0.78mm
CASE: 120/12
UPC: 011319390607

EGG

CARRIERS
This egg container is made from strong
and durable plastic which protects the
eggs from breakage as you travel. No
camp cooking kit is complete without
it. The cover locks tightly ensuring your
eggs stay safe. Holds 12 eggs.
ITEM#: 266
SIZE: 7” x 7” x 3.25”
CASE: 36
UPC: 011319354203

FAST DRYING

CAMP TOWEL SET

POP-UP MESH

FOOD COVERS

Swim, shower and splash without a care with our fast-drying camp
towel set. These towels are so versatile, you’ll want to bring them any
time you camp, backpack or travel. The set includes both a 30 in. x
60 in. body towel, and 12 in. x 20 in. hand towel for all of your drying
needs. Each is constructed from an advanced polyester microfiber
that absorbs up to 5 times its weight in water, yet wrings out almost
completely dry. An included mesh pouches enables the towels to
stay dry and fresh even when packed away!

This set of 3 mesh food covers, they fold flat and pop up in an
instant for ease of use. This set has easy-to-grab carry rings and
straight, tall mesh walls that make covering up plates and dishes
simple for picnics and camping.
ITEM#: 010
SIZE: 12”, 13.25” and 15.25”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319133150

COOKWARE

STAINLESS STEEL

CAN OPENER- 2 PCS.

70 YEARS STRONG

G.I. STYLE

ITEM#: 357-200
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319139206

#507-10

#507-60

Folds into a
handled carry
pack with pockets

LIGHTWEIGHT PLASTIC

16-PIECE

SALT-N-PEPPER

PICNIC TABLECLOTH

TATAMI

WITH CLAMPS COMBO PACK

GROUND MAT

Our Sporks boast not only the features of a
spoon and a fork, but also a serrated edge
that serves as a knife. We’ve bunded them
in a 4 pack, so you can chomp, saw and
slurp delicious food with 3 friends.

Our cutlery is crafted from polypropylene,
making it stronger than ordinary plastic. Our
utensils are fully reusable, and dishwasherfriendly. We include 4 forks, 4 tbsp, 4 knives
and 4 tsp.

Compact shaker with dual compartments.
Easy to refill for long lasting use. Lids
are moisture and spill resistant. Both lids
contain individual sprinkle holes. Ideal for
campling, backpacking and traveling.

Fresh air makes everything taste better. With our
picnic table cloth, you’ll be dining outside in style in
no time. We’ve included six rust-resistant,
stainless-steel tablecloth clamps to keep your food
stationary, even in inclement weather.

The perfect mat for all of your outdoor needs! Our Tatami Ground Mat is perfect
for picnics at the park, keeping sand off at the beach, or enjoying the weekend out
camping. Its durable mildew-resistant material allows you to place it on wet grass
with no worries! The mat folds up nicely and provides convenient carry handles for
easy portability and storage. Comes in 6 pack PDQ.

3-IN-1 SPORK

ITEM#: 8524
SIZE: 6.5” x 1.5” x 0.5”
CASE: 144/24
UPC: 011319139589
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CUTLERY SET

ITEM#: 8525
TBSP SIZE: 6”
CASE: 24/6
TSP SIZE: 6.25”
UPC: 011319139275 KNIFE SIZE: 8.25”
FORK SIZE: 7”

SHAKER

ITEM#: 343-100
SIZE: 3” x 1.75” x 0.75”
CASE: 240/12
UPC: 011319143814

stansport.com

ITEM#: 610-611
SIZE (CLOTH): 72” x 54”
CASE: 36/6
SIZE (CLAMPS): 2.75” x 2” x 0.5”
UPC: 011319139084

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

#507-50

ITEM

SIZE

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#507-10
#507-50
#507-60

60” x 78”
60” x 78”
60” x 78”

green

6
6
6

011319476752
011319476769
011319476776

blue
red

COOKWARE ACCESSORIES
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COOKWARE

*CUPS ARE BASED ON 5 TO 6 FLUID OUNCES

#276-9

#277

#276-28

COLLAPSIBLE

CAMP SINK
Versatile basin great for washing dishes,
doing laundry or icing beverages.
Collapsible design folds flat for easy
transport and storage. Sink plug can
twist open or pop out completely for
faster draining. 2.2 gallon liquid capacity.

DOUBLE SINK

Two basins (3.5 gallons per sink) for
washing and rinsing. Constructed
of heavy-duty PVC for long-lasting
durability. Polyester webbing handles
welded to main body. Folds down for
easy storage. Quick release buckles for
hanging as a shelf.
ITEM#: 879
SIZE: 22.75” x 11.75” x 7.25”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319141384

TOASTER

Backcountry bacon and eggs aren’t
complete without a slice of delicious,
nut-brown toast. Our folding camp
stove toaster makes up to 4 slices of
toast simultaneously, using only the heat
provided by your favorite campstove. Our
durable stainless-steel construction will give
you years of backcountry breakfasts.

ITEM#: 276
OPEN SIZE: 8.75” x 4.75”
CLOSE SIZE: 8.75” x 0.75”
CASE: 12/4
UPC: 011319360501

CAMPER’S PERCOLATOR

STAINLESS STEEL PERCOLATOR

ALUMINUM

There’s nothing like waking up to the
smell (and that distinctive, perky sound!)
of a percolator heating on the fire! Our
highly polished aluminum percolators
holds up enough coffee to jump start
your whole outdoor crew. Included wire
top and side handles making pouring
coffee a snap.

These classic percolator coffee pots
are made from stainless-steel and brew
enough coffee to jumpstart your whole
crew. They have a standard 3-piece
stainless-steel percolator system with
stem and basket included. Designed
to last for many years, it also features a
hardwood handle to insulate from heat.

A percolator is one of the easiest, and
lowest maintenance ways to make coffee
outside. Our replacement aluminum
percolator stem fits most standard-size
coffee percolators and won’t rust.
The brew basket features a tightly fitted
lid, so you can easily adjust the quantity
of ground you use without ending up
with “muddy” coffee. Fits Stansport
Item # 276-9 and most 9-cup outdoor
coffee pots.

COFFEE POT

COFFEE POTS

ITEM#: 277
CAPACITY: 9 cups*
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319361201

ITEM#: 276-9
CAPACITY: 9 cups*
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319360907

ITEM#: 279
SIZE: 20 cups*
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319361508

ITEM#: 276-28
SIZE: 28 cups*
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319127074

PERCOLATOR STEM

ITEM#: 297
SIZE: 4.5” x 4.5” x 8”
CASE: 50
UPC: 011319364707

#8905-05

STAINLESS STEEL
MULTI-FUNCTION

SPATULA
DELUXE

COOKING BROILER
Campfire broiling is one of the best
backcountry cooking techniques around!
Our broiler has a locking handle secures
steaks, sandwiches, fish and more. Our
durable plastic-coated handle is easy to
clean and keeps your hands cool.
ITEM#: 339
SIZE: 25” x 13.5” x 0.75”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319390201
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70 YEARS STRONG

With our Multi-Function spatula,
you’ll quickly discover that being fully
prepared, not having to bring a lot of
tools, and easily opening a cold beverage
will improve even the best grilling
experience. Our spatula includes a meat
tenderizer, a serrated knife edge, a sharp
scraping edge, and a bottle opener! An
attractive wooden handle, and leather
storage thong round out this ultimate
grilling companion.
ITEM#: 310-43
SIZE: 15.5” x 3.5” x 1”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319374430

COOKWARE

ITEM#: 878
SIZE: 12.25” x 12” x 7.75”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319142916

MULTI PURPOSE OUTDOOR

FOLDING CAMP STOVE

70 YEARS STRONG

#279

#8905-40

STAINLESS STEEL

COOKING UTENSILS
Achieve outdoor cooking legend status
with our stainless-steel cooking set. This set
includes a spatula, cooking spoon and fork
- everything you need to scoop beans, turn
burgers, and serve steaks! Made from high
quality, corrosion resistant stainless steel,
these cooking tools are easy to clean, and
will last for many seasons. Better, this kit is
held together by a carabiner for convenient
storage and cool outdoor style.

ITEM#: 308-910
SPATULA SIZE: 13.25”
CASE: 12/3
SPOON SIZE: 12.5”
UPC: 011319372603 FORK SIZE: 12.5”

stansport.com

2 ALUMINUM

16 OZ. DOUBLE WALL

FRENCH

These polished, stylish cups will hold
12 oz. of your favorite beverage.
Constructed from lightweight, durable
aluminum, this cup features riveted
handles. Cheers!

Double layered stainless-steel
construction. Insulated for both hot and
cold liquids. Removable lid with open/
close slider for easy sipping and spill
prevention. 16-ounce fluid capacity.

Nothing beats waking up to a cup of
strong, fragrant coffee! Our coffee press
churns out nearly a liter of coffee, and
doesn’t require a filter. Ideal for outdoor
use, it’s constructed of durable, shockresistant, BPA-free polymer.

DRINK CUPS

ITEM#: 239
SIZE: 4.5” x 3.5” x 3”
CAPACITY: 12 ounces *
CASE: 60/5
UPC: 011319342408

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

CAMP MUG

COFFEE PRESS

ITEM#: 8905-05, 8905-40
SIZE: 3.5” x 5.25”
CAPACITY: 16 ounces *
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319141667, 011319141698

ITEM#: 278
SIZE: 5.25” x 7.25”
CAPACITY: 4-5 cups*
CASE: 24/4
UPC: 011319375567

COOKWARE ACCESSORIES // COFFEE PREP
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COOKWARE
*Kettles and cooking items
sold separately.

EXTENSION

STAINLESS STEEL

Nothing beats the simple pleasure of toasting your favorite
food, right on a blazing campfire. This long-handled fork makes
it a snap to cook a hot-dog or toast a muffin. Don’t forget - two
chromed wire tines make it a breeze to toast two marshmallows
at the same time - for twice the s’mores!

What’s better than roasting marshmallows on a stick? Roasting
marshmallows, hot dogs, and more on our telescoping fork!
Our convenient stainless-steel fork telescopes out to 34” so you
can get the perfect toast on your s’mores without singeing your
knuckles. We’ve included 4 individual forks so you can gather all
of your friends around the fire! Comes in 24 pack PDQ.

GRILL FORK

HEAVY-DUTY

CAMP GRILL - SMALL
Our heavy-duty camp grill is constructed from heavy steel mesh,
providing a durable cooking surface that heats evenly and is easy
to clean. Great for cooking with pots, pans, kettles, and griddles.
The compact size does not take much room around the fire, and
it folds flat for storage and transport.

TELESCOPING FORK

ITEM#: 337
SIZE: 30.5” x 1” (EXTENDED) / 22” x 1” (RETRACTED)
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319390003

ITEM#: 614-1216
SIZE: 12” x 20” x 6.5”
COOK AREA: 16” x 12”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319550254

ITEM#: 334
SIZE: 34” x 3” (EXTENDED) / 9.5” x 3” (RETRACTED)
CASE: 48/24
UPC: 011319126220

CAMP GRILL - MEDIUM
Our heavy-duty camp grill is constructed from heavy steel mesh,
providing a durable cooking surface that heats evenly and is easy
to clean. Great for cooking with pots, pans, kettles, and griddles.
The compact size does not take much room around the fire, and
it folds flat for storage and transport.
ITEM#: 614-333
SIZE: 30.5” x 16” x 9”
COOK AREA: 36” x 18”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319550308

ROTISSERIE AND SPIT CAMP GRILL

20-INCH

Nothing cooks large cuts of meat more evenly, and with more
medieval style, than a rotisserie. Our heavy-duty model is made
from sturdy steel, and includes a stainless steel rotisserie spit. It’s
flexible - with a spit that locks in multiple positions, and the entire
assembly can be adjusted up 44” high. And for campfire cooks
who like to multitask, two removable steel arms will hold pots,
kettles and other backcountry cooking accessories.

Up the fun factor of any backyard or backcountry fire pit with
steel toaster forks. These chromed wire grill forks allow you to
cook hot dogs, marshmallows, and toast to perfection safely
over an open fire. Great for bonfires and campouts!

ITEM#: 613-200
SIZE: 24” x 16” x 26”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319131798

GRILL FORKS - 4 PCS.

ITEM#: 336-7
SIZE: 20” x 1” x 2.32mm
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319389984

TRIPOD COOKER
WITH 17.5-INCH GRILL

A classic outdoor cooking product is now available in a
lightweight, collapsible package. This adjustable design features
an 17 inch grill that can be raised or lowered for optimum
temperature for warming or cooking. It features lightweight,
shock corded, galvanized steel legs. This compact design makes
it ideal for car camping, hunting trips or even backpacking. The
grill holds coffee pots, fry pans, and a variety of cooking ovens.
ITEM#: 15997-77
SIZE: 56” x 45”
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319214965

*Kettles and cooking items
sold separately.

*Kettles and cooking items
sold separately.

HEAVY-DUTY

EXTRA HEAVY-DUTY

PORTABLE

FOLDING

Our heavy-duty camp grill is constructed from heavy steel mesh,
providing a durable cooking surface that heats evenly and is easy
to clean. Great for cooking with pots, pans, kettles, and griddles.
The compact size does not take much room around the fire, and
it folds flat for storage and transport.

If you are a hard-core campsite cooker, this grill is the cooking tool
for you! Powered by 3/8” diameter steel rods that support up to
300 lbs. It’s not only the strongest grill rack we make, the heavy
steel mesh provides a durable cooking surface that heats evenly
and is easy to clean.

Turn your campfire into a kitchen with this 13” diameter folding
round grill. Made of heavy gauge plated steel with welds
reinforced to withstand high heat, this grill can handle the heat.
Legs adjust to two heights for flexible usage. Portable size and
folding legs makes it easy to carry and pack.

Grilling over an open fire is one of the simplest pleasures of
camping and picnicking. Our foldable pack grill is a simple,
elegant backcountry cooking tool. Our heavy gauge chrome
plated steel is durable cooking surface that will give you years of
service. Folding legs make this grill easy and compact to store.

STEEL CAMP GRILL - LARGE

ITEM#: 614-3618
SIZE: 41.75” x 18” x 9.25”
COOK AREA: 36” x 18”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319550407
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HEAVY-DUTY

70 YEARS STRONG

CAMP GRILL

CAMP GRILL

ITEM#: 614-3618-HD
SIZE: 43.5” x 18” x 12.25”
COOK AREA: 36” x 18”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319550452

stansport.com

ITEM#: 609
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319548831

COOKWARE

HEAVY-DUTY

70 YEARS STRONG

*Kettles and cooking items
sold separately.

PACK GRILL

GRILL SURFACE SIZE: 13” diameter
SIZE: 15.5” x 13.25” x 7.75”

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 613
SIZE (OPEN): 20” x 6.25” x 6.25”
SIZE (CLOSED): 13” x 6.25” x 0.75”
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319549517

GRILLS
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LIGHTING
Stansport has been lighting the way for campers,
trekkers, and hikers alike for over seventy years.
We’ve added many new lighting items to our line
over the past few year. Check out our wide variety
of lanterns, flashlights, and head lamps!

38. Flashlights
39. Miscellany Lighting
40. LED Lanterns
42. Oil Lanterns
42. Oil Lantern Accessories
43. Candles
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LIGHTING

SOLAR DYNAMO

TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT CREE

®

LED

2000

LUMENS

From the home to the campsite, the garage to the boat, the car
to the backyard… our aluminum tactical flashlights get the job
done! A Powerful Cree bulb puts out 2000 lumens to light your
surroundings with clarity! Features three modes: High beam, low
beam and flashing. Small enough to carry in your pocket, but bright
enough for the darkest corners. You'll never be left in the dark
again. Uses 9 AA Batteries (included). Runtime up to 72 Hours.

TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT CREE

®

500

LED

LUMENS

From the home to the campsite, the garage to the boat, the car to
the backyard… our aluminum tactical flashlights get the job done! A
Powerful Cree bulb puts out 500 lumens to light your surroundings
with clarity! Features three modes: High beam, low beam and
flashing. Small enough to carry in your pocket, but bright enough
for the darkest corners. You'll never be left in the dark again. Uses
3C Batteries (included). Runtime up to 72 Hours.
ITEM#: 102-500
SIZE: 1.75” x 9.25”
CASE: 8/4
UPC: 011319135734

LED FLASHLIGHT

40

LUMENS

What better way to pay tribute to the
hunting tradition than these cleverlystyled flashlights! This light looks like
a classic shotgun shell, but conceals a
powerful 40-lumen LED lighting system.
Though they may look like "novelties,"
these lights are constructed of aluminum,
making them both seriously lightweight
and strong. Available in green, red
or black, they're powered by 3 AAA
batteries (included). Sold in a 12 pack
PDQ.
ITEM#: 97-40
SIZE: 1.25" x 1.25" x 4"
CASE: 96/24
UPC: 011319135772

EMERGENCY
FLASHLIGHT

MULTI-FUNCTION
LIGHT

Never worry about checking your
batteries again with our dynamo
flashlight. An efficient hand-crank
charges the built-in lithium ion batteries
for bright light at night, and a built-in
solar panel takes over during the day.
Our durable plastic design is ideal for
including in an emergency-preparedness
kit, or adding to your regular rotation of
outdoor gear.

40

LUMENS

This is one of the most functional lights
you’ll ever find. 24 front facing LEDs let
you use this as a lamp, and 4 forward
facing LEDs let you use it as a flashlight.
Use the magnet on back to attach to
metal surfaces, or the built-in hook to
hang in a tent. Small enough to fit in
your pocket and contoured body for
easy gripping. Uses 3 AAA Batteries (not
included). Runtime up to 120 Hours.

LIGHTING

ITEM#: 100-2000
SIZE: 2” x 8.75”
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319140196

SHOTSHELL

HEAVY-DUTY

ITEM#: 116
SIZE: 3.5” x 2.25” x 1.25”
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319042001

ITEM#: 01-505
SIZE: 3.5” x 2" x 1.25"
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319134485

70 YEARS STRONG

HIGH-POWERED

CAMPERS

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
HIGH-POWERED - CREE LED
HEAVY DUTY

TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT CREE

®

LED

300

LUMENS

From the home to the campsite, the garage to the boat, the car to
the backyard... our aluminum tactical flashlights get the job done!
A Powerful CREE XPG bulb puts out 300 lumens to light your
surroundings with clarity! Features three modes: High beam, low
beam and flashing. Small enough to carry in your pocket, but bright
enough for the darkest corners. You’ll never be left in the dark
again. Uses 3 AAA Batteries (included). Runtime up to 120 Hours.
ITEM#: 103-250
SIZE: 1.25" x 5"
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319135260
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300

INDOOR/OUTDOOR

FLASHLIGHT AND LANTERN CREE

®

LUMENS

LED

Illuminate your campsite, garage or worksite with this heavy duty,
multi-mode lighting solution. Powered by a blistering Cree XPG
LED and machined from durable aluminum, this flashlight conceals
a surprise. Just pull the top open, and it converts to a lantern area
light! Three AAA batteries included drive 300 lumens of bright light
for a variety of uses. Runtime up to 48 Hours.
ITEM#: 103-200
SIZE (CLOSED): 4.92" x 1.35”
LENGTH EXTENDED: 6.15"
CASE: 12/4
UPC: 011319130852

stansport.com

HEADLIGHT

300

LUMENS

This headlamp packs a whopping
300 lumens of bright light, powered a
high-performance Cree LED module. An
adjustable focus knob provides different
beam patterns ranging from pencil thin
to a broad, bright wash. Features four
different lighting modes of low, medium,
high and flash. Powered by three AAA
batteries which are included. Head strap
is adjustable for a cozy fit. Runtime up to
24 Hours.
ITEM#: 161-300
SIZE: 3” x 2.25” x 1.75”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319142008

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

INSECT ZAPPER &
LANTERN COMBO

HIGH-POWERED HURRICANE

LED LANTERN

An ultraviolet LED attracts insects, luring
them into an electrified grid where they
are painlessly exterminated. This 1000
volt grid maintains power for up to 18
hours. The lantern provides 180-lumens
of LED light, and includes low, medium,
and high settings. Includes a 24 inch
USB to micro USB charging cord, so
you’ll never worry about batteries.
Water resistant for easy cleaning.
ITEM#: 112-180
SIZE: 3.5” x 5”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319137622

250

LUMENS

Own the classic look of a gas lantern
with the convenience and safety of
an LED. Our 9” LED lantern combines
an advanced LED light in a classic “oil
lantern” design. A wide-ranging dimmer
switch allows for mood lighting or up
to 65 Lumens of high intensity lighting.
Powered by 4 ‘AA’ batteries, the LED.
Runtime up to 96 Hours.
ITEM#: 132
SIZE: 9.25” x 5.75” x 4.5”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319131811

FLASHLIGHTS // MISCELLANY LIGHTING
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LIGHTING
SMD

LED LANTERNS
At 250, 500, 800 and 2000 lumens,
we’ve got you covered with our
SMD LED Lanterns. These lanterns
provide you with three modes: Low,
hight and strobe. Constructed from
sturdy thermoplastic and rubber,
these water-resistant lantern are
sure to brighten up your campsite.
All sizes come with an easy-grip carry
handle for maximum versatility. LEDs
are safer than traditional propane
lanterns, making these perfect for
camping, hiking, emergency prep or
basic outdoor use!

LANTERN - COMBO LIGHT
Use the 500-lumen flashlight when you need a focused beam of
light, or switch to the 200-lumen lantern to light up the campsite.
Both modes feature high, low, and strobe, with an extra emergency
mode included in the lantern. Charge with the included USB cable
or three AAA batteries. Can also be used to charge other devices.
Includes carry strap and the ergonomic carry handle. Runtime up to
12 Hours.
ITEM
#107-250
#108-500
#105-800
#104-2000

SIZE

2.25" x 2.25" x 5.75"
3.5" x 3.5" x 7.25"
4.75" x 4.75" x 9.5"
5" x 5.5" x 11.75"

SOLAR LANTERN

BATTERIES

CASE

RUN TIME

UPC

250
500
800
2000

3AA
3D
6D
6D

12/6
12/6
6/3
6/3

264/192
264/192
240/96
150/96

011319135079
011319135093
011319135116
011319140219

300

LUMENS

Light up the night, and forget the batteries, with our solar lantern.
Powered by a 300 lumen SMD LED, this lantern can be charged
with either a built-in solar panel or a USB cable. It features multimode lighting, providing 3 hours of bright light on max setting,
and 15 hours of softer light on low setting. Once charged, this
lantern can also serve as a power supply for your phone or other
outdoor accessories.
ITEM#: 104-30
SIZE: 3.25” x 3.5” x 7.25”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319137493
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600 LUMEN

SOLAR LANTERN

ITEM#: 110-500
SIZE: 4” x 5.5” x 9”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319141544

LANTERN WITH FAN

40

LUMENS

Multitask with this lantern and fan combo! The perfect addition
to any tent, this lantern has 18 LEDs to light up the inside, and
a 2-speed fan to keep air moving and help stay cool. Features a
convenient hanging handle and stand that allows for uses in a
tent, on a table, next to the grill, on a boat, or at home. Powered
by two DD batteries (not included). It features multi-mode lighting,
providing 12 hours of bright light on max setting, and 48 hours of
softer light on low setting.
ITEM#: 450
SIZE: 6.25" x 7.5"
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319129986

LIGHTING

300 LUMEN

LUMENS

18 LED CAMPING

70 YEARS STRONG

RECHARGEABLE

600

LUMENS

Light up the night, and forget the batteries, with our solar lantern.
Powered by a 600 lumen SMD LED, this lantern can be charged
with either a built-in solar panel or a USB cable. It features multimode lighting, providing 5 hours of bright light on max setting, and
5 hours of softer light on low setting. Once charged, this lantern
can also serve as a power supply for your phone or other outdoor
accessories.
ITEM#: 104-60
SIZE: 5” x 5.25” x 9.5”
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319130791

LIGHT UP YOUR OUTDOOR ADVENTURE!
stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

LED LANTERNS
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LIGHTING
* 5-6 hour
burn time

#127

* 5 hour
burn time

Standard lamp oil recommended
for oil lamps.

#130

LANTERN

CAMPER'S

Our Lantern Candles are perfect for camping or emergencies.
They fit most tall candles lanterns and burn 5-6 hours when
placed in lantern.

Our Camper’s Candles are designed for use with most candle
lanterns and are great for camping, emergencies, and general
use. Each candle burns approximately 5 hours when used in
a lantern.

HURRICANE

LANTERNS

ITEM

SIZE

OIL CAPACITY CASE UPC

#127
#130

5.5” x 7” x 11.5”
4” x 4.75” x7.5”

200 ml
100ml

6
60

3-PACK
ITEM#: 228
SIZE: 1" x 4.5"
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319306103

BULK PACK
ITEM#: 228-B
SIZE: 1" x 4.5"
CASE: 216/36
UPC: 011319131422

5-PACK
ITEM#: 229
SIZE: 0.63" x 5"
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319326903

BULK PACK
ITEM#: 229-B
SIZE: 0.63" x 5"
CASE: 480/12
UPC: 011319327603

011319053908
011319055001

LIGHTING

Nothing compares to the soft light and rustic charm of a hurricane lantern. There is a reason that this product is still around; it works!
Our lantern is durable and simple, with a large glass globe and a fully adjustable wick. These lanterns will provide you with reliable
alternative lighting, are functional in all weather conditions, and safe to use indoors in emergencies, such as power outages. These
style of lanterns have been a part of American culture for over 150 years, and are built to last. Fuel not included.

CANDLES

70 YEARS STRONG

CANDLES

#125

FOR #127

* Burntime of
up to 10 hours

5 PER PKG

REPLACEMENT

Our 5-pack replacement wicks fit Stansport #127 and #130
lanterns. They also fits most name brand kerosene lanterns. Made
from 100% cotton and easy to install. Provides a beautiful ambience
for porch lighting, camping and warm summer nights. This is a
household necessity for emergency lighting or power outages.

Nothing compares to the soft light and rustic charm of a
hurricane lantern. Although our hurricane lanterns feature a
wire frame to help protect the glass globe, when accidents
happen we’re here for you with replacement globes. These
globes are made from clear glass, and fit both our #127 and
#130 hurricane lanterns.

LANTERN WICKS

ITEM#: 127-5
SIZE: 6” x 0.5"
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319142558
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#124

FOR #130

70 YEARS STRONG

GLASS GLOBES

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#127 -G
#131

5.5” x 3.75”
2.5” x 2.5”

48/6
120/24

011319053908
011319055001

stansport.com

#126

* Burntime of
up to 40 hours

* Burntime of
up to 36 hours

INSECT REPELLENT

CITRONELLA CANDLES
These fragrant candles shed a flickering, romantic glow. Even better, the citronella helps dissuade mosquitoes and other biting insects from
interrupting your camping trip, picnic, or back-yard chill-out time. These candles contain citronella-infused wax and wind resistant wicks.

ITEM#: 124
SIZE: 3.5” x 3.5"
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319053175

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 125
SIZE: 5.25" x 4.75”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319053182

ITEM#: 126
SIZE: 5.25" x 2”
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319053199

OIL LANTERNS // OIL LANTERN ACCESSORIES // CANDLES
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TENTS &
ACCESSORIES
The tent. The true icon of camping. Whether you
are looking for a backpacking tent, a classic dome
tent, or a large family-sized tent, we carry it. Our
tents are great quality and carry a great price, too.
Don’t let weather and bugs catch you off guard.
Get a quality tent and let your worries fade away.

46. Tents
54. Cabana
55. Shelters
56. Tent Repair
56. Waterproofing
56. Set-Up Essentials
58. Tent Stakes
59. Tent Poles
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52
1/2
BLUE / WHITE

3 SEASON

15 lbs 11 oz.
180 sq ft
216” x 120” x 72”

6-8
011319128583

1
2260

stansport.com

BACKPACK TENT WITH FULL RAIN FLY
Break free of your routine and head out on the trail with the Star-Lite Tent. This compact, lightweight shelter fits in your pack with ease and
sets up just as easily. Technical features like a bathtub floor, fiberglass poles, and ring and pin pole assembly technology mean that you can
take many of the comforts of the campground into the backcountry. The full rain fly is seam sealed and coated with 1,200 mm PU, and also
features a large vestibule that is great for storing gear outside of the tent. True to the name, if you leave off the optional fly, the mesh ceiling
provides hours of stargazing entertainment.
ITEM#: 723-800
SIZE: 60” x 84” x 40”
PACKED SIZE: 5” x 13”
CASE: 4

UPC: 011319134454
FLOOR AREA: 35 sq ft
WEIGHT: 4 lbs 10.2 oz.
COLOR: neon green

RAINFLY: full
USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 2 person

70 YEARS STRONG

52
1/2

144” x 120” x 72”

6
2240

2

011319128569

120 sq ft

15 lbs 14 oz.

GREEN / WHITE

3 SEASON

51
1/2

120” x 96” x 72”

6
733-63

2

011319133662

80 sq ft

10 lbs 12 oz.

ORANGE / GRAY

3 SEASON

51
1/2

120” x 96” x 72”

6
733

2

011319126657

80 sq ft

10 lbs 12 oz.

BLUE / WHITE

3 SEASON

50
1/2

96” x 84” x 54”

4
728-10

4

011319133686

56 sq ft

5 lbs 12 oz.

LIME / GRAY

3 SEASON

50
1/2

96” x 84” x 54”

4
728

4

011319126633

56 sq ft

5 lbs 12 oz.

BLUE / WHITE

3 SEASON

49
FULL

84” x 84” x 54”

3
725-15

4

011319609846

49 sq ft

6 lbs 4 oz.

OLIVER / TAN

3 SEASON

49
1/3

84” x 84” x 48”

2
2143-63

6

011319140714

49 sq ft

5 lbs.

ORANGE / GRAY

3 SEASON

48
1/4

78” x 66” x 43”

2
2155-15

6

011319283541

36 sq ft

4 lbs 10 oz.

O.D. GREEN

MILD

48
1/4

78” x 66” x 43”

2
2155

6

011319283558

36 sq ft

4 lbs 10 oz.

FOREST / TAN

MILD

47
N/A

78” x 54” x 36”

2
715-63

6

011319143999

29 sq ft

3 lbs 8 oz.

ORANGE

MILD

47
N/A

78” x 54” x 36”

2
715

6

011319143975

29 sq ft

3 lbs 8 oz.

FOREST

MILD

47
3 SEASON
FULL
NEON GREEN

60” x 84” x 40”

4
2
723-800

011319134454

35 sq ft

4 lbs 10.2 oz.

FLY
SIZE
SLEEPS
CASE

UPC

FLOOR AREA
70 YEARS STRONG

SKU

TENT OVERVIEW
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WEIGHT

COLOR

USAGE

PAGE
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EAGLE

BACKPACKING TENTS
With our 2-person backpacking tent, you’ll sleep comfortable wherever you roam. This sturdy A-Frame tent is built around a classic scout
troop tent design, and features a No-See-Um mesh inner door for breathability. Constructed of 1,000 mm P.U. coated polyester upper body
with taped wall seams, and a rugged P.E. floor This shelter packs down small and assembles with ease. We’ve included 2 steel poles, ropes,
stakes, and a carry bag for easy transport. Features a rear mesh window for ventilation, and meets CPAI-84 flame retardant specifications.
ITEM#: 715
SIZE: 78” x 54” x 36”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319143975

FLOOR AREA: 29 sq ft
WEIGHT: 3 lbs 8 oz.
COLOR: forest
USAGE: mild season

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

SLEEPS: 2 person

ITEM#: 715-63
SIZE: 78” x 54” x 36”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319143999

TENTS

FLOOR AREA: 29 sq ft
WEIGHT: 3 lbs 8 oz.
COLOR: orange
USAGE: mild season

SLEEPS: 2 person
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ADVENTURE

APPALACHIAN

Accelerate your campsite set-up with this lightweight, 2 person tent. Our quick clip system helps this tent go up in a hurry, so you can begin
your outdoor adventures without delay. This mild season tent features a mesh sun roof and 1⁄4 rainfly. Tent and rainfly fabric is 600 mm PU
coated. Weighs 4 lbs. 10 oz.

This classic 2-season tent comfortably accommodates 2 happy campers. With 2 primary poles, and a third pole tensioning the rainfly, this
tent sets up quickly. The built-in polyethylene bathtub style floor keeps out moisture from below, while the 190T polyester walls and 1/3 rain
fly will protect against mild weather. An inside storage pocket helps to keep personal items organized. The D-style door with window, rear
window, and mesh roof panels give this tent plenty of ventilation. Zipper carry bag included.

DOME TENT

USAGE: mild season
SLEEPS: 2 person

FLOOR AREA: 49 sq ft
WEIGHT: 5 lbs.
COLOR: orange/gray
RAINFLY: 1/3

USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 2 person

BUDDY HUNTER

TROPHY HUNTER

Whether it’s your backyard, or your favorite campground, this compact shelter will keep you warm and comfortable. On a clear night, you
can remove the quarter-length fly and star-gaze through the No-See-Um mesh roof and windows. Lightweight construction with easy two
pole design makes this tent a favor for car camping. The poles fold up into 18” sections for easy storage. Tent and rainfly fabric is 600 mm
PU coated. 4 lbs. 10 oz.

Don’t let rough conditions get in the way of your next trip outdoors. This three season tent has a full-length rainfly, two peak room, and
bathtub style floors will keep three adults comfortable at the campsite. Lightweight construction with and easy pole design makes set-up a
breeze. Tent fabric is 600 mm PU coated and rainfly is 1,200 mm PU coated.

DOME TENT

ITEM#: 2155-15
SIZE: 78” x 66” x 43”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319283541

48

ITEM#: 2143-63
SIZE: 84” x 84” x 48”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319140714

70 YEARS STRONG

70 YEARS STRONG

FLOOR AREA: 36 sq ft
WEIGHT: 4 lbs 10 oz.
COLOR: forest/tan
RAINFLY: 1/4

TENTS AND ACCESSORIES

ITEM#: 2155
SIZE: 78” x 66” x 43”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319283558

DOME TENT

DOME TENT

FLOOR AREA: 36 sq ft
WEIGHT: 4 lbs 10 oz.
COLOR: olive drab
RAINFLY: 1/4

USAGE: mild season
SLEEPS: 2 person

stansport.com

ITEM#: 725-15
SIZE: 84” x 84” x 54”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319609846

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

FLOOR AREA: 49 sq ft
WEIGHT: 6 lbs. 4 oz.
COLOR: olive/tan
RAINFLY: full

USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 3 person

TENTS
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PINE CREEK

TETON

As the campfire dies down, you’ll stay snug and cozy inside our Pine Creek Dome Tent. With space for up to 4 happy campers, the Pine
Creek is perfect for outdoor adventures and festivals of all kinds. The included rainfly will protect against mild weather, and the built-in door
tiebacks will admit all the breezes and sunshine you want in good weather. Includes shock-corded fiberglass poles and steel ring & pin pole
connectors. Tent fabric is 600 mm PU coated and rainfly is 1,200 mm PU coated. Carry bag included.

Keep the whole group warm and cozy inside our Teton Dome Tent! With space for up to 6 happy campers, this is perfect for outdoor
adventures and festivals of all kinds. The included rainfly length will protect against mild weather, and the built-in door tiebacks and rear
window will admit all the breezes and sunshine you want in good weather. Includes shock-corded fiberglass poles and steel ring & pin pole
connectors. Tent fabric is 600 mm PU coated and rainfly is 1,200 mm PU coated. Carry bag included.

FLOOR AREA: 56 sq ft
WEIGHT: 5 lbs 12 oz.
COLOR: blue/white
RAINFLY: 1/2

USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 4 person

FLOOR AREA: 80 sq ft
WEIGHT: 10 lbs 12 oz.
COLOR: blue/white
RAINFLY: 1/2

USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 6 person

CEDAR CREEK

EVEREST

Campgrounds, backyards, festivals and more, with the Cedar Creek Dome Tent is a cozy place to crash. With ample room for up to 4
happy campers, the Cedar Creek includes everything you need to sleep well in the outdoors. The included 1⁄2 rain fly shields mild weather
from above, and the built-in bathtub style floor keeps out moisture from below. Set up is a snap, thanks to the lightweight, fiberglass
shockcorded poles. Tent fabric is 600 mm PU coated and rainfly is 1,200 mm PU coated. Carry bag included.

Our Everest Tent is the ideal family camping tent, offering comfort and convenience! With space for up to 6 happy campers, you’ll have
plenty of room to stretch out and enjoy the great outdoors. The included rainfly will protect against mild weather, and the built-in door
tiebacks and rear window will admit all the breezes and sunshine you want in good weather. Includes shock-corded fiberglass poles and
steel ring & pin pole connectors. Tent fabric is 600 mm PU coated and rainfly is 1,200 mm PU coated. Carry bag included.

DOME TENT

ITEM#: 728-10
SIZE: 96” x 84” x 54”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319133686

50

ITEM#: 733
SIZE: 120” x 96” x 72”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319126657

70 YEARS STRONG

TENTS AND ACCESSORIES

ITEM#: 728
SIZE: 96” x 84” x 54”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319126633

DOME TENT
70 YEARS STRONG

DOME TENT

DOME TENT

FLOOR AREA: 55 sq ft
WEIGHT: 5 lbs 12 oz.
COLOR: lime/gray
RAINFLY: 1/2

USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 4 person

stansport.com

ITEM#: 733-63
SIZE: 120” x 96” x 72”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319133662

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

FLOOR AREA: 80 sq ft
WEIGHT: 10 lbs 12 oz.
COLOR: orange/gray
RAINFLY: 1/2

USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 6 person

TENTS
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Electrical port
included

APPALACHIAN

TETON 12

CAMP SET - 2-PERSON

GRAND 18

Electrical port
included

3-ROOM FAMILY TENT

Need a tent that sleeps 6-8 for an epic camping trip? Our Grand 18 Family Tent is a 3-room wonder designed to fit large groups under one
roof. The largest tent in the Stansport lineup, the Grand 18 has one large front door, two large foot lockers, and large inside storage pockets
to keep everyone organized. The mesh ceiling adds ventilation and the included rainfly with taped seams keeps the water away. Electrical
port attached to tent. Tent fabric is 600 mm PU coated and rainfly is 1,200 mm PU coated. Zippered carry bag included.
ITEM#: 2260
SIZE: 216” x 120” x 72”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319128583

52

70 YEARS STRONG

FLOOR AREA: 180 sq. ft.
WEIGHT: 15 lbs 11 oz.
COLOR: blue/white
RAINFLY: 1/2

USAGE: 3 season
SLEEPS: 6-8 person

stansport.com

KIT INCLUDES:
1 - 2-Person Appalachian Dome Tent
2 - Apex Deluxe Arm Chairs
2 - Redwood 2 lb. Sleeping Bags
ITEM#: 99900
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319142855

2 - Packlite Sleeping Pads
1 - 800 Lumen High-Powered LED Lantern
1 - Pro I First Aid Kit
1 - Deluxe Map Compass
2 - 25 oz. Bike Bottles
2 - Hooded Ponchos
2 - Folding knife, Fork, Spoon multi-tools

1 - Traveler Duffel Bag
1- Multi-Purpose Utility Cord
12 - Waterproof Firestarter sticks
1 - Magnesium Fire Starter with Striker
2 - Biodegradeable Toilet Tissue

1 - Packlite Sleeping Pad
1 - 800 Lumen High-Powered LED Lantern
1 - Pro I First Aid Kit
1 - Deluxe Map Compass
1 - 25 oz. Bike Bottle
1 - Hooded Poncho
1 - Folding knife, Fork, Spoon multi-tool

1 - Traveler Duffel Bag
1- Multi-Purpose Utility Cord
12 - Waterproof Firestarter sticks
1 - Magnesium Fire Starter with Striker
1 - Biodegradeable Toilet Tissue

70 YEARS STRONG

Take the family for a weekend getaway with our “Teton 12” 2-Room Dome Tent. This two-room tent has two large D-shaped entry doors to
keep the family under one roof, but with the privacy of separate rooms. Two large side windows, 1 rear window, and a mesh roof add plenty
of ventilation while a peaked rain fly keeps the tent dry. Electrical port attached to tent. Tent fabric is 1,000 PU coated and rainfly is 800 mm
PU coated. Zippered carry bag included.
ITEM#: 2240
FLOOR AREA: 120 sq. ft.
USAGE: 3 season
SIZE: 144” x 120” x 72”
WEIGHT: 15 lbs 14 oz.
SLEEPS: 6 person
CASE: 2
COLOR: green/white
UPC: 011319128569
RAINFLY: 1/2

TENTS AND ACCESSORIES

2-ROOM FAMILY TENT

APPALACHIAN

CAMP SET - 1-PERSON
KIT INCLUDES:
1 - 2-Person Appalachian Dome Tent
1 - Apex Deluxe Arm Chair
1 - Redwood 2 lb. Sleeping Bag
ITEM#: 99930
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319142893

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

TENTS
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UPF 50+

POP-UP

BEACH CABANA WITH ZIPPERED DOOR

ITEM#: 746-200
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319142091

Why give up privacy and hygiene in the woods? With our Pop-Up Privacy Shelters, you can change, go to the bathroom, or bathe in private!
Though they are compact, and durable, these privacy shelter are remarkably easy to set up. The spring-loaded steel frame literally pops
open! Once set, 8 tie down loops with stakes and guylines make for a secure, private place. Detachable floor. Storage pouch inside.
ITEM#: 738
SIZE: 48” x 48” x 84”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319133471

SIZE (OPEN): 99” x 110” x 54”
SIZE (CLOSED): 60” x 110” x 54”

DELUXE

POP-UP

This well-constructed, go anywhere cabana is perfect for a day at
the beach, by the pool, in the back yard or for any campsite. Shockcorded fiberglass poles are easily secured to the tent with quick setup clips. Large size provide plenty of room, while being light weight
and self-supporting. It also has a removeable floor, side two-way
windows, stake out rings, and large zippered “D” style door for easy
access. Stuff bag included.

Our Pop-Up Multi-Purpose Shelter is the perfect accessory for
you next outdoor event. Great for outdoor sporting event such
as soccer, baseball and football games! The large design will fit
one adult with a chair comfortably. The transparent front door
and side panels provide a wide range of view, and keep you fully
enclosed when zipped shut. Features three zip down windows
with mesh screens, and 8 tie down loops with stakes and guy
lines for anchoring in place.

PRIVACY SHELTER

PERFECT FOR SPENDING A DAY AT THE BEACH
54

70 YEARS STRONG

stansport.com

ITEM#: 738-60
SIZE: 48” x 48” x 84”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319138001

ITEM#: 739
SIZE: 48” x 48” x 84”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319132917

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

70 YEARS STRONG

PRIVACY SHELTERS

Our UPF 50+ Beach Cabana is the perfect companion for all-day shade when you need a break from the sun. Zipped up, it doubles as a
changing room. The zippered door lays flat as a welcome mat, or a spot to curl up for a lazy nap. Mesh windows add more air flow on those
extra hot days. This ultra-light weight design is easy and fast to set-up. Fiberglass poles and 6 sand bags keep your cabana stable on windy
days. Also features two internal pockets. Comes with a compact carry bag and stakes.

MULTI-PURPOSE SHELTER

ITEM#: 738-300-50
SIZE: 48” x 48” x 84”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319142220

CABANA // SHELTERS
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NYLON

WATER-BASED

SILICONE-BASED

If you paddle, backpack, camp or hunt –
your gear may get damaged over time. Our
nylon repair tape is here to the rescue, and
is made from durable nylon, backed with a
pressure-sensitive adhesive. Our package
includes a 90 sq. inches of repair tape in 4
colors: Blue, Light Grey, Dark Grey and Tan.

Durable water repellent is the basis of
most waterproof outdoor apparel and
equipment, but factory DWR can wear off.
Our Fabric Protector restores breathable
systems, including Gore- Tex®, Entrant®,
and eVent®. Use on nylon, polyester,
cotton, wool, polypropylene, fleece, linen,
rayon, canvas, blends, and microfibers.

Our silicone-based spray is as powerful
as it is versatile. Durable water repellent
is the basis of most waterproof outdoor
apparel and equipment, but factory DWR
can wear off. With our Water Guard, you
can replace the factory DWR and improve
the performance of waterproof breathable
jackets, tents, packs and more!

ITEM#: 1357
CAPACITY: 10 oz.
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319132474

WATER-GUARD®

TENTS AND ACCESSORIES

ITEM#: 234
CASE: 432/144
UPC: 011319339507

FABRIC PROTECTOR

ITEM#: 1336
CAPACITY: 10.5 oz.
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319131729

70 YEARS STRONG

REPAIR TAPE

CAMPER’S
RUBBER TENT PEG

TENT ESSENTIALS

Our Rubber Tent-Peg Mallet makes
hammering tent stakes a breeze.
Constructed of a wood handle and highdensity rubber head; this mallet is built
to last. Regardless of the terrain you are
setting up camp on, this mallet will get the
job done.

Imagine that the sun is going down, and
your tent isn’t up yet. Now imagine that
you’re relaxed, because this convenient
kit has everything you need to pitch a tent
or break camp in a jiffy! Nail-style stakes
with a t-top go in fast with the included
rubber mallet, and come out easily with
the ergonomic stake-puller. A whisk broom
and dust pan ensure your tent stays tidy
throughout your stay. Comes in a mesh
carry bag.

MALLET

ITEM#: 829
SIZE: 12” x 3.75” x 2.5”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319646056

56

70 YEARS STRONG

KIT

ITEM#: 753-100
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319133242

WHISKBROOM &
DUSTPAN
With this lightweight whisk and dustpan,
you can keep the great outdoors out
of your tent. Constructed of durable,
lightweight plastic, this handy clean-up
tool is light and small enough to disappear
into your camping gear. Bonus: removing
dirt and grit from the inside and outside
surfaces of your tents and shelters will help
them last longer!
ITEM#: 319
PAN SIZE: 6.5” x 8.5” x 1.75”
BROOM SIZE: 6” x 8.25” x 0.75”
CASE: 48/6
UPC: 011319377332

stansport.com

KEEP YOUR TENT PROPERLY SECURED!
TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

TENT REPAIR // WATERPROOFING // SET-UP ESSENTIALS
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TENT

STAKES
Perfect for staking down tents, tarps, canopies, shelters, cords,
and lines.
STYLE

SIZE

CASE

PACKAGING

UPC

809-50

steel

9”

150/50

pdq box

011319134515

811-12

steel sand

12”

36/18

pdq box

011319140080

812

steel

12"

200

bulk box

011319641907

812-4

steel

12”

24/4 		

812-200

steel

12"

200

bulk bucket

011319641914

815

steel

15"

100

bulk box

011319642607

816

plastic

9"

24/12

6 pc. header

011319643208

816-B

plastic

9"

200/10

bulk box

011319643307

816-50

plastic

9”

200/50

pdq box

011319132528

816-100

plastic

9"

100

bulk bucket

011319643314

817-B

plastic

12"

200/10

bulk box

011319644007

817-100

plastic

12"

100

bulk bucket

011319644014

818

steel t-top

10"

50/10

bulk box

011319644717

818-50

steel t-top

10”

150/50

pdq box

011319132542

818-63

steel helix

10.25” 150/50

pdq box

011319139954

818-100

steel t-top

10"

100

bulk bucket

011319644700

819

steel nail

10"

50/10

bulk box

011319645400

011319141933

4 CT. ALUMINUM
LIGHTWEIGHT

TENT STAKES
Strong and lightweight anodized
aluminum will not rust. 3-sided design
provides extra holding power, even in
loose or sandy soil.
ITEM#: 810
LENGTH: 9”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319139145

6 CT. SKEWER STYLE

4 CT. ALUMINUM

This 7” tent stake is made of durable steel.
Weighing (aprox.) an airy 4 ½ oz. makes
them ideal for backpacking tents.

This spike-type tent peg is ideal for clay,
rocky and compact soils. Lightweight
aluminum makes it especially well-suited
for backpacking.
ITEM#: 822
LENGTH: 7”
CASE: 96/12
UPC: 011319645608

TENT STAKES

TENT STAKES

ITEM#: 821
LENGTH: 7”
CASE: 144/24
UPC: 011319645509

ALUMINUM TELESCOPING

TENT POLES

PUSH-BUTTON LOCK
ITEM#: 254
SIZE (ADJUSTS): 54.75” to 96.5” x 22mm
CASE: 18
UPC: 011319349308

STEEL

TENT STAKES
Solid steel construction resists
bending. Holds firmly even in sandy
soils. Hook style for easy attachment to
tent ring or strap.
ITEM#: 809s, 812s, 815s

ABS PLASTIC

TENT STAKES
Made from impact resistant ABS plastic.
Three-sided design holds firm even in
sandy soil. Eyelet and hook allow easy
attachment to tents and rainflies.
ITEM#: 816s, 817s

TENT POLE

STEEL NAIL

REPLACEMENT KITS

TENT STAKES

Includes shock-cord, installation wire, two-style pole tips, four poles,
ferrules. Fits most dome tents.

WITH “T” STOPPER

Our T-top model is made from durable steel
and includes a broad, plastic top. Useful for
staking down tents, securing sports nets,
picnic shelters, and more.

ITEM#: 749
SIZE: 25.5” x 7mm
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319615403

ITEM#: 750
SIZE: 25” x 9mm
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319615601

ITEM#: 750-11
SIZE: 25.5” x 11mm
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319615656

TENTS AND ACCESSORIES

Ideal for tents of all sizes. Fully adjustable 7/8” (outside diameter)
aluminum pole. Adjusts to 8’. Push button lock.

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM #

ITEM#: 818s

SHOCK CORD

REPAIR KIT - FOR TENT POLES
STEEL NAIL

TENT STAKES

STEEL SAND

WITH STOPPER

STAKES

HELIX STEEL

Our round-top model is made from
durable steel and a circular plastic disc
under the nail-top head. The disc makes it
easy to attach and secure a guyline.

12” heavy steel stake with steel wings
provides unparalleled holding power in
sand and soft ground. Large steel hook
holds ropes and guylines. Oversized
nail head.

New twisted, hexagonal steel design is
substantially stronger than similar style
smooth finish nail stakes. High impact plastic
T-top offers multiple anchoring options.

ITEM#: 819s
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70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM#: 811-12

TENT STAKES

ITEM#: 818-63

stansport.com

Shock-corded tent poles offer fast set-up, and
a secure pitch. But, shock cord can wear out.
With this replacement kit, you’ll be able to fix the
poles of many popular tents and shelters. We’ve
included 45’ polyester elastic cord, 30” steel
guide wire, and 6 steel washers. Simply trim the
cord to fit, and save the cost of replacement for
your favorite tent poles!
ITEM#: 748
SIZE: 658” x 2.45mm x 2.45mm
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319615205

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

REPLACEMENT SHOCK-CORDED FIBERGLASS

TENT POLES

Our premium fiberglass tent poles are a reliable replacement and include
shock-cords for easy break-down and set-up. Designed for all your tent pole
replacement needs!
ITEM #
723-200-PS
728-PS

MADE FOR
STANSPORT#
723-200
728 SERIES

BASIC TENT SIZE
POLES WILL FIT
89” x 66.5” x 44”
95.25” x 84.5” x 55”

POLE
LENGTH
186.5” x 8.4
174.5” x 6.4mm (TENT)

CASE
PACK
12/6
12/6

UPC
011319608320
011319612822

56.5” x 8.42mm (FLY)

TENT STAKES // TENT POLES
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SLEEPING
Never underestimate the power of a good night’s
sleep, especially out in the wilderness. Our
comfortable sleeping items will help you sleep
soundly, and greet the sun with wide eyes the
next morning.

62. Sleeping Bags
64. Blankets
64. Pillows
64. Air Mats
66. Air Beds
66. Air Bed Repair
67. Air Pumps
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SLEEPING
FLEECE

SLEEPING BAG

ITEM #
COLOR
510-10
green		
510-20
black		
510-25
gray		
510-50
blue		
510-60
red		
510-63
orange
SIZE: 32” x 75”

MUMMY SLEEPING BAG

0F

0C

0 /-17

Stay warm and toasty with our 0°F Glacier Sleeping Bag. This
bag is filled with 3.1 lbs Poly-Therm hollow synthetic insulation
for maximum warmth. Double layer constructed with a rugged
polyester diamond ripstop shell, and comfortable polyester
pongee lining. Also includes a built-in chest pocket, and comes in
a compression sack. One of the warmest sleeping bags we make.
Total weight 4.9 lbs.

2.5 LB. TREKKER

UPC
011319476813
011319476820
011319137165
011319476851
011319476868
011319137189

A classic sleeping bag for all your fair weather (40-50°F) weekend
adventures. It’s ready to go anywhere you are. It comes in at just 4 lbs,.
and the Poly-Therm hollow synthetic insulation will keep you warm
and toasty. Made with a polyester shell and polyester taffeta liner.
Comes in compression carry bag packaging. Total weight 5.2 lbs.

0C

20 /-6

5 LB PROSPECTOR

SLEEPING BAG

6 LB. GRIZZLY
2 LB. REDWOOD

SLEEPING BAG

0F

0C

60 /15

The comfy Redwood rectangular sleeping bag is designed to be
ultralight for warmer temps. Ideal for mild summer weather, short
camping trips and sleepovers, the Redwood weighs only 2 pounds
at 33 by 75 inches. The insulation is synthetic hollow Poly-Therm for
maximum warmth. It features a polyester shell and a polyester taffeta
lining. With the included stuff bag (with built in straps), you’ll be able
to break camp and stow this bag. Total weight 3.2 lbs.

ITEM#: 520-100
SIZE: 75” x 33”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319134539
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0F

0C

20 /-6

ITEM#: 525-100
SIZE: 75” x 33”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319134614

ITEM#: 517-100
SIZE: 86” x 34”
CASE: 3
UPC: 011319136823

3 LB. SCOUT

0F

0C

50 /10

SLEEPING BAG

Sleep warm on cool evenings with our Scout bag. The rectangular
construction permits ultimate freedom of motion, and a full 3 lbs.
of Poly-Therm hollow synthetic insulation for maximum warmth.
A polyester shell provides a durable, attractive exterior, and and
interior polyester taffeta lining that’s smooth and comfy. With the
included stuff bag (with built in straps), you’ll be able to break camp
and stow this bag. Total weight 4.2 lbs.
ITEM#: 522-100
SIZE: 75” x 33”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319134553

SLEEPING BAG

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

SLEEPING BAG
The perfect sleeping bag for camping, cabins, house-guest and
more! A polyester shell repels moisture, and a cotton flannel liner
keeps you warm and cozy on the inside. The 4 lbs. of Poly- Therm
hollow synthetic insulation will keep you warm in weather between
30-40°F. Comes in compression carry bag packaging. Total weight
5.9 lbs.

5 LB. WHITE TAIL

SLEEPING BAG
Our White Tail sleeping bag is designed with a rectangular cut,
so you can stretch out or curl up with equal ease. Double layer
constructed with 5 lbs. of Poly-Therm hollow synthetic insulation to
keep you warm down to 0°F.. A tough double layer cotton canvas
shell, cotton flannel liner, and a heavy-duty #10 zipper to provide
ultimate comfort and durability. Comes in a heavy-duty cotton
canvas duffel carry bag. Total weight 10.45 lbs.
ITEM#: 528-100
SIZE: 78” x 36”
CASE: 3
UPC: 011319134638

0F

0C

-10 /-23

With our canvas sleeping bag, you can enjoy cuddly warmth, even
if the weather is frightfully cold. To ensure you’re warm down to
-10°F, we’ve packed our bag with 6 lbs of Poly-Therm insulation.
We use a tough cotton canvas shell, cotton flannel liner, double
layer construction, and a heavy-duty #10 zipper to provide ultimate
comfort and durability. Comes in a heavy-duty cotton canvas duffel
carry bag. For a special touch, we’ve finished it off with offset
stitched construction to prevent cold spots and insulation shift.
Total weight 12.05 lbs.
ITEM#: 529-100
SIZE: 81” x 39”
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319134652

4 LB. WEEKENDER

ITEM#: 524-100
SIZE: 75” x 33”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319134591

The cotton flannel liner will have you falling in love with the
Prospector Rectangular Sleeping Bag. This 5 lbs. bag is rated to
temps ranging from 20-30°F, filled with Poly-Therm hollow synthetic
insulation for extra warmth. The polyester shell extends the life of
this bag. Comes in compression carry bag packaging.
Total weight 6.9 lbs.

Sleep tight with our versatile 20°F (-6.7°C) Trekker Sleeping
Bag. This bag is filled with 2.5 lbs Poly-Therm hollow synthetic
insulation for maximum warmth. Constructed with a rugged
polyester diamond ripstop shell, and comfortable polyester
pongee lining. Has a built in chest pocket, and comes in a
compression sack. The perfect 3 season bag. Total weight 4.2 lbs.

ITEM#: 518-100
SIZE: 86” x 34”
CASE: 3
UPC: 011319136847

0C

ITEM#: 523-100
SIZE: 75” x 33”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319134577

0F

MUMMY SLEEPING BAG

SLEEPING BAG

0F

40 /5

PACKS
SLEEPING
AND BAGS

3.1 LB. GLACIER

CASE
6		
6		
6		
6		
6		
6		

4 LB. EXPLORER

70 YEARS STRONG

Our Fleece Sleeping Bags are made from polyester fleece in
a high quality brushed construction. Perfect for use at home,
on summer campouts, sporting events and travel. One cool
feature of this product is that two bags can zip together
to double the size and capacity. These bags are machine
washable and includes an attached shock cord for rolling tight,
as well as a mesh carry bag to store in. Total weight 1.1 lb.

6 LB. MAMMOTH DOUBLE

2-PERSON SLEEPING BAG
Keep your sleeping options open with this versatile, rectangular
sleeping system. For a cozy night with a friend, the two halves zip
together to form a 2-person sleeping bag. If you’d prefer to sleep
solo, the two halves zip apart to form two 1-person sleeping bags.
Either way, the polyester pongee liner will keep you warm and
toasty down to 35°F. Comes in compression carry bag packaging.
Total weight 8.55 lbs.
ITEM#: 533-100
SIZE (DOUBLE): 87” x 66”
SIZE (SINGLES): 87” x 33”, 75” x 33”
CASE: 3
UPC: 011319135871

SLEEPING BAGS
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SLEEPING
WOOL BLEND
#1243

CAMP BLANKETS
From picnics to hunting trips to sporting events and beyond, you’ll
stay warm and dry with this versatile blanket. For all it’s simple
construction, our wool blend blanket serves as a heat-booster for
your sleeping bag, an emergency shelter, a ground cover, table
cloth, or respite during sporting events. Our special blend of wool,
polyester and nylon is durable for years of service and retains heat,
even when it’s cold and rainy outside.

ITEM #1244
SIZE: 80” x 60”
COLOR: olive green
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319124318

SELF-INFLATING

Sleep in comfort and in style with our portable pillow with a
soft flannel plaid outer shell. A soft polyester hollow fiber fill will
make sleep time as comfortable in a tent as at home. This pillow
is machine washable and comes with an included stuff bag for
portability. 10.5 oz. fill.

A comfy pillow is a necessity for a good night’s sleep. Perfect for
car camping, backpacking, and traveling. Simply loosen the valve
and let air in and adjust to your comfort level. When you’re ready to
pack up, just open the valve and roll out the air and seal again. Soft
brushed or rip-stop polyester sides to choose your comfort level.
Polyester stuff bag included.

PILLOW / SEAT CUSHION

ITEM#: 508
SIZE: 14” x 18”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319475588

ITEM#: 490
SIZE: 19” x 12”
CASE: 15
UPC: 011319131767

SELF-INFLATING

PACK-LITE CAMPING & BACKPACKING

AIR MAT

SLEEPING PAD

Our “Pack-Lite” Sleeping Pads provide a good night’s sleep
anywhere you wish to lay! Made of a closed-cell foam insulation
that keeps the cold and dampness at bay, enabling you to get
the rest you need. You’ll wake up feeling fully recharged! It is
lightweight and portable, and includes straps that allow you
to roll it up tightly and compactly, making it easy to store just
about anywhere.
ITEM #
502-B
503-B
504-B

SIZE			
50” x 19” x 0.375”
72” x 19” x 0.375”
72” x 19” x 0.625”

70 YEARS STRONG

PACKS
SLEEPING
AND BAGS

WASHABLE

CAMP PILLOW
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ITEM #1243
SIZE: 80” x 60”
COLOR: gray
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319124103

70 YEARS STRONG

#1244

CASE
12
12
6

UPC
011319476004
011319476707
011319475106

This air mat is a practical, sophisticated and no-fuss. Simply
unroll, unscrew the air valve, and it is ready for use. This mat
is made from high-density, premium grade, open-cell foam
that is bonded to the outer fabric. Inflates to 1.5” thick for
excellent support. Features a brass valve and nylon cover for
protection. Uses 400mm polyurethane coating for added
protection and durability. Includes polyester mesh carry bag.
ITEM #498
SIZE: 25” x 72” x 1.5”
R VALUE: 3.8
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319474550

UNROLL SELF-INFLATING COMFORT!
stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

BLANKETS // PILLOWS // AIR MATS
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SLEEPING

#380-100

#382-100

#384-100
#385-100

DOUBLE ACTION

HIGH VOLUME

HIGH VOLUME

Ordinary pumps only inflate on the downstroke,
but ours creates a continuous stream of air
on both the down and the up-stroke. Durable,
high-impact plastic is equipped with a non-kink
hose with adapters to fit most commonly used
valves. 2x2 liter capacity. Generates 14 PSI.

Quickly inflates and deflates all high volume,
low pressure inflatables, generating up
to 0.49 PSI. Comes with different size
adapters in order to make sure you have the
right-sized nozzle for all of your inflatable
needs. Designed to inflate up to full working
pressure 120V AC.

Quickly inflate air beds and all types of
inflatables with our high-volume electric air
pump, generating up to 0.42 PSI. Reversible
airflow makes deflation quick and easy.
Operates on 4 D-cell batteries (not included).
Multiple nozzle attachments make this
pump compatible with all our products.

HAND PUMP
DELUXE

AIR BEDS

ELECTRICAL AIR PUMP

BATTERY AIR PUMP

Our Deluxe Air Beds deliver comfort, no matter where you set them up! Supported by coil beam waffle structure and built of extra heavy
PVC material, these luxurious beds are carefully finished with a plush, flocked surface for ultimate softness. The durable PVC will provide
years of service, and our included repair kit provides an extra layer of assurance and value. As if it couldn’t get easier to get a good night’s
sleep, we’ve built in a dual function valve - making inflation and deflation easy and fast. Sleep tight!

RUBBER

Vinyl repair kit suitable for most vinyl items, including inflatable
boats, air mattresses, waders, and toys. Includes 1 fluid oz. of
adhesive and three 4” x 6” vinyl patches.

The highly essential and specialized Repair Kit for rubber
will allow you to repair all types of rubberized inflatables. It
contains boat and air mattress patches and the adhesive you
need to complete the repair.

REPAIR KIT

ITEM#: 408-V
PATCH SIZE : 4” x 6”
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319422100
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REPAIR KIT

ITEM#: 408-P
4 UNITS: 3.25” x 2.25”, 1 UNIT: 5” x 4”
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319421400

stansport.com

ITEM#: 437
SIZE: 4.5” x 4.5” x 4”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319452602

MINI 12-VOLT

HIGH VOLUME BELLOWS

BELLOWS STYLE

This mini air pump delivers 12 volts of
inflating power, generates up to 0.39 PSI,
and conveniently plugs into a cigarette lighter
adapter. We’ve made it as light and compact
as possible, and included 3 adapters to fit
most recreational inflatables.

This pump is easy to use, delivering low
pressure, high volume air with a simple step
down action. We’ve included two adapters
for flutter type valves, and a long flexible
hose. 5 liter capacity. Generates up to
2.9 PSI.

No matter what needs to be inflated, this
foot-powered pump will blow it up without
leaving you out of breath! Durable plastic
construction will give you years of service.

AIR PUMP
VINYL

ITEM#: 439
SIZE: 5.5” x 4.25” x 4.75”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319452701

ITEM#: 440
SIZE : 4” x 3” x 3”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319453005

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

FOOT PUMP

ITEM#: 435
SIZE : 11.5” x 8.5” x 7.25”
TUBE LENGTH: 52”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319452206

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM#: 436
SIZE: 14.5” x 7.75” x 4.5”
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319452251

PACKS
SLEEPING
AND BAGS

ITEM			
SIZE			DIMENSIONS		CASE		UPC
380-100			
twin			76” x 41” x 9”		3		011319136052
382-100			
double		 75” x 54” x 9” 		
2		
011319136076
384-100			
queen 		
78” x 61.5” x 9”		2		011319136113
385-100			
king 			80”x 72”x 9”		2		011319136137

FOOT PUMP

ITEM#: 430
SIZE : 4” x 4.5”
TUBE LENGTH: 28.5”
CASE: 72
UPC: 011319447301

AIR BEDS // AIR BED REPAIR // AIR PUMPS
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PACKS &
BAGS
There’s something about having a quality bag slung
over your shoulder and adventuring out into the
wilderness. Knowing that everything you need is right
behind you is a great feeling. We make quality bags
that will last all of your rough excursions, no matter
the terrain or climate.

70. Waist Packs
70. Day Packs
71. Frame Packs
72. Cotton Canvas Bags
73. Duffel Bags
74. Bags Miscellany
77. Stuff Bags
77. Dry Bags
78. Pack Accessories
79. Hydration Pack Accessories
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PACKS AND BAGS
WAIST PACK

WITH SHOULDER STRAP
#1058-10

ITEM#: 1058-10
COLOR: olive green
UPC: 011319136564

ITEM#: 1058-20
COLOR: black
UPC: 011319136595

#1058-20

SIZE: 8” x 4.5” x 6 .5”
CAPACITY: 5L
CASE: 12/6

20 LITER

DAY PACK WITH HYDRATION BLADDER

ITEM#: 1015-10
COLOR: olive green
UPC: 011319136304

ITEM#: 1015-20
COLOR: black
UPC: 011319136342

SIZE: 28” x 12.5” x 11”
CAPACITY: 50L
CASE: 4

#1060-20

PACKS AND BAGS

When you like to head way out into the backcountry, a little pack won’t cut it. This pack has enough storage space for days of backcountry
hiking, and hitech features to lighten your load. A zippered sleeping bag compartment divider keeps your sleeping bag lofted and
separated from the rest of your gear, but easily accessible through a zippered sleeping bag access panel. Our max flow suspension system
moves the load off of your back, and provides a cooling breeze. And, if you like to rock out while you hike, our adjustable lid features media
port for your headphones! Also, comes with a high visibility rain cover and emergency whistle built-in so you’re ready for any situation.

#1060-10

ITEM#: 1060-20
COLOR: black
UPC: 011319136687

#1015-20

INTERNAL FRAME PACK

Hiking, biking or just ambling– if you’re an active
person that gets thirsty, you’ll appreciate our
daypack with an included hydration system.
We started with a tricked- out 20 liter day pack,
powered by double diamond ripstop polyester
construction, and added cool features like a
zippered stash pocket. Then, we’ve included a 2 liter
hydration reservoir, complete hose, and covered
drinking port. The entire package is anchored by a
secure, comfortable waist belt and sternum strap,
for sturdy reliable hydration wherever you go!

ITEM#: 1060-10
COLOR: olive green
UPC: 011319136489

#1015-10

50 LITER SUMMIT

70 YEARS STRONG

Our waist pack brings the freedom of
hip-mounted storage, and the versatility
an optional shoulder strap. The main
bag holds 5 liters of gear– perfect for an
afternoon hike, run or ride. We’ve added
2 main pockets, 2 mesh waistbelt
pockets, a water bottle pocket, and
mesh gel pocket to keep all your gear
organized and accessible. Also features
reflective daisy chain loops for attaching
accessories. With our adjustable
shoulder strap, you can unclip the hip
strap, and turn the waist pack into a
casual, urban storage solution!

SIZE: 17.5” x 8” x 8.5”
CAPACITY: 20L
CASE: 6

30 LITER

DAY PACK
Head out for a day on the trail or
on the town with this compact,
functional daypack. At 30
liters, this pack has enough
storage space for a long hike.
Features like a media pocket,
key clip, organizer pocket and
multifunctional sleeve (holds a
hydration bladder or a laptop),
make this pack versatile enough
to bring to class, too. Also
features a compression strap
to help stabilize contents. The
padded, breathable back and
shoulder straps feature airflow
channel for ventilation - so you’ll
be cool and comfy on campus or
in a canyon.
ITEM#: 1062-10
COLOR: olive green
UPC: 011319136748
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Adjustable suspension for more comfort

#1017-100-10

#1017-100-20

70 +10 LITER

ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION FRAME PACK

#1062-10

#1062-20

ITEM#: 1062-20
COLOR: black
UPC: 011319136762

SIZE: 18.5” x 12.5” x 7.5”
CAPACITY: 30L
CASE: 6

stansport.com

With our 70+10 liter pack, you’ll be able to haul all the comforts of home deep into the wilderness, all without a sore back! Our Stansport
internal frame system is built around a plastic frame sheet, and stiffened with metal frame stays. We combine this secure foundation with
our adjustable suspension torso that adjusts from 15” - 21” to move the load off of your back and give you full ventilation by adjusting to
your body size. Our breathable padded shoulder straps and waist belt keep your shoulders and hips as cool as your back, without chafing
or pinching. If you’re going to carry a high-volume, heavy load into the woods - this is the pack for you! Also, comes with a high visibility rain
cover and emergency whistle built-in so you’re ready for any situation.
ITEM#: 1017-100-10
COLOR: olive green
UPC: 011319138254

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 1017-100-20
COLOR: black
UPC: 011319138278

SIZE: 28” x 12.5” x 11”
CAPACITY: 70L + 10L
CASE: 4

WAIST PACKS // DAY PACKS // FRAME PACKS
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PACKS AND BAGS

PACKS AND BAGS
Horizontal
& vertical
spine bar
suspension

#17020

Fully
padded
hip belt

If you’re a land management professional or backcountry hunter,
you’ll appreciate the durable, technical features of our bomber
pack frame. Built-in freighter shelf and numerous attachment
points accommodate up 75 lbs of gear. A fully padded, adjustable
suspension system (including a cervical pad and padded hip-belt)
distribute the load so well, you’ll be able to tote all your gear deep
into the backcountry.

Our reflective daypack combines the simple functionality of a
daypack, with high visibility safety features. Constructed of durable
600 Denier polyester, our pack is a bright safety orange. The vivid
orange is visible in the woods during hunting season, and stands
out well in urban environments too. For extra visibility, we’ve added
reflective tape, which makes the bag easy to locate, and highly
visible if you’re using it for neighborhood biking, running or as a
school bag. Of course, a large main compartment is sufficient to
hold plenty of emergency supplies, clothes and gear.

ITEM#: 574-F
SIZE: 34.5” x 12.5” x 15.5”
CAPACITY: 75 lbs
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319515215

DUFFEL BAG

DAY PACK

DUFFEL BAG/BACKPACK WITH LEATHER TRIM

Our Traveler Duffel Bags are made from heavy-duty 600 denier
polyester Oxford material, making it durable for everyday use.
The reinforced corners and stress points make them reliable for
packing with various gear. Both sizes come with full-length, selfrepairing zippers that provide easy access to the bag interior. With
a sturdy handle and shoulder strap, you can carry your essentials
without worry of rips or tears. Whether you are packing for a
sleepover, a weekend trip, or a vacation, these heavy-duty bags
can meet your needs.
ITEM#: 17020
SIZE: 18” x 36”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319219052

ITEM#: 17010
SIZE: 14” x 30”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319219007

ITEM#: 561
SIZE: 9” x 12” x 16”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319139244

TOP LOADING CANVAS

Whether you’re heading off to camp, cabin or overseas–sometimes
you need to haul a lot of gear. Our heavy canvas duffel bag will
swallow all of your possessions without a hiccup, and its durable
construction will ensure that it will serve you well for years.
Constructed from tough, black canvas, this bag features leather
components on high stress areas, adding both attractive accents
and providing increased durability. With a shoulder strap, carry
handle and hideaway backpack straps–this duffel is easy to carry in a
variety of different situations.
ITEM#: 1204
SIZE: 25” x 12”
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319137882
#1206

#1237

#1201

#1233

#1221

#1230-20

#1205

#1236

#1200

#1232

#1230

COTTON CANVAS

VERSA-BAG
Convertible bag with 3 identities: backpack, shoulder bag and briefcase, with a natural cotton canvas feel. Built-in top handles for carrying
as briefcase. Detachable shoulder strap for carrying as a shoulder bag. Two steel D rings for attaching gear and accessories. Top look for
hanging.
ITEM#: 1143-20
SIZE: 16.5” x 13” x 7”
CASE: 12
UPC: 0011319141568
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#1220

HEAVY-DUTY

TOP LOAD CANVAS

Camping, traveling, hunting - if you’re an active person with a
lot of gear to haul, this is the duffel bag for you! Our duffel adds
impressive durability to significant capacity. It’s constructed of heavy
22 oz. cotton canvas, amply reinforced at all stress points. With all
that gear, you’ll appreciate the dual web handles, and one handle in
center, that make handling this fully loaded bag a snap.

Camping, traveling, hunting - if you’re an active person with a
lot of gear to haul, this is the duffel bag for you! Our duffel adds
impressive durability to significant capacity. It’s constructed of heavy
22 oz. cotton canvas, amply reinforced at all stress points. With all
that gear, you’ll appreciate the attached cotton web shoulder strap
that makes handling this fully loaded bag a snap.

DUFFEL BAGS
Convenient padded
backpack straps

70 YEARS STRONG

REFLECTIVE

PACKS AND BAGS

FREIGHTER ALUMINUM

PACK FRAME

#17010

TRAVELER

DUFFEL BAGS

ITEM

SIZE

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#1230
#1230-20
#1232
#1233
#1236
#1237

36” x 13”
36” x 13”
42” x 15”
42” x 15”
50” x 18”
50” x 18”

O.D. Green
Black
O.D. Green
Black
O.D. Green
Black

12
12
12
12
6
6

011319050402
011319050129
011319050457
011319050471
011319051607
011319051706

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM

SIZE

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#1200
#1201
#1205
#1206
#1220
#1221

42” x 12” x 12”
42” x 12” x 12”
50” x 14” x 14”
50” x 14” x 14”
36” x 10” x 10”
36” x 10” x 10”

o.d. green

12
12/4
12
12
12
12

011319046900
011319046924
011319047600
011319047624
011319049703
011319049802

black
o.d. green
black
o.d. green
black

FRAME PACKS // COTTON CANVAS BAGS // DUFFEL BAGS
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PACKS AND BAGS
Can be
worn as
backpack

#766

#766-20

2 TONE ZIPPERED

DUFFEL BAG

ITEM#: 1240
SIZE: 36” x 18” x 18”
COLOR: tan/black
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319131224

CANVAS

SADDLE BAG

This double strap canvas bag is made of heavy duty 22-ounce
cotton canvas with a drawstring closure and can take a rough
beating while getting laundry to its final destination.

With our canvas saddle bags, you’re set for a long trail ride or an overnight.
Made of heavy-duty cotton duck cloth, our saddle bags are reinforced with
vinyl backing for added durability. The two large pockets include doublestrapped flap covers, and multiple stress-point reinforcements. Great for bikes
and motorcycles.

LAUNDRY BAG

DUFFEL BAG
This heavy duty 22-ounce cotton canvas provides maximum
durability while the full-length zipper and six external pockets offer
quick access. Carry with the two web carry handles or use the two
shoulder straps to wear as a backpack.

ITEM#: 766
LENGTH: 36”
POUCH SIZE: 13” x 4.5” x 10”
COLOR: olive green
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319625808

ITEM#: 1197
SIZE: 26.25” x 18”
COLOR: black
CASE: 36
UPC: 011319131309

ITEM#: 1239
SIZE: 34” x 15” x 12”
COLOR: black
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319131347

#1134

CANVAS PARACHUTE

MUSETTE

COTTON CANVAS

BAG

TOOL BAG

Made of rugged cotton canvas. Large main compartment holds
clothing and gear. Full length zipper and two handles make for easy
access and carrying. Snap flap over zipper helps keep the weather out.

This canvas pack is modeled after a World War II knapsack/shoulder
bag. Features like heavyweight duck canvas, and metallic snap
closures make this bag a durable storage solution for everyday use,
or woodsy adventures.

Heavy 22 oz. cotton canvas bag for storing tools or gear. Zippered
main compartment with oversized zipper. 8 divided storage slots in
main chamber. Two side pockets with zippered closure. Heavy duty
webbed handles and hard bottom construction for stability.

ITEM#: 1095
SIZE: 24.25” x 13” x 15”
COLOR: black
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319035508
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ITEM#: 1134
SIZE: 11.25” x 9” x 7”
COLOR: o.d. green
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319141032

ITEM#: 1099
SIZE: 12.5” x 10.5” x 5”
COLOR: o.d. green
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319036000

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

#1133

#1133-20

#1134-20

CARGO BAG

ITEM#: 766-20
LENGTH: 36”
POUCH SIZE: 13” x 4.5” x 10”
COLOR: black
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319137479

PACKS AND BAGS

Constructed of durable 22-ounce cotton canvas with reinforced
stress points, this bag is built to last! A full-length zipper provides
easy access to the storage compartment, and the adjustable
shoulder strap makes the bag a pleasure to carry.

TACTICAL

70 YEARS STRONG

CANVAS

COTTON CANVAS TRAVEL

ITEM#: 1134-20
SIZE: 11.25” x 9” x 7”
COLOR: black
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319141582

ACCESSORY BAG
Durable cotton canvas assessory bags. Two zippered pockets for
organization. Easy-grab carry handle. Compact design with rounded
corners packs into luggage easily.

ITEM#: 1133
SIZE: 10.5” x 5” x 5”
COLOR:o.d. green
CASE: 48
UPC: 011319140936

ITEM#: 1133-20
SIZE: 10.5” x 5” x 5”
COLOR: black
CASE: 48
UPC: 011319140981

DUFFEL BAGS // BAGS MISCELLANY
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PACKS AND BAGS
#870

#869

#855

#841

POLYESTER

STUFF BAGS
Multi-purpose stuff sack helps organize sleeping bag, clothes, toiletries, food, first-aid supplies and electronics, anywhere you go.
Water-repellant coated polyester, helps protect your gear from the elements. Single cord-lock drawstring on one end, and polyester
webbing grab-handle on the other. Round bottom maximizes storage space, and facilitates packing.

#470

ITEM#: 869
SIZE: 14” x 24”
COLOR: black
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319651708

ITEM#: 870
SIZE: 18” x 30”
COLOR: blue
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319652408

#481

#469

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM#: 855
SIZE: 12” x 22”
COLOR: red
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319647503

PACKS AND BAGS

ITEM#: 841
SIZE: 6” x 10”
COLOR: black
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319646506

#467

WATERPROOF

DRY BAGS
Heavy duty PVC coated 500D polyester construction makes this the perfect bag for rafting, kayaking, the beach, camping, hiking, diving,
and any other activity you want to protect your valuables from the elements. High frequency welds and sealed seams help provide a tough
and water-resistant barrier protecting contents during short submersions. Clear panel helps identify interior contents. Secure rolldown
toploader with 1” webbing helps keep the water out!

10L GEAR DRY BAG

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLES FROM THE ELEMENTS
76
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ITEM#: 467
SIZE: 8” x 8” x 12.5”
CAPACITY: 10L
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319135628

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

20L GEAR DRY BAG

ITEM#: 469
SIZE: 9.5” x 9.5” x 17.25”
CAPACITY: 20L
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319135642

30L BACKPACK DRY BAG
ITEM#: 470
SIZE: 11.75” x 7.5” x 21”
CAPACITY: 30L
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319135666

65L DUFFEL DRY BAG

ITEM#: 481
SIZE: 22.5” x 12” x 13.75”
CAPACITY: 65L
CASE: 4/2
UPC: 011319135680

STUFF BAGS // DRY BAGS
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PACKS AND BAGS
#7060

#7061

PACK FRAME

DURABLE PLASTIC

As the connection between the backpack
and the frame, clevis pins are the heart
and sole of any external frame backpack.
Our replacement clevis pins include
lock rings and are made from hardened
aluminum. They are sized to fit most
external frame packs.

Made from durable plastic, our cord locks
allow for knot free adjustments when
securing and organizing sleeping bags,
jacket hoods, stuff bags, drawstrings,
luggage and more!

#7064

SIDE RELEASE BUCKLE

CORD LOCKS - 12 PCS.

ITEM#: CP-3
RING SIZE: 0.75” x 2mm
PIN SIZE: 1.75” x 8.3mm
CASE: 192/24
UPC: 011319726604

ITEM#: 7140
SIZE: 1” x 0.5” x 0.25”
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319597952

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#7060
#7061
#7063
#7064

0.75” 144/12 011319594456
1”
144/12 011319594500
1.5”
144/12 011319594555
2”
144/12 011319594609

STRAP

5 YARD

Secure and compress luggage and
lash items to packs and bags with this
polypropylene strap. With heavy-duty
polypropylene webbing with non-slip
buckle, polypropylene straps can help
you pack down and secure luggage
without worry.

For the do-it-yourself outdoor enthusiast,
polypropylene webbing is the ultimate
ingredient for building and repairing
outdoor gear. Our strong, flexible webbing
is 5 yards long, and can serve as a hip or
shoulder strap, rope sheath, accessory
strap, or even a belt! Whatever activity
you’re engaged in, this polypropylene
webbing can help!

TIE-DOWN

ITEM

SIZE CASE

#NS-344-2
#NS-348

4’
8’

UPC

48/12
011319138674
240/12 011319872202

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

#7190
#7191
#7192
#7193

0.75”
1”
1.5”
2”

120/12 011319603707
120/12 011319603752
120/12 011319603806
120/12 011319603851

UPC

COTTON

Most outdoor gear relies on straps and
buckles. With our 14 piece webbing
and cordage accessory kit, you’ll be able
to repair or customize a wide variety of
outdoor equipment. Packed with 4 Cord
Locks and Zipper Pulls, 2 1” Sliders and
1” Buckles, and a 2” Slider and 2” Buckle,
you’ll be hard pressed to find a pack, bag
or accessory that you can’t fix!

Our cotton shoulder strap makes heavy,
awkward loads manageable. The metal
hooks and sliders lock firmly onto bins,
boats, ammo cans and other outdoor gear.
We’ve included ample central padding
cushions to protect your shoulder, so you
can carry heavy loads in comfort. Available
in classic black, this versatile product
expands to a full 66” in length.

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM#: 1008-20
CARRIER SIZE: 9” x 4”
STRAP SIZE: 41.5” x 1.25” x 4mm
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319137851

WEBBING

ACCESSORY KIT
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Stay hydrated and organized with our Insulated Bottle Carrier. This
versatile hydration solution accommodates both 32 and 40 oz
bottles, and offers both shoulder strap and carabiner attachment
options for maximum convenience. Two securely zippered pockets
are perfect for storing your phone, credit cards, keys or snacks.

ITEM#: 1048-2
SIZE: 13.5” x 7”
CAPACITY: 2 liters
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319010826

14-PIECE WEDDING & CORDAGE

ITEM#: 7014
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319137523

Our Hydration Bladder is perfect for keeping your drinks fresh
at the campsite. It has a wide mouth opening which can easily
accommodate drink mixes and ice cubes, and it includes a patented
bite valve for easy drinking. Made of durable EVA that will survive for
years of use.

BOTTLE CARRIER WITH STRAP

PACKS AND BAGS

ITEM

INSULATED

HYDRATION RESERVOIR

WITH SLIDER

Waist belts, shoulder straps, and
accessory straps rely on buckles and
sliders to function. With our replacement
buckle and slider, you’ll be able to
repair or enhance countless numbers
of outdoor accessories. Our slider is
constructed from durable, lightweight
plastic. By using our included slider,
you can repair or replace many buckles
without sewing.

2 LITER

70 YEARS STRONG

PINS & RINGS
#7063

SHOULDER STRAP

#788-15

#788-20

ITEM

COLOR

CASE UPC

#788-15
#788-20

o.d. green

60/12 011319138117
60/12 011319138148

black

stansport.com

INSULATION ON THE GO!
TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

PACK ACCESSORIES // HYDRATION PACK ACCESSORIES
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CAMPING
ESSENTIALS
We carry a vast amount of camp essentials and tools
that are designed to make your outdoor excursion
easier! From netting made to keep bugs at bay, or
tools that make chopping firewood a breeze, we’ll
have something that will make sure to keep camping
fun and not difficult!

82. Hygiene and Personal Care
83. Trash Cans
84. Toilets
85. Toilet Accessories
86. Water Carriers
86. Showers
87. Ice/Hot Paks
88. Multi-tools
88. Firestarters
89. Mosquito Netting
90. Saws
91. Shovels
92. Axes
93. Camp Tools
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CAMPING ESSENTIALS

TOOTHBRUSH

COVER - 2 PCS.
The 2-pack of toothbrush covers fits all
sized toothbrushes and is vented for added
hygiene. They are made of durable plastic
and snap closed so they can keep your
toothbrush clean, so they can keep your
teeth clean. Toothbrush not included.

SCISSORS
Useful foldaway scissors are perfect for
travel, camping, backpacks, purses, and
emergency and first aid kits. They are easy
to use; just pull outward on handles to open.
Blade is made of stainless steel.

WITH LED LIGHT

7 PC.

These field tweezers include a powerful
LED light source to help remove ticks and
splinters, locate errant firing pins, and
manipulate all sorts of small parts! The
tweezer blades are constructed of steel,
and equipped with non-slip rubber grips
for confident, precise performance.

This set of 7 tiny bottles has you covered for all of your packing needs. The caps and lids are
easily interchangeable, and they’re all easy to wash clean for re-use. All of the bottles are
less than the maximum TSA-approved volume.

ITEM#: 595-100
SIZE: 4” x 0.75” x 0.5”
CASE: 96/24
UPC: 011319139398

BOTTLE & CONTAINER SET
ITEM#: 111
VOLUME:
2 x 15ml (1.75” x 0.75”)
2 x 60ml (1.5” x 3.75”)
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319037007

MESH LAUNDRY

2 x 30ml (1.25” x 3”)
1 x 90ml (1.75” x 4.25”)

DUNK BAG
Make room for whatever you need to wash
with this mesh laundry/dunk bag. This durable
polyester mesh bag is great for storage or
campsite washing of dishes, gear or clothing.

ITEM

SIZE

#862
#864

12”x17” 144/12 011319649002
19”x23” 144/12 011319649309

CASE

UPC

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM#: 345-P
SIZE (OPEN): 3.75” x 1.75” x 0.34”
SIZE (CLOSED): 3.25” x 1” x 0.34”
CASE: 240/24
UPC: 011319395503

FIELD TWEEZER

CAMPING ESSENTIALS

ITEM#: 224-3
SIZE: 1.75” x 0.75” x 1”
CASE: 288/48
UPC: 011319302907

FOLDING

UNBREAKABLE

CAMPER’S MIRROR
One of the ten essentials, a stainless mirror
has always been a crucial part of any survival
kit. This mirror is easy to store in any pack. It
is made from rust-proof stainless steel and
provides a clear image ideal for personal
uses or for signaling.
ITEM#: 351-P
SIZE: 4” x 3”
CASE: 288/24
UPC: 011319400405
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TRAVEL

SOAP DISH
This durable plastic soap dish is no-frills,
lightweight, and perfect for travel. This
dish snaps closed with drain holes on the
bottom.

ITEM#: 226-P
SIZE: 4” x 2.25” x 1.5”
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319304505

#877-50

ALL PURPOSE CAMPER’S

SOAP

All-purpose biodegradable camper’s soap,
strong enough for dishes and clothes, yet
gentle enough for face, body and hair. Push
open top for easy dispensing. Approximately
3.4 fluid oz.
ITEM#: 355-100
SIZE: 5” x 1.5”
CASE: 24/4
UPC: 011319141964

stansport.com

#877
COLLAPSIBLE

TRASH AND RECYCLE CANS
Bring our collapsible cans with you on your next outing and find out just how convenient they are! Use them to hold recyclables or trash at
the campsite, while tailgating, or for backyard BBQs. Bring them to the beach to carry towels, balls and more. With two padded handles it
can be a freshman’s best friend when it comes to laundry. Lightweight and portable, these cans compress down from 24” to 3”.
ITEM#: 877
COLOR: green
UPC: 011319654006

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 877-50
COLOR: blue
UPC: 011319136199

SIZE: 19” x 24”
CAPACITY: 8.85 liter
CASE: 6

HYGIENE AND PERSONAL CARE // TRASH CANS
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CAMPING ESSENTIALS

Durable white plastic molded seat, heavy duty tubular steel legs, and
six plastic bags, the portable toilet means you won’t have to leave all
the conveniences of home behind. Plastic bags are held in place by
a removable plastic ring, making disposal quick and easy. The toilet
folds up compactly for easy transportation.

This handy urinal makes relieving yourself convenient and hygienic,
no matter what environment you’re in. Constructed of lightweight
plastic, our portable urinal includes adapters for all genders.

TOILET

ITEM#: 271
SIZE: 16” x 13” x 13”
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319356306

PORTABLE URINAL

DISPOSABLE

PLASTIC REPLACEMENT

There is always a looming question when one goes camping,
and these portable toilet bags are an easy solution. Bag contains
“Bio-powder” which turns liquid waste to a solid for easy disposal.
Three bags included in pack. Use with our Portable Camp Toilet
(Stansport #273-100).

For use with the Stansport Portable Toilets #271 and #271555. These replacement toilet bags make proper disposal easy.
Includes twelve 21.5 in. x 18 in. polyethylene bags.

TOILET BAGS

ITEM#: 271-300
SIZE: 11.25” x 4.75”
CAPACITY: 0.8 liter
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319138070

TOILET BAGS

ITEM#: 273-3
SIZE: 17.5” x 14.5”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319357716

ITEM#: 272
SIZE: 21.5” x 18”
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319357006

70 YEARS STRONG

UNISEX

CAMPING ESSENTIALS

PORTABLE

Uses 273-3 Disposable
replacement toilet bags

BUCKET-STYLE

PORTABLE TOILET
With our portable, bucket-style toilet, you’ll be able to take care
of business in the backcountry, in a clean, comfortable way. The
lightweight bucket base holds up to 5 gallons, and supports up to 300
lbs. For easy clean-up, this system is compatible with Stansport #272
and 273-3 toilet bags, as well as most 8, 10, and 13 gallon trash bags.
ITEM#: 271-555
SIZE: 15.25” x 13”
CAPACITY: 18.9 liter
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319138209
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REPLACEMENT

TOILET SEAT

2-ROLLS BIODEGRADABLE

Compatible with these Stansport camp
toilets: #271, #273-100 and #271-555.
Twelve polyethylene bags included.

For campers on the go, you’ll want to pick
up some of these convenient, sanitary Toilet
Seat Covers. They are biodegradable and
made of disposable tissue, in a convenient
pocket sized package. They’re ideal for all
away from home usage and come in packs
of 10. Use with our 10L Easy Potty Portable
Toilet (Stansport #273-1010).

Don’t sacrifice the comforts of home at the
campsite. This toilet tissue is comfortable
and absorbent. Better, it’s biodegradable,
so you can feel good about avoiding undue
environmental impact while hiking, camping
or traveling. Two rolls included with
approximately 99 Single ply sheet sheets
per roll.

TOILET BAGS

EASY-GO PORTABLE

CAMP TOILET
Our Easy-Go portable toilet brings the comforts of home to your
next trip outdoors. Heavy-duty plastic construction gives you a
clean and sanitary alternative while traveling, camping, or away from
home. Includes disposable waste bag.
ITEM#: 273-100
SIZE: 14” x 14” x 14”
CAPACITY: 5 liter
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319357723

ITEM#: 272-3
SIZE: 21.5” x 18”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319357037

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

COVERS

ITEM#: 272-10
SIZE: 16.5” x 14.25”
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319357204

TOILET TISSUE

ITEM#: 356
SIZE(PER ROLL): 4” x 3.5”
CASE: 12/4
UPC: 011319401853

TOILETS // TOILET ACCESSORIES
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CAMPING ESSENTIALS

2 GALLON

5 GALLON DISPENSING

12 LITER OUTDOOR

With our 2-gallon water bag, you’ll always
have a source of water on hand. Made of
heavy duty PVC, this bag is durable enough
to resist punctures and leaks, but flexible
enough to fold flat for storage. The included
carrying handle makes toting water snap,
and doubles as a secure, convenient seal, so
you won’t spill a drop.

A large amount of water is a must in any
disaster situation. Keep all of it in one
convenient area with our 5 Gallon Collapsible
Water Carrier. Comes with a convenient on/
off spigot and 2 sturdy carry handles for easy
transport. Folds flat for easy storage.

Electronically welded seams provide a
tough and sturdy barrier. Folds down for
easy storage. Constructed of PVC coated
polyester for long-lasting durability.
Polyester webbing handles welded to main
body. Reinforced bottom for extra durability.
Built-in lip with zipper.
ITEM#: 883-12
SIZE: 9.5” x 12.5”
CAPACITY: 12 liter
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319141483

BATTERY POWERED

JUMBO 5 GALLON

COLLAPSIBLE

Love camping outdoors but dislike being
far from a shower? Our portable shower
has you covered! Seven feet of tubing and
a hanging shower head provides plenty of
length to rinse off. Stake out a spot, drop the
hose into a water source, turn on and go!
Runs on 4 x D Cell Batteries (Not Included).

There’s no reason to give up the pleasure
of a hot shower, even if you’re at a remote
campsite. This solar shower absorbs heat
from the sun, creating an ample 5 gallons of
hot water–enough for up to 4 showers. The
shower-head and flow-control hose regulate
water pressure.

You never know when a water bucket will be
handy in the great outdoors. Our Collapsible
Utility Bucket is made of reinforced heavyduty vinyl with electronically welded seams
and a reinforced bottom. This product folds
for easy stow and storage.

PORTABLE SHOWER

ITEM#: 299-100
LENGTH: 8’
CASE: 6/3
UPC: 011319128866
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ITEM#: 295
SIZE: 11” x 11” x 11”
CAPACITY: 19 liter
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319364004

TRAIL BUCKET WITH LID

70 YEARS STRONG

CAMPER’S SHOWER

ITEM#: 298
SIZE: 18.5” x 1” x 21.5”
CAPACITY: 5 gallons
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319365407

UTILITY BUCKET

ITEM#: 882
CAPACITY: 2.5 gallons
CASE: 48
UPC: 011319656604

stansport.com

SOFT POUCH

#74131

#74132

#74130

ICE/HOT PAK
With our hot/cold pack - you’ll always be prepared to respond to temperature extremes! Simply boil the pouch (which is filled with a
non-toxic, biodegradable gel) to heat it, and you’ve got a hot pack that can keep your food warm or soothe sore muscles. Freeze the pack,
and you can keep cold food cool, and ice minor sprains and strains.
ITEM#: 74132
SIZE: 8.25” x 7.75” x 1.5”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319139008

HARD SHELL

ITEM#: 74131
SIZE: 7.25” x 5.5” x 0.75
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319138988

#88334

ITEM#: 74130
SIZE: 5.25” x 5.25” x 0.25”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319138964

#88333

CAMPING ESSENTIALS

ITEM#: 292
CAPACITY: 7.6 liter
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319363304

WATER CARRIER

70 YEARS STRONG

WATER BAG

#88332

ICE PAK
Where ice creates a mess as it melts, our Hard Shell Ice Paks will keep your cooler chilly, dry and well-organized! The durable, plastic case is
filled with premium, water-based, non-toxic, Perma-Gel®. It’s size is safe and convenient for chilling in your home freezer. When it’s frozen,
it slips into most cooler bags and boxes with ease. With three different sizes we make these large enough to provide cooling power,
but small enough to cool your lunch, your catch, or your supply of frosty beverages!
ITEM#: 88334
SIZE: 7.5” x 5.75” x 1.75”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319139060

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 88333
SIZE: 6.75” x 3.75” x 1.5”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319139046

ITEM#: 88332
SIZE: 5” x 3” x 1.25”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319139022

WATER CARRIERS // SHOWERS // ICE/HOT PAKS
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CAMPING ESSENTIALS
MOSQUITO

NETTING
Protect yourself from flying
insects. Made of durable mildew
resistant polyethylene material.
No-See-Um size netting keeps out
even the smallest biting creatures.
Completely covers sleeping bag
and cot. Top ring can be easily hung
from any tree branch. Comes in
single and double widths. Drawcord
carry bag included.

MULTI-TOOL

The fork and spoon easily separate for easy use. The tool also has
a corkscrew, bottle opener, and chisel so you will be equipped
for multiple situations. In addition to eating with this multi-tool,
open those ice-cold beverages with the bottle opener. Made from
stainless steel.

These 5-in-1 Multi-Tools are equipped with a knife, bottle opener,
Philips screwdriver, flathead screwdriver—and most importantly—an
LED light to illuminate whatever you are working on in the dark. An
attached carabiner makes it nearly impossible to lose, just attach it to
your pack before you hit the trail and you will be prepared for whatever
nature throws at you. Comes in assorted colors of red, green, blue and
black. Sold in PDQ jar of 60 pcs per jar.

*Tarp and Sleeping Bag not included

ITEM#: 706
SIZE: 94” x 66” x 51”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319594661

SUSPENSION MOSQUITO

NETTING

ITEM#: 8570-60
SIZE: 2.25” x 1.25” x 0.75”
CASE: 120/60
UPC: 011319141360

Bugs and sleep are two things
that don’t mix. Keep bugs out
of your camping space with our
lightweight and compact mosquito
net. This net provides roomy and
complete protection and is essential
for campers, backpackers, and
travelers to areas with mosquito
born diseases. Reinforced edges
and corners and 4 loops for
suspending net make this next
flexible and usable in many
different situations.

*Cot not included

MESH INSECT

JACKET AND PANTS
This fully protective mosquito suit that is
perfect for camping, fishing, gardening,
and travelling. Suit includes a full hooded
jacket and pants which provide an
unparalleled level of protection from all
annoying insects. Polyester mesh allows
breathability, it can also be sprayed with
insect repellant to add another level of
protection. A zipper allows the suit to be
used without the full hood.
ITEM

SIZE CASE UPC

#707-S/M
sm/med 24/6
#707-L/XL
lg/ xl
24/6
#707-XXL/XXXL 2xl/3xl 24/6

ITEM#: 711
SIZE: 79” x 32” x 59”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319595705

CAMPING ESSENTIALS

ITEM#: 8530
SIZE (CLOSED): 5.5” x 4.25” x 1.25”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319647206

MULTI-TOOL WITH LED LIGHT

70 YEARS STRONG

FOLDING KNIFE, FORK, SPOON

ITEM#: 705
SIZE: 87” x 48” x 42”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319594654

5-IN-1 STEEL

011319132566
011319132580
011319132603

MOSQUITO
MAGNESIUM

WATERPROOF

The ability to make fire is the cornerstone of wildland survival. Our
Magnesium Fire Starter ensures that you’ll always have a foolproof
firestarter, whatever the weather is doing. Our magnesium block
provides shavings that burn at more than 5000 degrees - hot
enough to light even the wettest tinder. We also include a flint and
striker, so you can ignite your magnesium shavings with ease. Each
block contains enough magnesium for hundreds of fires.

Lighting a fire in the backcountry is essential for warmth, comfort
and safety - not to mention a good meal! Our waterproof matches
contain a unique blend of non-toxic chemicals that are formulated to
light in wet conditions. The match box itself is treated with moisture
resistant coating to make sure you can strike regardless of the
weather. We’ve included approximately 40 water-resistant, non-toxic
matches per box.

FIRESTARTER WITH STRIKER

ITEM#: 620-100
SIZE: 3” x 1” x 0.25”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319136021
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HEAD NET

70 YEARS STRONG

Don’t let the incessant buzzing of
mosquitoes or other biting insects
ruin your outdoor experience.
This simple, lightweight headnet
fends off pesky insects of all
varieties, without chemical
repellants. Exceptionally fine
mesh keeps out even the smallest
“no-see-ums,” while providing
plenty of ventilation.

MATCHES

ITEM

PACK

CASE

UPC

#349-B
#350-4

bulk

1000/50
144/12

011319399006
011319138667

4 pcs

ITEM#: 709
SIZE: 16.5” x 16”
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319594753

SIZE: 2.25” x 1.25” x 0.63”

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

MOSQUITO

NETTING SHEETS
A lightweight mosquito net that is
great for both indoor and outdoor use.
Whether you’re camping or at home
the ultra fine “no-see-um” mesh will
protect you from mosquitoes and
annoying insects.
ITEM#: 711-4872
SIZE: 72” x 48”
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319596009

MULTI-TOOLS // FIRE STARTERS // MOSQUITO NETTING
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Cross-cut blade

FOLDING

MINI

Dig up or out of anything with this pick
shovel. This versatile combination shovel
and pick is made from steel and has a
hardwood handle. The steel collar will lock
the blade or pick into position.

There are more uses for shovels in the
outdoors than you can name! Our mini
shovel is constructed from steel and
expands to a full 16 inches. It collapses to a
6-inch package, giving you all the power and
durability of a full-sized shovel, while taking
up a fraction of the space.

PICK & SHOVEL

UTILITY STEEL

REPLACEMENT

A tough saw for tough jobs! This heavy-duty bow saw comes
equipped with a tough utility cross-cut blade to make short work
of tree limbs or firewood.

If you like our bow camp saws, you’ll want to have this replacement
blade on hand, so you’ll always have a fresh, sharp cutting surface.
This durable, versatile blade is just the thing to cut a Christmas
tree, make a pile of firewood, or prune and limb trees for your next
landscaping project.

BOW SAWS

BOW SAW BLADES

SIZE

CASE UPC

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#321-2
#321-24

17.5” x 7” x ”
23.5” x 9.5” x 1”

12/6
12/6

#321-BSB
#321-24-B
#321-30-B

15 x 0.75 x 0.026”
20.75 x 0.75 x 0.026”
26.75 x 0.75 x 0.026”

100/20
100/20
100/20

011319378162
011319378117
011319378131

011319378148
011319378124

FOLDED: 18” x 6” x 2.75”
OPEN: 25” x 6” x 2”
WEIGHT: 1.7 lbs

G.I. STYLE

FOLDING

TRI-FOLD

This portable shovel folds up for easy
storage. It is made from steel and has a
sturdy hardwood handle. The steel collar will
lock the blade into position to be used as a
hoe or a shovel.

Made of heavy-duty steel, this compact
tool includes a shovel, pick and 6” saw
blade. Despite including three full-featured
products, this shovel folds down to a
compact package. An easy push-button
snap lock extends the handle and unlocks
saw blade.

This is the perfect shovel for the campsite
or the backyard. This G.I. style shovel
is made of powder-coated steel. The
lightweight 2 lbs. build folds in thirds for
compact 7.5”x 5” storage.

FOLDING SHOVEL

ITEM#: 329
COLOR: o.d. green
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319385702

SURVIVAL

HAND CHAINSAW
This portable saw has a 25-inch chain
with 11 bi-directional teeth anchored
to multipurpose paracord handles.
The flexible, self-cleaning design cuts
through branches, logs, and even whole
trees. The paracord handles provide a
strong, comfortable grip, and each handle
also doubles as a source of up to 16” of
paracord! We’ve included a polyester
case with belt loop and buckle closure.
ITEM#: 316
CHAIN SIZE: 25.5”
TOTAL LENGTH: 41”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319139879
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FOLDING CAMPER’S

SAW

The perfect size saw for outdoor adventures
of all kinds. The tempered steel blade is
durable and holds a great edge. Our unique
cross-cutting design speeds up work
by sawing in both directions. A durable,
lightweight plastic handle locks the blade
securely in place when you’re ready to saw.

ITEM#: 320-63
SIZE: 15.75” x 9”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319138735

FINGERTIP

ITEM#: 327-100
IN POUCH: 6” x 4” x 2”
COLOR: black
OPEN: 16” x 3.75” x 1.5”
CASE: 12
WEIGHT: 1.15 lbs
UPC: 011319135956

FOLDED: 18” x 5.75” x 2”
OPEN: 25.25” x 5.75” x 2”
WEIGHT: 1.6 lbs

SURVIVAL SHOVEL

ITEM#: 330
FOLDED: 12” x 5.75” x 1.75”
COLOR: black
OPEN: 19.25”x5.75”x1.75”
CASE: 12/4
EXTENDED: 23.25”x 5.75”x1.75”
UPC: 011319386006 SAW SIZE: 9.25”
WEIGHT: 1.22 lbs

DOUBLE FOLDING SHOVEL

WIRE SAW
#328-R

ITEM#: 323
SIZE: 22.25” x 1”
CASE: 336/24
UPC: 011319380103

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 333
FOLDED: 7.75” x 4.75” x 2.5”
COLOR: black
OPEN: 18.5” x 4.75” x 2”
CASE: 12/6
WEIGHT: 1.3 lbs
UPC: 011319387904

G.I. STYLE

#328-OD

Bring the one saw that fits in the palm of
your hand. This tiny wire saw is made of
durable steel wire and is designed to cut
in any direction. This fingertip saw will cut
wood, plastic, and bone in an emergency
making this an essential survival item.

MICRO SHOVEL

CAMPING ESSENTIALS

ITEM

ITEM#: 326
COLOR: o.d. green
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319382909

SHOVEL

70 YEARS STRONG

Bone saw blade

Looking for a tool that does it all? Takes everything you throw
at it and asks for more? This GI-inspired folding shovel may be
the ultimate accessory for the outdoor life. You can saw with the
serrated edge, chop with the blade, and trench or dig with the
shovel. A steel collar locks the collapsible head in place.

ITEM#: 328-OD
COLOR: o.d. green
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319384309

ITEM#: 328-R
COLOR: red
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319385009

FOLDED: 9.5” x 5.75” x 2.25”
OPEN: 23.5” x 5.75” x 2”

WEIGHT: 2 lbs 4 ounces

SAWS // SHOVELS
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CAMPING ESSENTIALS

#P-11

#P-16

SURVIVAL

Axe not included.

Forged steel head with gunmetal finish. Fiberglass handle with
molded exterior for comfortable hold. Polyester sheath offers
safety and protection. Flattened head for hammering.

This 13” long axe has a drop forged polished hardened steel head
with contoured rubber grip and curved handle. A curved blade is
perfect for chopping and a flattened head is ideal for hammering.
Included a notch for pulling stakes and pruning branches.

CAMP AXE / HAMMER

WITH FIBERGLASS HANDLE

ITEM#: 325
SIZE: 13.75” x 4.75” x 1”

CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319142114

CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319381506

WEIGHT: 2.05 lbs

WEIGHT: 1.6 lbs

COTTON CANVAS

#P-21

CAMP AXES

AXE SHEATHE

High carbon steel head with sharpened polished blade. Hot forged blade for extra durability.
Ergonomic handle made from solid wood. Hickory handle is naturally shock absorbent and
durable. Flattened reverse head for hammering. Lacquer finish on handle preserves wood
while providing a secure grip. Paint finish on head provides corrosion resistance. Includes
rubber blade cover for safe storage and transport.
ITEM

SIZE

WEIGHT

CASE

UPC

#P-11
#P-16
#P-21

14”
27.5”
35.25”

2.00 lbs
4.5 lbs
6.3 lbs

8/4
8/4
4

011319143739
011319143760
011319143791

Axes take a beating! Protect your axe from
chips, rust and abrasion with this heavyduty axe sheath. Heavy duty rivets and a
snap closure keep the cutting surface of
your axe securely padded, so it’s safe to
store and transport.

CAMPING ESSENTIALS

ITEM#: P-30
SIZE: 16” x 5.25” x 1”

CARBON STEEL HEAD

ITEM#: 830
SIZE: 7.25” x 5”
CASE: 288/12
UPC: 011319646100

70 YEARS STRONG

HATCHET

RUBBER HANDLE

Carrying case
included.

SIZE: 17.44” x 4.75”
SIZE: 10”

14 IN.

CAMPING AXE
& SAW MULTITOOL
Forged steel head with gunmetal finish.
Fiberglass handle with molded exterior for
comfortable hold. Included hand saw that
stores inside handle. Includes fire striker with
whistle that stores in sheath. Swivel belt clip
and flattened head for hammering.
ITEM#: P-40
WITH SHEATH: 16.25” x 6.5” x 1.75”
WITHOUT SHEATH: 14.5” x 5.75” x 1.25”
WEIGHT WITH SHEATH: 1.85 lbs
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319142268
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70 YEARS STRONG

CARBON STEEL

CAMP AXE

PARA MULTI-TOOL

EMERGENCY CAMPER’S

SURVIVAL KNIFE SET

6-IN-1

Features a high carbon steel head
with sharpened polished edges, and a
flattened reverse head for hammering.
Fiberglass handle with molded
exterior for comfortable hold. Included
a polyester sheath for safety and
protection.

Our Para Multi-Tool ads a flint spark
igniter, and a length of versatile paracord
wrapped around the handle for emergency
functionality. We’ve even added a built-in
rope cutter and 10mm, 14mm, and 17mm
wrenches, converting the hacking blade
into a fully-featured backcountry tool!

Individual tools include an axe, hammer,
knife, saw, blades, Philips and flathead
screwdrivers, file, pliers, wire cutter, can
opener, and wrench. Whether camping,
backpacking, or working in the yard, this
multi-tool will get the job done!

6” polished steel blade with sawtooth edge
and bottle opener. The hollow handle is
constructed of impact ABS plastic, sealed
with a watertight screw on cap. Includes:
matches with striking pad, wire ring saw, fish
hook and lead, nylon fishing line, needle,
liquid filled compass, and sharpening stone.

You don’t have to be in a survival situation
to appreciate this versatile tool. The modular
handle includes attachments for a shovel,
hatchet, hammer, saw, nail puller and can
opener. Comes with a convenient carrying
sheath with belt loop.

WITH FIBERGLASS HANDLE

ITEM#: P-5
SIZE: 14.5” x 5.25” x 1”
WEIGHT: 2 lbs
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319143647

WITH PARACORD HANDLE

ITEM#: 322-100
SIZE: 9.5” x 3.5” x 0.75”
WEIGHT: 0.7 lbs
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319135994

stansport.com

SURVIVAL MULTI-TOOL

ITEM#: 8575
SIZE (CLOSED): 7” x 3.5” x 1.25”
WEIGHT: 0.85 lbs
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319128804

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

SURVIVAL TOOL

WITH SHEALTH

ITEM#: 623
SIZE: 10.75” x 2.25” x 1.5”
WEIGHT: 6.8 lbs
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319990500

SIZE: 5.25” x 3.75”

ITEM#: 327
SHOVEL SIZE: 17.5” x 4.75”
WEIGHT: 1.65 lbs
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319383005

AXES // CAMP TOOLS
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FURNITURE
Rest easy with our large assortment of outdoor
furniture. We put comfort at the forefront of
everything from chairs, seats and stools to cots,
hammocks and more! Whether you’re headed to
the campsite, beach, backyard or sporting event,
we’ve got a versatile assortment of products to make
relaxing outdoors that much more comfortable.

96. Stools
96. Chairs
98. Cushion
99. Seats
100. Cots
102. Hammocks
106. Tables
108. Table Combos
109. Camp Kitchen
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FURNITURE

APEX

APEX FOLDING

You never know where the urge to take
a seat will strike! With this light, folding
aluminum camp stool, you’ll be able to take a
load off wherever, and whenever, you want.
Compact and easy to store, this chair works
just as well in the backcountry as it does for
RV camping.

Great for camping, sporting events and
backyard use. Powder coated steel frame
for added corrosion resistance. Durable
cross woven coated polyester seat. Folds
compactly and stores easily inside of an
included polyester carry bag, which features
a drawcord and shoulder strap for easy
storage and transport.

This folding chair blends simple style with
standout features like a polyester Oxford
cross woven seat, powder-coated frame,
and a zippered mesh side pocket. The
comfy sling back seat includes a padded
backrest for maximum outdoor relaxation.
Stores compactly inside of an included
polyester carry bag, which features a
drawcord and shoulder strap for easy
storage and transport.

CAMP STOOL

SIZE: 16” x 13” x 13”
ITEM#: G-140
CAPACITY: 225 lbs
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319741607 WEIGHT: 2.4 lbs

SLING BACK CHAIR

ITEM#: G-390
SIZE: 29.5” x 20” x 20”
CASE: 6
CAPACITY: 200 lbs
UPC: 011319741737 WEIGHT: 4.75 lbs

APEX

APEX

Padded back and arms provide comfort for two. Durable UV
coated cross woven Polyester with reinforced seams. Mesh back
rest for ventilation. Sturdy powder coated steel frame for stability
and durability. Adjustable arms for added comfort with integrated
cup holder and accessory bag and has a mesh pocket to store
your items. Folds compactly and stores easily inside of an included
polyester carry bag, which features a drawcord and shoulder strap
for easy storage and transport.

Improve your camp comfort with the our Apex Barrel Chair.
You’ll never want to stand up thanks to the comfortable
padding in the back and seat. Keep your cold beverages cool
and your hot beverages hot with the included insulated cup
holder. The carry bag features a polyester webbing strap for
easy transportation to and from your destination. The deluxe
polyester coated fabric has a 300 lb. capacity.

DOUBLE ARM CHAIR

ITEM#: G-480
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319741805

BARREL CHAIR

SIZE: 37.5” x 21” x 38”
CAPACITY: 400 lbs
WEIGHT: 8.2 lbs

#G-404

APEX DELUXE

ARM CHAIR
At home in the woods, outside of an RV, or
at soccer game, the Apex Deluxe Arm Chair
includes an accessory pocket for gear and
snacks, and cup holder for your favorite
beverage. Better, the whole package
is durable for years of seated comfort.
Folds compactly and stores easily inside
of an included polyester carry bag, which
features a drawcord and shoulder strap for
easy storage and transport.
ITEM#: G-400
SIZE: 35.5” x 20” x 20”
CASE: 4
CAPACITY: 225 lbs
UPC: 011319741751 WEIGHT: 5.5 lbs
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APEX ELITE

ARM CHAIR
Our Apex Elite Arm Chair provides travel
friendly features for those who demand
the most comfort on the go. At home in
the woods, outside of an RV, or at soccer
game, convenient features such as an
accessory pocket and cup holder provide
everything you need with durability to
boot. Folds compactly and stores easily
inside of an included polyester carry bag,
which features a drawcord and shoulder
strap for easy storage and transport.
ITEM#: G-405
SIZE: 35.5” x 22” x 22”
CASE: 4
CAPACITY: 275 lbs
UPC: 011319741782 WEIGHT: 6.2 lbs

ITEM#: G-411
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319141070

SIZE: 35” x 28.25” x 36.5”
WEIGHT: 12 lbs
CAPACITY: 300 lbs

#G-404-50

FURNITURE

SIZE: 16” x 12.5” x 15.75”
ITEM#: G-613-S
CAPACITY: 200 lbs
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319742604 WEIGHT: 1.2 lbs

FOLD-UP STOOL

70 YEARS STRONG

FOLDING

FOLDING

DIRECTOR’S CHAIR
WITH SIDE TABLE

Our oversized version of the Apex Deluxe
Arm chair provides all the same travel
friendly and convenience features but with
extra room and padding for those who
demand the most comfort on the go. At
home in the woods, outside of an RV, or at
soccer game, the Apex Deluxe Oversized
Arm Chair with its accessory pocket and
cup holder has everything you need with
durability to boot. Carry bag included.
CHAIR SIZE: 32” x 19” x 23”
ITEM#: G-409
TABLE SIZE: 15.5” x 9.5”
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319133082 CAPACITY: 250 lbs
WEIGHT: 9.5 lbs

stansport.com

MESA

CAMP CHAIR
Never sit on the ground or an uncomfortable log while camping again! These Mesa Camp Chairs have deluxe high back and padded
arms to ensure your comfort next to the campfire or around the campsite. You will always have a place for your favorite beverage with the
included cupholder and you can easily store and carry the chair thanks to the included carry bag. The durable polyester construction can
hold up to 300lbs.
ITEM#: G-404
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319141094

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: G-404-50
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319143913

SIZE: 37.5” x 25” x 25”
WEIGHT: 10.3 lbs
CAPACITY: 300 lbs

STOOLS // CHAIRS
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FURNITURE
#G-4-10

Convenient
shoulder strap

#G-4-50

#G-4-60

Multiple folding positions

#G-7-50
#G-7-25

#G-4-20

CLOSED CELL

Don’t let a sore behind, or sore knees
interfere with your outdoor experience.
Our stadium seat is a lightweight cushion
that turns the coldest stadium seat or
hardest boulder into a comfy place to sit.
Boasting a full three quarters of an inch
of insulating foam, our seat also serves
as a great kneeling platform for hunting,
canoeing and gardening.

CHAIRS

Our “Go Anywhere” chairs are the perfect answer for turning any uncomfortable area into
a comforting experience. These padded seat features a reclining backrest that adjusts to 5
different positions. Featuring a sturdy steel and durable polyester fabric. Attached to the seat
is an adjustable shoulder strap for easy transport. This is the perfect accessory for the beach,
poolside, tailgating or along the sidelines of any sporting event. This lightweight chair has a
200 lb. weight capacity.
ITEM

COLOR CASE UPC

#G-7-25
#G-7-50

grey
blue

6
6

011319127180
011319134287

SIZE (FLAT): 29” x 21.5” x 2.5 “
SIZE (UPRIGHT): 21.5” x 20.5” x 17”
WEIGHT: 5 lbs
CAPACITY: 200 lbs

COLISEUM

SEATS

This sturdy, compact chair is at home at the stadium, watching the big game, or next to
the fire, watching the stars. The Coliseum seat is built on a foundation of heavy duty steel
for maximum strength and durability, and high density polyurethane foam for maximum
comfort. For your reclining pleasure, our premium seat includes two locking hooks that
prevent it from sliding off a stadium bench. The whole package clocks in under 4 pounds!

#G-8-10

#G-8-50

ITEM

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#G-4
#G-4-10
#G-4-20
#G-4-50
#G-4-60

assorted

3
4
4
4
4

011319134263
011319134287
011319134188
011319134317
011319134331

green
black
blue
red

OPEN: 15” x 14.25” x 14”
FOLDED: 15.75” x 14” x 6”
WEIGHT: less than 4 lbs
CAPACITY: 200 lbs

#G-8-60

#G-8-20

FURNITURE

ITEM#: G-2-50
SIZE: 13.25” x 13” x 0.75”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319137035

“GO ANYWHERE”

70 YEARS STRONG

FOAM CUSHION

FOLDING STADIUM SEAT
WITH ARMS

Our Folding Stadium Seat has a padded seat and backrest that can transform a hard bleacher into a soft place to sit. Features an adjustable
shoulder strap for portability, steel tubular-frame for strength and durability, and a lower pocket and large storage pocket on the backrest
that is ideal for holding larger materials. The seat is constructed of high density polyurethane foam for maximum comfort. Collapsible
design with steel hooks on the bottom that can securely attach the seat to all types of bleachers.
OPEN: 21.5” x 20.5” x 17”
ITEM#: G-8-60
FOLDED: 20.5” x 18.5” x 4”
ITEM#: G-8-10
ITEM#: G-8-20
ITEM#: G-8-50
COLOR: red/grey
WEIGHT: 5 lbs
COLOR: green/grey
COLOR: black/grey
COLOR: blue/grey
UPC: 011319734869
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319734814
UPC: 011319136212
UPC: 011319734852

PULL UP A SEAT– BIG OR SMALL
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stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

CUSHION // SEATS
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FURNITURE

HEAVY DUTY

BASE CAMP

Get the comfort you need with our Heavy-Duty G.I. Cot. This durable
frame is built with reinforced stress points to provide a firm and
restful night’s sleep. Our frames use 1.2mm steel leg construction
with additional inner steel tubes, creating support for up to 300
pounds. The bed is constructed of 600 Denier polyester and is
reinforced with box stitching and bar tacked stress points. Easily
folds down for transportation. Carry bag included.

Sleep high, dry and comfy with the Base Camp Folding Cot. A
heavy-duty steel frame with reinforced leg brackets provides a
secure, stable platform for a comfortable backcountry slumber.
The included carry bag makes this cot easy to transport.

G.I. COT

FOLDING COT
EASY SET-UP

Upgrade your camping experience with our Easy Set-Up Folding Cot. Leave the pillow at home with the built in padded headrest.
This cot features 3 pockets for storing personal belongings. The collapsible design makes set up and take down a breeze and built-in
fastening buckles secures the cot when collapsed down. Sturdy “X” legs support up to 300 lbs. Carry bag with shoulder strap included.
SIZE: 86” x 42” x 19”
CAPACITY: 300 lbs
WEIGHT: 25.15 lbs

SIZE: 80” x 30” x 17”
CAPACITY: 275 lbs
WEIGHT: 19.85 lbs

WEEKENDER

STEEL

Don’t sacrifice comfort for camping with the Weekender. Made
of thick wall aluminum with specially designed ‘no wiggle’ steel
hinges, this cot’s folding legs allow for a quick and easy set up. This
cot’s legs are wide enough that they won’t damage the tent floor or
carpet. Weighing in at just around 7 lbs and capable of supporting
up to 225 lbs, the Weekender is durable and portable, and features
a slim carry bag for easy storage.

Relatives in town? Need a storable extra bed for your cabin in the
woods or vacation home on the beach? We have the solution for
you. The full-sized cot has a powder coated steel frame with metal
support and 3 attached legs, and is topped off with a high density
polyurethane foam mattress. Its unique design folds open and
closed in seconds for easy storage and portability. Never banish your
guests to the couch again!

FOLDING COT

ITEM#: G-72
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319749726
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ITEM#: G-27
CASE: 2
UPC: 011319127364

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM#: G-24
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319141407

FURNITURE

ITEM#: G-36-42
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319742567

70 YEARS STRONG

FOLDING COT

SIZE: 74” x 26” x 20.5”
CAPACITY: 300 lbs
WEIGHT: 13.3 lbs

COT & MATTRESS

SIZE: 72.25” x 23.25” x 12.25”
CAPACITY: 225 lbs
WEIGHT: 6.5 lbs

ITEM#: G-23
FRAME COLOR: black
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319741522

SIZE: 76.5” x 30.75” x 15”
MATTRESS SIZE: 2” thick
WEIGHT: 19 lbs
CAPACITY: 200 lbs

stansport.com

HEAVY DUTY

CAMP COT
Cots are the perfect medium between sleeping on the ground and sleeping in a bed. The One-Step Deluxe Cot is quick and easy to setup
and supports up to 450 lbs. The articulated frame includes a zippered pocket under the headrest, allowing you to place the included heavy
duty carry bag or extra clothing as a built-in pillow.
ITEM#: G-32-80
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319132818

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

SIZE: 80” x 32.25” x 15.25”
WEIGHT: 22.5 lbs
CAPACITY: 450 lbs

COTS
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FURNITURE

#30510-55

#30510-57

#30510-60

PACKABLE MALIBU

PACKABLE

NYLON HAMMOCK

NYLON HAMMOCK
WITH MOSQUITO NETTING

Why restrict your relaxation to your backyard?
With our packable nylon hammock, you can
bring the comfort of a backyard hammock
experience with you! Fishing, camping, RVing
–anywhere there are two trees, you can set
up the Malibu hammock in a jiffy. Multi-strand
suspension technology provides a roomy
platform for the ultimate lounging experience.
Packs into the storage pocket for easy
transport and storage.
ITEM

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#30510-50
#30510-55
#30510-57
#30510-60

royal blue

24/6
24/6
24/6
24/6

011319128125
011319128255
011319128231
011319128217

turquoise
sky/ blue
red

Our Packable Nylon Hammock with Mosquito
Netting is made from soft, breathable nylon
that dries out quickly and keep moisture at bay
in wet conditions. The breathable mesh cover
protects you from pesky mosquitos while
maintaining air circulation. Features a durable
two-way zipper, and a light compact design.
Store your personal belongings in the exterior
pocket or pack the hammock away in the
attached carry bag. Get set up immediately
with the included suspension cords, tree
straps, and carabiners.

ITEM#: 30400-50
SIZE: 102” x 54”
CAPACITY (MAX): 250 lbs
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319142060

SIZE: 85” x 56”
CAPACITY (MAX): 200 lbs

#30600-10

ACAPULCO - SINGLE

NEWPORT 2-PERSON
TRAVELER/BACKPACK

ROPE HAMMOCK

NYLON HAMMOCK

#30600-65

ITEM

COLOR

CASE UPC

#30600
#30600-10
#30600-50
#30600-65

assorted

24/6
24/6
24/6
24/6

green/ teal
blue/green
yellow/blue

011319366602
011319127029
011319127036
011319127050

ITEM#: 31050
SIZE: 47” x 78”
CAPACITY (MAX): 250 lbs
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319130005

OPEN: 110” x 54”
CAPACITY (MAX): 300 lbs

FURNITURE

#30600-50

Our Acapulco - Single Rope Hammock is made
of ultra-strong breathable cotton blend, and
offers two spreader bars for extra support.
Additionally we’ve included strong attaching
ropes with welded rings for durability. This
Single Rope Hammock can hold up to 250
pounds. Perfect for taking a nap, reading a
book, or lounging while watching the clouds
drift by.

Are you a backpacker or traveler who likes
to relax in style? If that’s you - the Newport is
your hammock. It’s made from silky-soft nylon,
which is whisper-light, compact and dries
quickly. This hammock is so compact, it folds
up into it’s own pouch, making it the perfect
choice if you don’t want to sacrifice comfort on
a long hike.

70 YEARS STRONG

#30510-50

BALBOA PACKABLE

COTTON BLEND HAMMOCK
Our Balboa Packable Cotton Blend Hammock
is the perfect way to enjoy the afternoon
breeze or lay under the stars. This cool
breathable cotton blend hammock cradles
you for a relaxing experience. It measures in
at 79” x 57” and generously supports up to
250 lbs. The strong, sturdy attachment ropes
make it perfect for attaching to a hammock
stand or between two trees. Grab a book
and a blanket and swing the day away in this
cotton blend hammock.

ITEM#: 30700
SIZE: 79” x 57”
CAPACITY (MAX): 250 lbs
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319366633
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70 YEARS STRONG

stansport.com

HAMMOCK

TREE STRAPS - 2 PCS.
Hangout with some peace of mind. You can connect with nature
from the comfort of your hammock knowing that your Hammock
Tree Straps are safe for the trees. Utilizing a secure hook & loop
design these 2 inch nylon straps support up to 300 pounds.

EASY SET UP FOR MAX RELAXATION
TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 31005
SIZE: 79” x 2”
CAPACITY (MAX): 300 lbs
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319367005

HAMMOCKS
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FURNITURE
#30800-50

*STAND NOT INCLUDED

#30800-60

COTTON BLEND

SUNSET QUILTED SINGLE/DOUBLE

Our Bahamas Cotton Blend Hammock is
the perfect way to find yourself in comfort
in your outdoor space. This cool cotton
blend hammock cradles you for a relaxing
experience. It measures in at 37” x 78” and
generously supports up to 250 lbs. The
hardwood spreader bars make sure the
hammock lays flat at all times, and assures you
will not be “cocooned”. The bright colors give
it an authentic Caribbean flair! Grab a book
and a blanket and swing the day away in our
Bahamas Cotton Blend Hammock!

All your worries will melt away as soon as you
lay down in our Sunset Quilted Hammock.
The 79” x 55” hammock allows more than
enough room to stretch out and relax. The
durable cotton/polyester fabric bed can hold
up to 400 pounds. The hardwood spreader
bars make sure the hammock lays flat at all
times, and assures you will not be “cocooned”.
Take a nap, read a book, or enjoy the clouds
drifting while resting your head on the
comfortable pillow, included with the Sunset
Quilted Hammock.

BAHAMAS HAMMOCK

PADDED HAMMOCK

#30800-61
COLOR

CASE UPC

#30800-50
#30800-60
#30800-61

blue

6
6
6

red
burgundy

011319366725
011319366732
011319366749

*STAND NOT INCLUDED

SIZE: 78” x 37”
CAPACITY (MAX): 250 lbs

COTTON BLEND

TRAVELER HAMMOCK

#30300-50

CAYMAN OVERSIZED SINGLE

HAMMOCK & STAND
COMBO

ITEM

COLOR CASE UPC

#30300-50
#30300-60

blue
red

6
6

Take a trip to the tropics in your backyard with
the Cayman Hammock. Sturdy cotton blend
construction provides a cool, comfortable
lounging surface. A built-in pillow headrest
provides an added degree of comfort. The
hardwood spreader bars make sure the
hammock lays flat at all times, and assures you
will not be “cocooned”. The durable included
stand is simple to set up, so you can get right
to your lounging.

011319137073
011319137097

SIZE: 78” x 31”
CAPACITY (MAX): 250 lbs
*STAND INCLUDED

ITEM#: 31190
HAMMOCK SIZE: 76” x 48”
STAND SIZE: 118” x 44” x 42”
CAPACITY (MAX): 225 lbs
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319367203

FURNITURE

As long as you can find two secure points
- you can hang out in bliss with our cottonblend traveler hammock. The main body of
the hammock is constructed from a blend
of cotton and polyester, designed to be
breathable, cool and supportive too. Our
multi-strand rope suspension is simple
and secure to set-up, and provides plenty
of supple support. Because our hammock
weighs less than 2 pounds, it’s ideal for travel,
outdoor activities and backyard use! Comes in
a matching carry bag.

#30300-60

ITEM#: 30895
SIZE: 79” x 55”
CAPACITY (MAX): 400 lbs
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319130067

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM

“ANTIGUA” DOUBLE POLYESTER

HAMMOCK WITH STAND
Lounge tropical style with the Antigua Double
Polyester Hammock with Stand. With a
breathable polyester and padded pillow
headrest, you’ll be guaranteed comfort.
With two layer padded polyester to insure
maximum comfort and large dimensions,
there’s room for two, as well. Whether you
hammock together or go it alone, sturdy
finished hardwood spreader bars mean it’ll be
smooth sailing either way.

DELUXE STEEL

HAMMOCK STAND
With our deluxe hammock stand, you can enjoy the ultimate
relaxation of a hammock - even if you don’t have any trees! Made
with durable hardened steel tubing, our stand accommodates
hammocks up to 10 feet in overall length.

TRAVELER HAMMOCK CARRY BAG
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ITEM#: 31120
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319367128

SIZE (MIN): 110” x 44” x 41”
SIZE (MAX): 130” x 44” x 41”
CAPACITY (MAX): 450 lbs
WEIGHT: 33 lbs

stansport.com

*STAND INCLUDED

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 30900
HAMMOCK SIZE: 79” x 55”
STAND SIZE: 174” x 53” x 47”
CAPACITY (MAX): 340 lbs
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319366756

HAMMOCKS
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FURNITURE

HEAVY-DUTY

FOLDING

Rugged HDPE table and bench set that is great for camping or tailgating. Set up takes a matter of seconds, easily accommodating four
hungry campers. Table and bench seats include quality steel telescopic legs allowing the benches to fold fully and nest in the side the table’s
interior. Table height can adjust to either 19” or 28”.

Need a little extra table space at camp? The 60” x 29” tabletop and heavy duty HDPE construction makes this table an essential. Sturdy
locking folding legs combined with a safety lock at the center keeps your table upright. The table and legs fold up for portability and easy
storage, and also features a built in carry handle. Whether you are camping, hosting a tailgate, or having a backyard party, this table makes
entertaining a breeze!

TABLE SIZE: 44” x 26” x 28”
BENCH SIZE: 37.25” x 8.75” x 16”
BENCH CAPACITY: 500 lbs

ITEM#: 616-2960
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319143487

FOLDING UTILITY
FOLDING

CAMP TABLE

ALUMINUM

Do you ever wish that you had some extra table space for your social events? Our Folding Camp Table, made from HDPE material, has you
covered! This table is easy to setup, store, and carry, making it the perfect fit for any occasion. The 48” by 24” tabletop, two choices of height
levels, and durable construction makes this table essential for every host or hostess. Whether you are camping, hosting a tailgate, or having
a backyard party, we make entertaining a breeze!

What can’t you do with a clean, flat surface in the backcountry?
Tie flies, clean fish, prep a meal, lay out a feast, and more with our
folding camp utility table. With folding legs and a durable melamine
surface, this table is both portable and tough. A retractable carry
handle makes it even easier to carry to your favorite launch, campsite
or festival.

Our foldable aluminum slat table marries extreme portability
with durability. The aluminum slats that compose the surface of
the table roll up into a compact package. After set-up, a metal
X-frame provides extra stability to support loads of up to 150 lbs!
Our compartmentalized carry bag makes it easy to stay organized
while you’re carrying this table to your favorite wilderness retreat.

CAMP TABLE WITH ADJUSTABLE LEGS

ITEM#: 616-2448
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319125247
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SIZE: 60” x 29” x 29”
TABLE CAPACITY (MAX): 220 lbs
WEIGHT: 28 lbs

70 YEARS STRONG

TABLE SIZE (FOLDED): 24.25” x 3” x 24”
TABLE SIZE (RAISED): 48” x 29” x 24”
TABLE SIZE (LOWERED): 48” x 24” x 18”

TABLE CAPACITY (MAX): 220 lbs

stansport.com

ITEM#: G-1000
CASE: 3
UPC: 011319140509

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

FURNITURE

ITEM#: 616
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319550629

CAMP TABLE
70 YEARS STRONG

PICNIC TABLE AND BENCH SET

SLAT TABLE

SIZE: 27” x 31.5” x 24”
CAPACITY: 65 lbs
WEIGHT: 7.45 lbs

ITEM#: G-1150
CASE: 4
UPC: 011319140486

TABLES

SIZE: 27.5” x 27.5” x 27.5”
CAPACITY (MAX): 150 lbs
WEIGHT: 5.5 lbs
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FURNITURE

#G-915

#G-915-45

Comes with carry bag for
easy transport

DELUXE PORTABLE FOLD-UP

CAMP KITCHEN

SET INCLUDES:

· Wash Basin
· Mesh Bag Holder
· Spice Rack
· Utensil Holder

· Lower Shelf
· Towel Holder
· Lantern Holder
· Paper Towel Holder

*Additional items
not incuded

FURNITURE

ITEM#: 618-2040
SIZE(WITHOUT POLE): 30” x 40” x 20”
SIZE(WITH POLE): 76” x 40” x 20”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319132955

70 YEARS STRONG

The secret to awesome outdoor cooking is an awesome
outdoor kitchen. Our kitchen set-up has everything you need
to knock out an amazing meal in the woods - starting with
sturdy, medium-density fibreboard tabletop with space for
prep and a clean-up sink. A lantern pole ensures that you’ll
always have enough light, and our handy plated wire grid
will hold a spice rack, paper towel holder and more. We’ve
built this kitchen around a sturdy steel and aluminum frame
for lightweight durable performance.

PICNIC TABLE AND UMBRELLA

COMBO

You’ll laugh if a friend suggests outdoor time is “roughing it” with
this sturdy recreation station! Our portable combo picnic table seats
4 in complete, shaded comfort. A 56” high integrated umbrella
sheds rain and bright sun. The sturdy anodized aluminum frame is
light, but strong, and locks together for easily assembly. The entire
package folds up for easy storage and transportation, making it even
easier to relax outside.
ITEM#: G-915
COLOR: green
UPC: 011319143937
ITEM#: G-915-45
COLOR: brown woodgrain
UPC: 011319143951
CASE: 1
FOLDED SIZE: 33.75” x 15” x 4”
WEIGHT: 14 lbs
UMBRELLA DIA. (OPEN): 56”
TABLE SIZE: 33.5” x 25.5” x 25.75” UMBRELLA MAX HEIGHT: 75”
SEAT SIZE: 10.75” x 11.75” x 16”
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PICNIC

UMBRELLA
Portable and compact. Durable nylon construction. Can be used
with fold-up outdoor tables and camp kitchens. Adjustable height
with convenient push-button lock. Helps protect from sun’s harmful
rays. Carry bag with shoulder strap included. Take to the beach, lake,
or park.
ITEM#: 617-300
DIAMETER (OPEN): 60”
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT: 58” to 80”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319550957

stansport.com

GREAT OUTDOOR COOKING STARTS WITH OUR SPACIOUS CAMP KITCHEN
TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

TABLE COMBOS // CAMP KICTHEN
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OUTDOOR
RECREATION
You can't top going out on a hike or run through the
Great Outdoors. We carry products that will help you
navigate and overcome tough terrain, all while helping
you stay hydrated and cool.

112. Hydration
114. Neck Gaiter
114. Trekking Poles
116. Compasses
117. Insect Kit
117. Pet Accessories
118. Carabiners
119. Storage Capsules
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OUTDOOR RECREATION

G.I. STYLE

32 OZ. PLASTIC

Drink like a soldier with the Plastic Canteen, Cover and Belt Combo.
This 1-quart G.I. style heavy duty plastic canteen comes with an
included insulated felt-lined polyester cover and a heavy polyester,
vintage-style adjustable web pistol belt. The whole package will
keep you hydrated and ready to ship out.

Drink like a soldier with the Plastic Canteen and Cover. This 1-quart
G.I. style heavy duty plastic canteen comes with an included
insulated felt-lined polyester cover and screw top lid. Be hydrated
and ready to ship out with this vintage style canteen and cover.

CANTEEN WITH COVER

#280

CANTEENS
Bring all the hydration you need with you in style. With a high
impact insulated plastic body, the 2 Qt and 4 Qt canteens are
durable and spacious. With a blanket covering and adjustable
shoulder strap, it’s comfortable and stylish too. A Screw-on cap
and safety strap keeps your water for the weekend secure while
also making it easy to access.
ITEM#: 280
SIZE: 3.5” x 7.25” x 9"
CAPACITY: 2 quarts
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319361904

STAINLESS STEEL

BIKE

Take your favorite beverage with you on the trail, water or
otherwise. Made of quality stainless steel and specially designed
to carry alcoholic drinks. This stainless steel flask is compact for
easy storage and has a hinged safety cap.

Stay hydrated on the trail with a bike bottle! This bottle is flexible
enough to fit in a variety of bike bottle holders and is made of
durable plastic, which will not distort taste. The 25 oz. capacity will
keep you hydrated during your favorite outdoor activities, whether
it be on two wheels or two legs.

BOTTLE

ITEM#: 367-333
SIZE: 1” x 3.75” x 5.5”
CAPACITY: 8 ounces
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319403734

ITEM#: 367-64
SIZE: 2” x 6.75” x 11.5”
CAPACITY: 64 ounces
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319140134

OUTDOOR RECREATION

BLANKET
#290

#367-64

FLASKS

ITEM#: 332
SIZE: 3.75” x 5.5” x 8.5”
CAPACITY: 1 quart
CASE: 60/10
UPC: 011319387805

ITEM#: 336
SIZE: 2.75” x 4.25" x 7.25”
CAPACITY: 1 quart
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319389953

#367-333

70 YEARS STRONG

CANTEEN, COVER & BELT

ITEM#: 214-26
SIZE: 3” x 9.25"
CAPACITY: 25 ounces
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319286207

ITEM#: 290
SIZE: 10.5” x 9” x 4"
CAPACITY: 4 quarts
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319362604

#WB-2

1 QUART (O.94L)

SCOUT CANTEEN
Bring all the hydration you need with you in style. With a
Lightweight aluminum body, this 1qt. canteen is lightweight and
spacious. Complete with a polyester covering and adjustable
shoulder strap, it’s comfortable and utilitarian. A screw-on cap and
security chain keeps your water for the weekend secure while also
making it easy to access.
ITEM#: 260
SIZE: 3” x 8” x 8.5”
CAPACITY: 1 quart
CASE: 36/6
UPC: 011319352100
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SPANISH

#WB-3

WINE BOTA

Why bring just water when you can bring what you really need
to survive the weekend: wine. Made of quality leather, these one
and two liter bag have a heavy latex lining to keep your precious
contents sanitary. Also comes with a rope trimming that acts like
a sling. A Leak-proof screw cap guarantees you won’t lose any
wine, no matter how far from the vineyard you go.
ITEM#: WB-2
SIZE: 1” x 5.75” x 11.75”
CAPACITY: 1 liter
CASE: 96
UPC: 011319902305

ITEM#: WB-3
SIZE: 1.25” x 9” x 13.75”
CAPACITY: 2 liters
CASE: 96
UPC: 011319903005

stansport.com

#8970-10

12 GAUGE SHOTSHELL®

THERMO BOTTLE

#8970-60
#8970-20

This stylish thermal bottle will keep 24 oz of liquids hot or cold for up to 24 hours. Made out of BPA free 18-8 stainless steel and insulated
with double wall construction, this bottle will keep your drinks hot for hours. Featuring a one touch insulated stopper and a wide, tip-proof
base. Bonus: It also looks like a shotgun shell and is sure to start a great conversation.

ITEM#: 8970-10
SIZE: 3.5” x 3.5” x 10.5"
CAPACITY: 24 ounces
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319124967

ITEM#: 8970-20
SIZE: 3.5” x 3.5” x 10.5"
CAPACITY: 24 ounces
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319124974

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 8970-60
SIZE: 3.5” x 3.5” x 10.5"
CAPACITY: 24 ounces
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319124981

HYDRATION
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OUTDOOR RECREATION
#1400-03

#1400-25

#1400-20

#1400-43

MICROFIBER

NECK GAITERS
A neck gaiter that actually stays on your noggin? Count us in. This multifunctional design has slits on the sides that loop around your ears
to ensure that your face protection stays secured in place during active use. Our fabric consists of hyper-absorbent microfiber that is fast
drying and shields the sun with UPF 50+ UV protection. One size fits all with this breathable, lightweight, dust-proof barrier that will shield
your face from whatever life throws at you. Perfect for outdoor activities such camping, hiking, hunting, cycling and more!

COLOR
white
black
dark grey
camo

REPLACEMENT

LEATHER LACES
These extra-long leather laces are a great
fit for many taller boots. At 72" long, these
laces are easy to cut for sizing to your boots,
and will not melt from welding parks or
camp fires. Great for outdoors, sporting,
hunting and construction. Sold individually
as a packaged pair.

ITEM#: 1502
LENGTH: 72.5”
CASE: 100
UPC: 011319092402
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CASE
48/12
48/12
48/12
48/12

UPC
011319142688
011319142657
011319142626
011319142770

70 YEARS STRONG

SIZE
9.5” x 18”
9.5” x 18”
9.5” x 18”
9.5” x 18”

OUTDOOR RECREATION

ITEM
#1400-03
#1400-20
#1400-25
#1400-43

TREKKING POLES

TREKKING POLE

Our trekking poles provide excellent support
for hiking, walking, backpacking and more!
These aluminum poles extend from 25” to
53” in length. They feature a fast-locking
system for quick reliable relief, a lightweight
breathable cork grip, and adjustable wrist
straps for extra comfort. Included a carbide
tungsten tip with interchangeable rubber
feed and snow baskets. Sold is a set of two
with a carry bag included.

Made of long lasting durable rubber, our
replacement trekking pole feet improves
shock resistance on hard surfaces and
is ideal for use while walking on smooth
hard terrain. These replacement feet will
help to prolong the life of all of our metal
trekking pole tips. Fits onto any Stansport
trekking pole.

WITH FAST LOCK - PAIR

ITEM#: 19010
SIZE: 1.75” x 2" x 25”
EXTENDED: 1.75” x 2” x 53”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319143685

REPLACEMENT FEET

ITEM#: 19030
SIZE: 1” x 2” x 2.25”
CASE: 96/24
UPC: 011319217355

stansport.com

MULTIPLE WAYS TO WEAR!
TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

NECK GAITERS // TREKKING POLES
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OUTDOOR RECREATION
AGES

AGES

8+

COMPASS - PLASTIC CASE
If you want to explore deep into the
backcountry, where there are no
trails, you’ll need a lensatic compass.
Our model includes all the essential
elements so you can navigate quickly and
accurately on-the-go. Our hairline guide
wire makes shooting an azimuth a simple
matter. Our oversized direction digits and
needle are luminous for easy navigation
at night. This plastic model balances lightweight and durability.

MULTI-FUNCTION

COMPASS
If you want to explore deep into the
backcountry, where there are no
trails, you’ll need a lensatic compass.
Our model includes all the essential
elements so you can navigate quickly
and accurately on-the-go. Our hairline
guide wire makes shooting an azimuth
a simple matter. Our oversized direction
digits and needle are luminous for easy
navigation at night. This metal model
provides ultimate durability.
ITEM#: 552-P
OPEN: 5.25” x 2” x 1”
CLOSED: 3” x 2” x 1”
CASE: 120/12
UPC: 011319487208

COMPASS WITH MIRRORED COVER
Whether you’re hiking, paddling or
hunting, you’ll stay found with our versatile,
multi-function compass. Featuring a high
impact plastic case and a contoured,
easy grip bezel, our compass is both
rugged and comfortable to use. 2-degree
graduations help you take a fast reading,
and our declination scale lets you set an
accurate heading. We’ve added a mirrored
inside cover with look-through sight line for
detailed route planning.
ITEM#: 553
OPEN: 6.25” x 2.25”
CLOSED: 3.25” x 2.25”
CASE: 60/12
UPC: 011319133037

INSECT

CATCHING KIT
Discover all the amazing bugs in the
great outdoors, or in your own backyard!
Our Insect Catching Kit includes
everything your little explorer will need
to catch bugs without having to touch
them. Once caught, view them up-close
with the magnified insect jar. It’s not
only a great way to get your children
more comfortable with bugs - instead of
afraid - but it’s a wonderful educational
opportunity, too! It’s perfect for the
beach, the park or camping trip! Set
Includes: Bug Cage, Magnifying Glass,
Magnifying Lens Insect Jar, Tweezers
and Butterfly Net.
ITEM#: 4000
SIZE: 5.25” x 6” x 9.5”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319141292

MAP

MULTI-FUNCTION

DELUXE MAP

Never get lost again with our map
compass. With a high impact plastic
case and easy to grip rotating ring with 2
degrees increments for accurate reading,
this compass is a map’s best friend. The
declination scale means you can adjust
for true north and measures length and
distance on a map. Lanyard is included.

Be prepared for anything with this
convenient 3-in-1 compass. Easy to
read compass, thermometer, and safety
whistle are great for camping, hiking,
fishing and boating. Small design for
packability makes this a must have for all
survival packs and first aid kits.

Stay found and oriented with this fullfeatured compass. The transparent
backing includes convenient
measurement markings, and the
compass face is marked with 2-degree
increments for accurate readings. Also
features a built-in magnifier, and glow in
the dark needle and directional features.

COMPASS

ITEM#: 554
SIZE: 3.5” x 2.5”
CASE: 60/12
UPC: 011319133006

COMPASS

ITEM#: 543
SIZE: 2.75” x 1.75” x 0.75”
CASE: 144/24
UPC: 011319477308

COMPASS AND
THERMOMETER
A fun, safe outdoor adventure starts
with preparing for the weather, and ends
with staying found. We’ve packed in
useful features like Celsius/Fahrenheit
conversion, a compass that reads
in degrees, and a helpful wind chill
calculator. With the key-ring/zipper pull
attachment included you’ll never have to
remember to pack this helpful accessory!

70 YEARS STRONG

WITH MAGNIFYING LENS

Keep your child’s hands clean while
they explore the outdoor world with
these Stansport Kids Plastic Tweezers.
They are perfect for picking up smaller
objects like rocks and leaves and will
bring all of the fun to your next beach,
park or camping trip. The textured sides
make them easy to grip and the durable
plastic construction will keep them in
use for years to come.

ITEM#: 4090
SIZE: 0.25” x 1.5” x 5”
CASE: 96/12
UPC: 011319141261

Got some curious kiddos on your
hands? Show them more of the
micro world with this Stansport Kids
Magnifying Jar. This magnifier is great
for inspecting insects, rocks, leaves
and more. Take it to the beach at low
tide and inspect hermit crabs or take it
camping and inspect geodes. The builtin air holes ensure safety for the object
of your child’s curiosity, and the shatter
proof magnifier ensures your child’s
safety as well!

ITEM#: 4100
SIZE: 2.25" x 2.25" x 2"
CASE: 96/12
UPC: 011319141315

ITEM#: 557-P
SIZE: 4.25” x 2.25” x 0.25”
CASE: 120/12
UPC: 011319491007

ZIPPER PULL
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TWEEZERS

COMPASS

SADDLE BAG

ITEM#: 541
SIZE: 2.25” x 1.25”
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319477001

INSECT JAR

PLASTIC

OUTDOOR RECREATION

ITEM#: 550-P
OPEN: 6” x 2” x 1”
CLOSED : 2.75” x 2.5” x 1”
CASE: 120/6
UPC: 011319480209

LENSATIC

5+

70 YEARS STRONG

LENSATIC

AGES

8+

WANDER IN A NEW DIRECTION

stansport.com

FOR DOGS

COLLAPSIBLE

COLLAPSIBLE - DOUBLE

There’s no better adventure buddy than
a dog. With our doggy saddle bags,
your pooch will be able to carry their
own weight in comfort. Our saddle
bags feature poly fleece inner surfaces
to provide comfort and stability on
extended hikes. Large, zippered side
pockets hold your doggo’s food and
supplies safely and securely. A breathable
back panel eliminates chafing and the
whole enterprise easily adjusts to provide
a custom fit. To cap it off, an Integrated ‘D’
ring provides a secure leash attachment.
Our saddle bags fits most dogs weighing
30 to 90 lbs and Will NOT act as a PFD
for your pet.

Staying hydrated is super important for
canine companions! With our collapsible
dog bowl, your 4-legged adventure
buddy will have a clean, convenient
source of hydration wherever you may
roam. Our dog bowl is constructed
from durable synthetic fibers, and lined
with waterproof polyester for easy
cleaning and safe sipping. The bowl
folds down into a compact package for
easy transport, and holds up to 3 liters of
water - enough for the thirstiest pooch
on a hot hike. Convenient clip snaps to
backpacks and bags while on the go.

Food = fuel for adventures for dogs!
With our collapsible double dog
bowl, your 4-legged friends have a
backcountry dining AND hydration
solution that will prepare them for
days of outdoor adventures. These
durable synthetic bowls are lined with
waterproof polyester for easy clean-up.
Both bowls collapse for easy travel and
transportation. Each bowl has a capacity
of 1 liter – enough for the hungriest and
thirstiest doggos on the trail! Sewn in
clip attaches to backpacks and leashes.

ITEM#: 1085
SIZE: 12.5” x 8” x 3”
WEIGHT: 1 lb
CASE: 12/4
UPC: 011319014008

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

DOG BOWL

ITEM#: 1077-100
SIZE: 7.75” x 5.”
CAPACITY: 3.17 quarts
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319140578

DOG BOWL

ITEM#: 1078-200
OPEN: 11.5” x 5” x 3.75”
CLOSED: 5.5” x 1”
CAPACITY: 33.8 fluid ounces
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319140615

COMPASSES // INSECT KIT // PET ACCESSORIES
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OUTDOOR RECREATION
6cm

8cm

ACCESSORY

KEY

JUMBO MULTI-USE

Never lose your keys again with this
awesome accessory carabiner. It’s
constructed from durable non-rusting
aluminum, so you can attach your keys to
your belt, backpack or bike with complete
confidence. Note: This carabiner is not
rated for climbing use! Sold as a two-pack,
in assorted colors.

If you’ve got too many keys, and
appreciate outdoor style - you’ll love our
key carabiner. Our carabiner is constructed
of durable anodized aluminum. For
convenience, we’ve built in a springloaded gate that closes automatically,
securing and organizing your keys.
Carabiner can also serve as a zipper pull,
accessory attachment to backpacks, water
bottle holder, etc. Note: This carabiner is
not rated for climbing. Sold as a two- pack,
in assorted colors.

This aluminum carabiner has an especially
comfortable rubber cushion grip to allow
for extended handling that’s easy on the
hands. Use the carabiner to carry loads of
your outdoor gear, or even to comfortably
walk several dogs on separate leashes. The
jumbo-sized opening ensures that you can
hook all of your items onto one carabiner.
Whether you have to carry, this jumbo
carabiner allows you to stay organized.

CARABINER

ITEM#: 8009
SIZE: 3” x 1.25” x 6.6mm
CASE: 120/12
UPC: 011319638907

6cm

ITEM#: 8010-20
SIZE: 6.25” x 4” x 11.4mm
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319129139

KEEP YOUR BELONGINGS SAFE AND DRY!

8cm

OUTDOOR RECREATION

ITEM#: 8008
SIZE: 2.25” x 1.25” x 5.3mm
CASE: 120/12
UPC: 011319638501

CARABINERS

70 YEARS STRONG

CARABINERS

#102
MEDIUM
ACCESSORY

KEY

Never lose your keys again with this awesome accessory
carabiner. It’s constructed from durable non-rusting aluminum,
so you can attach your keys to your belt, backpack or bike with
complete confidence. Note: This carabiner is not rated for
climbing use! Sold in a PDQ jar of 100 pcs.

If you’ve got too many keys, and appreciate outdoor style - you’ll
love our key carabiner. Our carabiner is constructed from durable
8mm anodized aluminum. For convenience, we’ve built in a spring
loaded gate that closes automatically, securing and organizing your
keys. Even if you don’t have too many keys, this handy accessory
can serve as a zipper pull, accessory attachment to backpacks,
water bottle holder, etc. Sold in a PDQ jar of 75 pcs.

CARABINER PDQ

ITEM#: 8008-100
SIZE: 2.25” x 1.25” x 5.2mm
CASE: 800/100
UPC: 011319638600
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CARABINER PDQ

#104
LARGE
ALUMINUM

STORAGE CAPSULES

Our waterproof aluminum cylinders are ideal for storing useful items that contain small parts, and need to be kept dry. Medication?
Matches? DIY Kits? You'll be able to organize and protect essentials like these in this useful storage container. Better, we've included a small
carabiner, so the storage cylinder can be attached to belts, backpacks, purses and more. Available in medium, large and x-large. All sizes
sold individually in assorted colors of blue, green and silver.
ITEM#: 102
SIZE: 1” x 3.75”
CAPACITY: 25 milliliters
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319140233

ITEM#: 8009-75
SIZE: 3” x 1.25” x 6.6mm
CASE: 600/75
UPC: 011319126930

stansport.com

#106
X-LARGE

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM#: 104
SIZE: 1.25" x 4.25”
CAPACITY: 35 milliliters
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319140257

ITEM#: 106
SIZE: 1.5" x 5”
CAPACITY: 75 milliliters
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319140295

CARABINERS // STORAGE CAPSULES
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RAIN GEAR
Rain can be an annoyance when you are out on
the job or on a trek out in the wild. We carry a wide
variety of rain gear that will help keep you dry, even
at the wettest of times!

122. Rain Ponchos
124. Rain Suits
125. Waders
125. Rain Boots
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RAIN GEAR
0.10mm

0.12mm

0.02mm

THICKNESS

THICKNESS

#968-C

0.02mm

THICKNESS

THICKNESS

#968-CL

UNISEX
All rainwear
displayed are
gender-neutral

#968-O

PONCHO

A great emergency poncho for camping, work, and travel.
Made of durable PEVA material with electronically welded
seams for extra weather protection.

PONCHO
Our Hooded Poncho is made from durable vinyl, and is great
for camping, emergencies, work and travel. Its seams are
electronically welded for extra weather protection to make sure
you stay dry wherever you are.
ITEM

SIZE

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#968-A
#968-C
#968-CL
#968-O
#968-OD

52” x 80”
52” x 80”
52” x 80”
52” x 80”
52” x 80”

assorted

72/12
72/12
72/12
72/12
72/12

011319679009
011319679702
011319679801
011319680401
011319681101

0.10mm

clear
orange
o.d.

YOUTH

Our Vinyl Poncho is made from durable vinyl, and is great for
camping, emergencies, work and travel. The vinyl construction
with hood and side snaps gives full protection from wet weather.
Its seams are electronically welded to make sure you stay dry
wherever you are.

Keep your kids dry in the woods, traveling, or at sporting events
with this durable, waterproof poncho. Vinyl construction blocks
wind and rain, and electronically welded seams keep your kids
completely dry. It’s available in 3 attractive, highly-visible colors:
Assorted colors of green, yellow, and red.

ITEM#: 967-OD
SIZE: 70” x 90”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319677609

70 YEARS STRONG

Environmental exposure is the most significant threat in most emergency situations. With our emergency poncho, you’ll be prepared to stay
dry, regardless of the conditions. This one-size-fits-all poncho is made from ultra-compact, lightweight, 0.02mm thick
polyethylene and includes an attached hood. It’s small enough to stow in your glove box, backpack, boat or tackle box, giving you
an added layer of warmth wherever you go. Sold in a 30 pack PDQ.
ITEM#: 964
SIZE: 52” x 80”

CASE: 120/30
UPC: 011319674103

ITEM#: 964-120
SIZE: 52” x 80”

CASE: 120/30
UPC: 011319142503

THICKNESS

VINYL

PONCHO

PONCHO

0.10mm

THICKNESS
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camo

EMERGENCY
HOODED

PACKS
RAINAND
GEAR
BAGS

ITEM#: 963-C
SIZE: 45” x 72”
CASE: 36/12
UPC: 011319672956

HOODED

70 YEARS STRONG

HOODED PEVA

#968-OD

VINYL PONCHO

ITEM#: 969
SIZE: 45” x 72”
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319682504

KEEP YOURSELF NICE AND DRY!
stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

RAIN PONCHOS // RAIN SUITS
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RAIN GEAR
0.12mm
THICKNESS

0.3mm

HOODED PEVA

STOCKING FOOT

THICKNESS

THICKNESS

#972-G

3-PIECE DELUXE

RAINSUIT

RAINSUIT

Don’t let a little drizzle (or a full-on gale, for that matter)
dampen your outdoor experience! Our 3-piece deluxe vinyl
rainsuit provides complete rain protection, regardless of the
conditions. We’ve built this suit from impermeable vinyl, with
electrically welded seams, and included features like a full-flap
zipper protector to keep you dry. Our removable hood features
adjustable drawstring closures, and our pants include an elastic
waist to fit outdoor enthusiasts of all sizes.
SIZE

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#972-C-S
#972-C-M
#972-C-L
#972-C-XL
#972-C-XXL
#972-G-S
#972-G-M
#972-G-L
#972-G-XL

small

clear

medium

clear

large

clear

x-large

clear

xx-large

clear

small

green

medium

green

large

green

x-large

green

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

011319688803
011319688100
011319687400
011319689503
011319689602
011319126671
011319126695
011319126718
011319126732

0.2mm

ITEM

SIZE

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#974-C-S
#974-C-M
#974-C-L
#974-C-XL

small

clear

medium

clear

large

clear

x-large

clear

36/12
36/12
36/12
36/12

011319696709
011319696723
011319696747
011319696761

3-PIECE

Waders are essential gear for fly fishing. Our vinyl model
combines superior waterproofness with a great price point
and durability. We start with waterproof heavy-gauge vinyl,
and heat sealed the seams in the factory to exclude water.
An elastic chestline is the second line of defense to keep
you dry, and we’ve added a number of extras like a large
inside chest pocket for small fishing items and a generous
cut for ease of movement. You’ll need wader shoes or tennis
shoes (not included) with these waders.

Canoes aren’t nearly as fun without oars. This pair of oars
are made of high impact plastic and float, so you’ll be ready
for nearly anything. Each oar screws together, making for easy
and compact storage. They are 49” in length and come with
rubber keepers.

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#1529-S
#1529-M
#1529-L
#1529-XL

small

12
12
12
12

011319152908
011319152922
011319152946
011319152960

medium
large
x-large

ITEM#: 306
SIZE: 1” x 6” x 49.25”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319369603

0.42mm

THICKNESS

THICKNESS

PLAIN TOE
COMMERCIAL

The Vinyl Rain Suit with Vinyl Back is made of double laminated
vinyl for durability, and features a permanently attached hood
with adjustable drawstring closure. Snap closures on the sleeve
and ankle cuffs create a snuff, water-resistant fit. There’s a
covered full-front zipper, an elastic waist with snap fly front, and
two spacious flap pockets. The Vinyl Rain Suit with Vinyl Back
also has a yoke back with air vents and electronic-welded seams.

Each suit and jacket is crafted to offer the best in foul weather
protection. All come with heavy-duty laminate polyester backed
vinyl construction with full cut shoulders and sleeves. The rain
suits come with full bib overalls and J-hook suspenders. All
jackets offer large cargo pockets and storm flaps. Each model is
offered in sizes small through 4XL.

RAINSUIT

ITEM

SIZE

COLOR

CASE

UPC

#2017-G-S
#2017-G-M
#2017-G-L
#2017-G-XL
#2017-G-XXL

small

green

medium

green

large

green

x-large

green

xx-large

green

12
12
12
12
12

011319244504
011319244603
011319244702
011319244801
011319244900

70 YEARS STRONG

STEEL TOE

KNEE BOOT

2-PIECE LAMINATED INDUSTRIAL

RAINSUIT
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PLASTIC OARS

PACKS
RAINAND
GEAR
BAGS

ITEM

Staying dry is the key to outdoor comfort. Our Hooded Peva
Rainsuit will keep you dry and comfortable - all in a compact,
full-featured package. Unlike other rainsuits, ours boasts
unique comfort-enhancing features like a detachable hood
with adjustable drawstring closure, elastic waist, and a yoke
back with air vents. This transparent design creates a
completely see-through raincoat.

CHEST WADER

70 YEARS STRONG

#972-C

0.12mm

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#2012-S
#2012-M
#2012-L
#2012-XL
#2012-XXL
#2012-XXXL
#2012-XXXXL

small

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

011319238107
011319238114
011319238121
011319238138
011319238145
011319238152
011319238169

medium
large
x-large
xx-large
xxx-large
xxxx-large

stansport.com

KNEE BOOT

Fishing, hunting and outdoor chores are all improved by dry
happy feet. Our knee boots are constructed of one seamless
piece of seamless PVC/polyurethane compound for ultimate
waterproofness. 16 inches high, and featuring deeply cleated
non-skid soles, these are serious boots for protection from
serious wet weather. Even in humid weather, the nylon net liner
improves grip and prevents excess clamminess.

Serious conditions demand serious protection. With our steel
toe knee boots, you’ll get tough protection from wet weather
and crushing hazards. Constructed of one seamless piece of
seamless PVC/polyurethane, our boots feature a durable steel
toe that meets ANSI Z41.1-1967/75 (R1972) requirements for
ultimate protection. Underfoot, you’ll appreciate a the stiffness
and stability our built-in shank supplies, and when conditions
get slippery, the skid resistant sole will keep you upright.

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#1506-6
#1506-7
#1506-8
#1506-9
#1506-10
#1506-11
#1506-12
#1506-13

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair

011319065581
011319100800
011319065604
011319119703
011319065505
011319065529
011319065543
011319065567

#1509-6
#1509-7
#1509-8
#1509-9
#1509-10
#1509-11
#1509-12
#1509-13

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair
6 pair

011319065703
011319065727
011319065741
011319065765
011319065628
011319065642
011319065666
011319065680

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

RAIN SUITS // WADER // OARS // RAIN BOOTS
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TARPS &
CORDAGE
Protecting and securing your goods can be the
difference between harsh weather ruining your
camping trip and not. Tarps can be used as ground
cover and makeshift canopies, protecting you
from the elements. They should be in everyone’s
emergency and camping essentials kit.

128. Tarps
133. Cordage
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TARPS AND CORDAGE
PE TARPS
SIZE

DESCRIPTION

COLOR

UPC

CASE

WEAVE

WEIGHT

THICKNESS

U-57

5’ x 7’

LIGHT DUTY RIPSTOP

BROWN

011319131453

36

8x8

80 gsm

3.5 mil

U-68

6’ x 8’

LIGHT DUTY RIPSTOP

BROWN

011319131477

24

8x8

80 gsm

3.5 mil

U-810

8’ x 10’

LIGHT DUTY RIPSTOP

BROWN

011319131491

9

8x8

80 gsm

3.5 mil

U-1012

10’ x 12’

LIGHT DUTY RIPSTOP

BROWN

011319131514

12

8x8

80 gsm

3.5 mil

U-1214

12’ x 14’

LIGHT DUTY RIPSTOP

BROWN

011319131538

8

8x8

80 gsm

3.5 mil

U-1216

12’ x 16’

LIGHT DUTY RIPSTOP

BROWN

011319131668

6

8x8

80 gsm

3.5 mil

U-1620

16’ x 20’

LIGHT DUTY RIPSTOP

BROWN

011319131682

4

8x8

80 gsm

3.5 mil

T-57-P

5’ x 7’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP - PDQ

GREEN

011319891906

30

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-68-P

6’ x 8’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP - PDQ

GREEN

011319892606

24

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-810-P

8’ x 10’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP - PDQ

GREEN

011319893450

9

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1012-P

10’ x 12’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP - PDQ

GREEN

011319886285

12

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1214-P

12’ x 14’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP - PDQ

GREEN

011319887626

8

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1620-P

16’ x 20’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP - PDQ

GREEN

011319888906

4

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-57

5’ x 7’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319891807

36

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-68

6’ x 8’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319892507

24

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

8’ x 10’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319893207

9

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

10’ x 12’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319886209

10

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1016

10’ x 16’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319886308

10

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1018

10’ x 18’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319886902

8

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1214

12’ x 14’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319887602

8

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1220

12’ x 20’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319887756

4

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1416

14’ x 16’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319888302

6

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1620

16’ x 20’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319889002

4

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-1824

18’ x 24’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319889705

4

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-2030

20’ x 30’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

GREEN

011319890404

2

8 x 10

96 gsm

5 mil

T-57-C

5’ x 7’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

CAMO

011319891852

36

10 x 10

110 gsm

6 mil

T-68-C

6’ x 8’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

CAMO

011319892552

24

10 x 10

110 gsm

6 mil

T-810-C

8’ x 10’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

CAMO

011319893405

18

10 x 10

110 gsm

6 mil

T-1012-C

10’ x 12’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

CAMO

011319886278

12

10 x 10

110 gsm

6 mil

T-1216-C

12’ x 16’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

CAMO

011319887657

6

10 x 10

110 gsm

6 mil

T-810-17

8’ x 10’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

DIGITAL WOODLAND

011319128965

10

10 x 10

115 gsm

6 mil

T-1216-17

12’ x 16’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

DIGITAL WOODLAND

011319128989

5

10 x 10

115 gsm

6 mil

T-810-19

8’ x 10’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

DIGITAL DESERT

011319129009

10

10 x 10

115 gsm

6 mil

T-1216-19

12’ x 16’

MEDIUM DUTY RIPSTOP

DIGITAL DESERT

011319129023

5

10 x 10

115 gsm

6 mil

T-1620-A

16’ x 20’

TRIAGE

BLACK/RED/YELLOW/GREEN

011319888913

1

10 x 10

100 gsm

6 mil

WATERPROOF

DIGITAL WOODLAND

These waterproof tarps are made of high quality vinyl with
electronically welded seams. At 5’ x 7 and 7’ x 9’ they are great
for makeshift shelters, covering a boat, keeping firewood dry,
and providing shade.

Heavy duty woodland digi-camo is constructed from a 10x10
polyethylene weave. Waterproof. 6.0 mil thickness. 115 GSM
weight. Double reinforced corners, rope reinforced edges, and
strong grommets every 3’ to 4’.

VINYL TARPS

CAMO TARPS

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

ITEM

#957
#979

5’ x 7’
7’ x 9’

48
24

011319672000
011319697201

#T-810-17 8’ x 10’ 10
#T-1216-17 12’ x 16’ 5

SIZE

CASE

UPC
011319128965
011319128989

TARPS AND CORDAGE

T-810
T-1012

0.1mm

THICKNESS

70 YEARS STRONG

SKU

COTTON CANVAS TARPS
SKU

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

COLOR

UPC

CASE

WEAVE

WEIGHT

COATING

S-57

5’ x 7’

HEAVY DUTY RIPSTOP

OD

011319139763

6

2 x 10 / 2 x 10

12 oz / sq yd

wax

S-68

6’ x 8’

HEAVY DUTY RIPSTOP

OD

011319139787

6

2 x 10 / 2 x 10

12 oz / sq yd

wax

S-810

8’ x 10’

HEAVY DUTY RIPSTOP

OD

011319139800

4

2 x 10 / 2 x 10

12 oz / sq yd

wax

S-1012

10’ x 12’

HEAVY DUTY RIPSTOP

OD

011319139824

2

2 x 10 / 2 x 10

12 oz / sq yd

wax

S-1214

12’ x 14’

HEAVY DUTY RIPSTOP

OD

011319139848

2

2 x 10 / 2 x 10

12 oz / sq yd

wax

NYLON RIPSTOP TARPS
SKU

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

COLOR

UPC

CASE

WEAVE

WEIGHT

COATING

NT-79

7’ x 9’

HEAVY DUTY NYLON RIPSTOP

OD

011319137790

12/6

210t

90 gsm

1500 pu

NT-1012

10’ x 12’

HEAVY DUTY NYLON RIPSTOP

OD

011319137820

12/6

210t

90 gsm

1500 pu

DIGITAL DESERT

RIP-STOP

Heavy duty desert digi-camo is constructed from a 10x10
polyethylene weave. Waterproof. 6.0 mil thickness. 115 GSM
weight. Double reinforced corners, rope reinforced edges, and
strong grommets every 3’ to 4’.

Our heavy duty tarp is constructed from a 10x10 polyethylene
weave. Waterproof. 6.0 mil thickness. 110 GSM weight.
Double reinforced corners, rope reinforced edges, and strong
grommets every 3’ to 4’.

TARPS - CAMO

CAMO TARPS

VINYL TARPS

128

SKU

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

COLOR

UPC

CASE

WEIGHT (OZ.)

WEIGHT

COATING

957

5’ x 7’

WATERPROOF VINYL

GREEN

011319672000

48

9 oz

72gsm

0.1 mm

979

7’ x 9’

WATERPROOF VINYL

GREEN

011319697201

24

16 oz

72 gsm

0.1 mm

70 YEARS STRONG

stansport.com

ITEM

SIZE

#T-810-19
#T-1216-19

8’ x 10’ 10
12’ x 16’ 5

CASE UPC
011319129009
011319129023

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

ITEM

SIZE

CASE UPC

#T-57-C
#T-68-C
#T-810-C
#T-1012-C
#T-1216-C

5’ x 7’
6’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
10’ x 12’
12’ x 16’

36
24
18
12
6

TARPS

011319891852
011319892552
011319893405
011319886278
011319887657

129

TARPS AND CORDAGE

RIP-STOP

TARPS - BROWN
This tarp is constructed of an 8x8 polyethylene weave and is
waterproof. Double reinforced corners, rope reinforced edges, and
strong grommets every 3’ to 4’. 3.5 mil thickness. 80 GSM weight.

CASE

UPC

5’ x 7’
6’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
10’ x 12’
12’ x 14’
12’ x 16’
16’ x 20’

36
24
9
12
8
6
4

011319131453
011319131477
011319131491
011319131514
011319131538
011319131668
011319131682

COLOR: brown

STAY COVERED WITH OUR WIDE VARIETY OF TARPS

70 YEARS STRONG

SIZE

#U-57
#U-68
#U-810
#U-1012
#U-1214
#U-1216
#U-1620

TARPS AND CORDAGE

ITEM

RIP-STOP

TARPS - GREEN
This medium duty tarp is constructed of an 8x10 polyethylene
weave. Lamination on both sides makes it waterproof. Double
reinforced corners, rope reinforced edges, and strong grommets
every 3’ to 4’. 5.0 mil thickness. 96 GSM weight.

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#T-57
#T-68
#T-810
#T-1012
#T-1016
#T-1018
#T-1214
#T-1220
#T-1416
#T-1620
#T-1824
#T-2030

5’ x 7’
6’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
10’ x 12’
10’ x 16’
10’ x 18’
12’ x 14’
12’ x 20’
14’ x 16’
16’ x 20’
18’ x 24’
20’ x 30’

36
24
9
10
10
8
8
4
6
4
4
2

011319891807
011319892507
011319893207
011319886209
011319886308
011319886902
011319887602
011319887756
011319888302
011319889002
011319889705
011319890404

RIP-STOP

TARPS - PDQ DISPLAY BOX
This medium duty tarp is constructed of an 8x10 polyethylene
weave. Lamination on both sides makes it waterproof. Double
reinforced corners, rope reinforced edges, and strong grommets
every 3’ to 4’. 5.0 mil thickness. 96 GSM weight. PDQ Packed.

COLOR: green

130

70 YEARS STRONG

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#T-57-P
#T-68 -P
#T-810-P
#T-1012-P
#T-1214-P
#T-1620-P

5’ x 7’
6’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
10’ x 12’
12’ x 14’
16’ x 20’

30
24
9
12
8
4

011319891906
011319892606
011319893450
011319886285
011319887626
011319888906

COLOR: green

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

TARPS
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TARPS AND CORDAGE

EASY TO USE INDOOR AND OUTDOOR

PULLEY HOIST

Whether it’s a new boat, a pallet of supplies, or a gargantuan fish, our steel pulley
hoist will help you heft it all. Hoist has chromed pulleys with nylon rollers for smooth,
safe operation at weights up to 440 lbs. We included approximately 65 feet of ¼”
polypropylene rope.

Our Heavy-Duty Canvas Tarps are tough, durable, and reusable.
Made of 12 oz. cotton duck canvas with additional water
repellant treatment. Even the grommets are made from genuine
reinforced brass! It’s ideal for use as a groundcloth, dropcloth,
protective cover, canopy, and much more.

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#NT-79
#NT-1012

7’ x 9’
10’ x 12’

12/6
12/6

011319137790
011319137820

ITEM

SIZE

CASE

UPC

#S-57
#S-68
#S-810
#S-1012
#S-1214

5’ x 7’
6’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
10’ x 12’
12’ x 14’

6
6
4
2
2

011319139763
011319139787
011319139800
011319139824
011319139848

GUY LINE
This durable polypropylene cord is great
for securing gear, tying a pack roll to your
pack, making a clothes line, or any number
of essential outdoor tasks. The reflective
coating creates a high-visibility solution for
marking trail, guying out a tent, hanging,
and more!
ITEM#: N-2-50
LENGTH: 50’
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319137301
N-550-50-10

NYLON

N-550-50-20

PARACORD 550

N-550-50-63
N-550-100-63

Our paracord is built from 550 lb. test nylon, and features a 7 strand inner core for
maximum strength. Comes in 50’ and 100’.
ITEM #
N-550-50-10
N-550-50-20
N-550-50-63
N-550-100-63

SIZE
50’
50’
50’
100’

COLOR

CASE
12
black
12
orange 12
orange 12
o.d.

UPC
011319137356
011319137370
011319137394
011319137455

70 YEARS STRONG

Our Rip Stop Tarps are made from 1500mm polyurethane
coated nylon and are a versatile tool for the outdoor lifestyle.
With multiple grommets on each side, these tarps can serve as a
shelter, protect gear for storage, simplify yard work and so much
more. Already lightweight and compact, we’ve included a mesh
carry bag for easy drying and transportation.

CANVAS TARPS

TARPS AND CORDAGE

HEAVY-DUTY

NYLON TARPS

REFLECTIVE

ITEM#: 884
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319658004

RIP STOP

MULTI-PURPOSE

UTILITY CORD

POLYPROPYLENE

POLY CORD

N-50

N-55
N-110

N-60
N-120

From making replacement shoelaces to tying down a load - nylon cord is one of
the most useful accessories for home and outdoor use. 6mm diameter premium
polypropylene.

A VERSATILE TOOL FOR ANY CAMPSITE!
132

70 YEARS STRONG

stansport.com

ITEM #
N-50
N-55
N-60
N-110
N-120

SIZE
50’
50’
50’
100’
100’

COLOR

CASE
120/12
orange 120/12
o.d.
120/12
orange 120/12
o.d.
120/12
white

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

UPC
011319867307
011319868007
011319868700
011319863804
011319864504

Clotheslines, guylines, tent set-up, repair
- it’s easier to list the things you can’t use
our versatile nylon line for! Our nylon
rope includes 66’ of 1/8’ diameter
multi-color cord.

ITEM#: N-25
LENGTH: 66’
CASE: 60/12
UPC: 011319865952

TARPS // CORDAGE
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EMERGENCY
PREP
Whether you are at home, on the job, or on the trail,
Mother Nature likes to throw us curveballs every once
in a while. Our emergency prep gear will make sure
you and your family can survive anything thrown at
you! Check out our kits today!

136. Emergency Essentials
138. Handwarmers
138. Fire Starters
139. Whistles
142. First Aid Kits
145. Emergency Kits

134

EMERGENCY PREP

EMERGENCY SURVIVAL

POLARSHIELD

POLARSHIELD

3-WICK

With our emergency sleeping bag, you’ll always have a warm dry
place to spend the night - in your pocket! This bag is made from an
aluminized polypropylene material that is sure to keep you warm. It’s
so light and reflective, it can also used as emergency ground cover
or reflector. If you’re a hiker, hunter, camper, kayaker, or any kind of
outdoor adventurer, you’ll want to stow one of these bags in your
emergency kit.

This compact, lightweight emergency blanket packs a tremendous
amount of assurance into a small package! This blanket is made
from an aluminized polypropylene material that is sure to keep
you warm. This efficient, lightweight blanket resists water and
retains up to 90% of your body heat, to provide emergency
protection in all weather conditions. Unpacked, our blanket will
not crack, mildew or shrink, so it’s ideal for including in emergency
preparedness supplies.

With our light, compact emergency shelter, you’ll never be without
a warm, dry place to crash. Made of a metalized polyethylene film,
the triangular cross-section of this shelter reflects up to 90% of your
body heat, making the most of your precious warmth. The metalized
film is also highly reflective, so it’s easy to find in an emergency
situation. This shelter is so well-constructed, that it can be used as
primary tent while camping, hiking, fishing, and light enough to keep
you, your car, boat, or bug-out bag in case of emergencies.

This survival candle is both light weight and compact. It can be used
with one, two or all three wicks for maximum light and heat. The
candle provides up to a maximum of 18 hours of protection. Built
with a sturdy metal case, and filled with paraffin was, this candle is
perfect for all the elements outside no matter the adventure.

ITEM#: 650
SIZE: 56” x 96”
CASE: 72/24
UPC: 011319139909

SURVIVAL CANDLE

ITEM#: 135
SIZE: 3.75” x 1”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319059009

SPORTSMAN’S POLARSHIELD

ASSORTED

PORTABLE

SOLID

If you canoe, 4-wheel, hunt, hike, drive or just go outside - this is
an essential item! With our Polarshield Emergency Blanket, you'll
always be prepared for an emergency or a change of plans. The
underlying space-age technology of this blanket reflects your
body heat back to you - keeping you warm. Since it's wind-proof,
waterproof, durable, and equipped with grommets, this blanket can
also serve as a shelter. Better, it also features highly visible orange
and reflective surfaces for use as signaling tools.

Ground cloth? Boat Cover? Picnic shelter? Our triage tarps do it
all. The rip-stop polyethylene is laminated on both sides with a
6 millimeter 10x10 weave, and boasts a rope-reinforced edge.
For maximum versatility, we’ve added heavy-duty, rust-resistant
grommets every 3 or 4 feet. These colors also meet standard triage
procedures for first responders.

Get back to the basics with this ultra-light, ultra-simple foldable
backpacker’s stove. Made from durable plated steel, it’s so light and
compact, you’ll barely notice it in your pack. Our backpacker stove
includes 8 solid fuel tablets that burn for 9 minutes each.

Our replacement solid fuel tablets work with our folding backpacking
stove, and many similarly sized solid fuel stoves. These tablets also
serve as excellent fire starters at home and at camp, and are an
essential item to include in emergency preparedness kits. Our solid
fuel tablets light easily, and burn with a bright, clean odorless flame
for 9 minutes each.

EMERGENCY BLANKET

ITEM#: 646-63
SIZE: 83” x 59"
WEIGHT: 13.5 ounces
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319140523
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ITEM#: 645
SIZE: 84” x 54"
WEIGHT: 1.6 ounces
CASE: 100/25
UPC: 011319560000

EMERGENCY TENT

70 YEARS STRONG

TRIAGE TARPS - SET OF 4

ITEM#: T-1620-A
CUT SIZE: 16’ x 20’
FINISHED SIZE: 15’ 4” x 19’ 8”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319888913

FOLD-A-STOVE

ITEM#: 236-05
STOVE: 4.75” x 3.75” x 2.75”
TABLETS: 1.75” x 1.75” x 0.25”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319133310

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

EMERGENCY PREP

ITEM#: 649
SIZE: 36” x 84”
WEIGHT: 2.4 ounces
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319563001

EMERGENCY BLANKET

70 YEARS STRONG

SLEEPING BAG

FUEL TABLETS

ITEM#: 236-P
SIZE: 1.75” x 1.75” x 0.25”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319342309

EMERGENCY ESSENTIALS
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EMERGENCY PREP
#629

#628-100

SOLID FUEL

HAND WARMER

Matches not
included.

SOLID FUEL HANDWARMER
ITEM#: 628-100
BAG SIZE: 5.25” x 3.5”
WARMER SIZE: 2.75” x 4.75” x 1”
CASE: 36/12
UPC: 011319139619

WOOD CHARCOAL
SOLID FUEL STICKS - 12 STICKS
ITEM#: 629
SIZE: 3.25 “ x 0.5” x 0.25”
CASE: 144/12
UPC: 011319558601

5-IN-1 PLASTIC

Finding help is crucial in responding to emergencies in both
the backcountry and the frontcountry. Our emergency whistle
lets you attract attention in a hurry, and includes a waterproof
compartment for vital information. We’ve included a convenient
“In Case of Emergency” form listing emergency contact info,
room to list allergies, conditions, medications, etc. The entire
package is constructed of strong and durable aluminum and
includes a carabiner for easy attachment.

Don’t get lost without this compass! This 5-in-1 whistle is an
essential piece of survival gear. This shrill whistle includes a
compass with luminous dial, waterproof match container, signal
mirror, and a flint fire starter all in a lightweight plastic case.

WITH MEDICAL ID FORM
3-PACK POUCH

INSTAFIRE
Our Instafire is a versatile and easy-to-use charcoal
briquette starter for grills, camp stoves, charcoal
chimneys and RV Parks. Made from recycled wood,
volcanic rock and a patented blend of food-grade
paraffin wax - no harmful chemicals or vapors.

ITEM#: 90-02533
SIZE (PER PACK): 4.75” x 7” x 0.75”
CASE: 60/10
UPC: 741360358928

ITEM#: 227
SIZE: 3” x 0.5”
CASE: 96/24
UPC: 011319139336

SURVIVAL WHISTLE

ITEM#: 622
SIZE: 4.75” x 1.25”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319555006

HAND WARMER - 2 PACK
Our gel handwarmers are fast-acting and easy to use! Simply snap the metal disc
to start the heating reaction. Once fully activated, each hand warmer will heat
up to 130F. To recharge, boil in water for 10-15 minutes until the liquid becomes
clear. Each hand warmer will generate heat for 60 minutes. Great for keeping
warm while camping, fishing, at sporting events, or any other outdoor activity.

EMERGENCY PREP

REUSABLE

EMERGENCY WHISTLE

70 YEARS STRONG

Warm hands = happy hands! With our solid-fuel powered hand warmer, your
hands will be warm and happy on the trail, at sporting events, or even around
the house. Our handwarmer features a velour covered case, for a soft,
responsive feel, and includes fiberglass insulation for even, regulated heat.
We include 8 fuel sticks and velour carrying bag.

ITEM#: 626-2
SIZE : 5.25” x 3.25”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319143449

REUSABLE

HAND WARMER - 4 PACK
Our gel handwarmers are fast-acting and easy to use! Simply snap the metal disc
to start the heating reaction. Once fully activated, each hand warmer will heat up
to 130F. To recharge, boil in water for 5 minutes until the liquid becomes clear.
Each hand warmer will generate heat for 25 minutes. Great for keeping warm
while camping, fishing, at sporting events, or any other outdoor activity.

ITEM#: 626-100-4
SIZE : 4.75” x 4”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319143456
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70 YEARS STRONG

PLASTIC EMERGENCY
12 WATERPROOF

WHISTLE - 2 PCS.

BRASS SIGNAL

Our fire starter sticks help to get your campfire started
quickly and safely. They are non-toxic, leave no odor and
burn completely. They are easy to store and pack, and are
waterproof for worry free lighting. Great for backpacking
and camping.

A whistle is an essential item for travelers, outdoor enthusiasts and
urban adventurers. Our plastic emergency whistle is the simplest,
lightest solution to your emergency alert needs. The lightweight
plastic construction is rust-proof and durable. The high-vis neon
color is easy to locate quickly. Our design excludes the “pea” that’s
a common source of failure for other whistles. At 0.4 oz. in weight,
this product is light enough to disappear into your backpack, purse
or suitcase.

A whistle is one of the most useful items of safety equipment you
can bring with you, anytime, anywhere. Our model is constructed
of durable, corrosion-resistant brass, and features a convenient
lanyard. Whether you’re hiking, hunting or refereeing a sporting
event- our whistle will get you noticed when it counts!

FIRE STARTER STICKS

ITEM#: 179
SIZE: 5” x 3” x 0.5”
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319210653

stansport.com

ITEM#: 233-100
SIZE: 2.75” x 1” x 0.5”
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319139428

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

WHISTLE WITH LANYARD

ITEM#: 233-P
SIZE: 2” x 0.75” x 0.75”
CASE: 288/12
UPC: 011319338807

HAND WARMERS // FIRE STARTERS // WHISTLES
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FLUORESCENT

SAFETY VEST

EMERGENCY RADIO

ITEM#: 01-509
SIZE: 3.75” x 2.25” x 1”
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319000605

DYNAMO RADIO
WITH LED LIGHT

This hand-crank radio offers multiple ways
for you to stay in touch and stay safe during
an emergency situation. After charging
the radio’s built-in battery through hand
cranking, you will be able to listen to the
radio, use the DC output to temporarily
power a cell phone, emit an 85DB
emergency siren, or use the radio’s 4 Lumen
LED flashlight. It can pick up all local AM/
FM and WB radio stations and includes USB
charging cable for your phone.
ITEM#: 01-511
SIZE: 4.75” x 3” x 1.75”
CASE: 24/12
UPC: 011319129368

HANDHELD SOLAR / DYNAMO POWERED

FLASHLIGHT WITH RADIO
In a disaster or severe weather incident,
you’ll need reliable lighting, and a way to
stay connected to the world and receive
information and updates. With our
combination flashlight and AM/FM and WB
radio, you’ll stay connected and illuminated,
even if the power is out. The included crank
dynamo and USB charging port mean you’ll
never be without a convenient source of
power. The LED light packs 27 lumens of
illuminating power, and the entire product is
encased in lightweight plastic housing with
a rubberized outer finish.
ITEM#: 01-520
SIZE: 5” x 2.5” x 1.75”
CASE: 24/4
UPC: 011319138780

ITEM#: 679
SIZE: 25” x 22.25”
CASE: 240
UPC: 011319575400

ASSORTED

LIGHT STICKS
For fun, safety or utility - nothing beats our light sticks.
Our light sticks are powered by non-toxic chemicals that
react without heat to provide up to 12 hours of bright
light. Compact, waterproof and windproof, so they’re
perfect for any outdoor applications. Comes in assorted
colors of green, red, yellow and white.

EMERGENCY

ITEM#: 890-20
SIZE (GLOWSTICK): 6.25” x 0.75”
SIZE (PACKAGE): 8.75” x 1.25”
CASE: 20 (PDQ)
UPC: 011319136885

FOOD BARS
Each bar provide 3600 calories, which is up to a three day supply of
calories. These have a five-year extended shelf life and are U.S. Coast
Guard approved. Will give nutrition without taking hydration.

EMERGENCY PREP

During emergency situations, AM radio
is one of the most reliable sources of
information. With our ultra-slim emergency
AM radio, you’ll be prepared to receive
crucial information in the event of natural
disasters and other emergency situations.
This compact model is powered by 2 AA
batteries (not included), and is ideal for
inclusion in your emergency-preparedness
kit. Also features a headphone and DC
power jack.

EMERGENCY FM / WEATHERBAND

70 YEARS STRONG

AM/FM RECEIVER

In order to be safe, you need to be seen. Our one size fits all vinyl safety
vest keeps you visible on the jobsite, on the hunt, or in emergency
situations. Our vest is constructed from fluorescent orange vinyl, for
maximum visibility and durability. It’s generously cut, and closes with a
drawstring, so it fits a wide range of sizes and over clothing of all kinds.

ITEM#: 366
BAR SIZE: 2.5” x 1.75” x 0.25”
CASE: 20
UPC: 816664020014

3-PACK WATERPROOF

POUCHES
EMERGENCY SURVIVAL

WATER PACKS

64 individual packs of purified drinking water specifically packaged for
emergency use. Each pack has a five-year extended shelf life without risk
of corrosion or contamination. Individual packed. 4.22 fluid oz per pack.

ITEM#: 627
SIZE: 6” x 3.75” x 0.50”
CASE: 64
UPC: 011319555259

STAY CONNECTED!
140

70 YEARS STRONG

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

Don’t let mother nature rain on your adventure! With
this set of 3 waterproof pouches, all your gear will stay
dry. You can store your wallet, cell phone, fishing license,
medication, or thousands of other accessories in these
conveniently sized pouches. Constructed of durable
PVC, they seal with a hook-and-loop enclosure and
include nylon cords so they won’t escape!

ITEM#: 465
CASE: 72/12
UPC: 011319138933

YELLOW POUCH SIZE: 5.7”
GREEN POUCH SIZE: 7" x 10.25”
BLUE POUCH SIZE: 11" x 13.5”

RADIOS // EMERGENCY ESSENTIALS
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EMERGENCY PREP
VINTAGE TIN

PRO I

EMERGENCY FIRST AID KIT

FIRST AID KIT

KIT INCLUDES:
·4x
·4x
·2x
·2x
·1x
·1x

KIT INCLUDES:

Adhesive Bandages - 0.75 in. x 3 in.
Adhesive Bandages - 0.86 in.
Adhesive Finger Bandages
Alcohol Pads - 3 in. x 3 in.
Sting Relief Pad
Compass

· 1 x Fire Starter Tool
· 1 x Multifunctional Pocket Knife
· 1 x Credit Card Tool
· 1 x Survival Whistle
· 1 x Wire Saw

· 6 x Adhesive Bandages - 0.75” x 3”
· 3 x Antiseptic Towelettes
· 2 x Antibiotic Ointments
· 2 x Moleskin - 2“ x 3”
· 2 x Non-Adhere Pads - 3“ x 4”
· 2 x Pill Vials
· 2 x Safety Pins

Comes in tin case.

· 2 x Sterile Pads - 3“ x 3”
· 1 x ABD Pads - 5“ x 9”
· 1 x Adhesive Tape - 0.5“ x 30'
· 1 x First Aid Guide
· 1 x Razor Blade - (Non-Sterile)
· 1 x Roll Gauze - 2” x 18'
· 1 x Ziplock bag - 3” x 5”

Comes in double-diamond ripstop case.

ITEM#: 625-100
SIZE (CLOSED): 4” x 3.1” x 1.1"
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319143500

ITEM#: 633
SIZE (OPEN): 11.25” x 9.25” x 1"
SIZE (CLOSED): 5.5” x 9.25” x 1.5"
CASE: 48
UPC: 011319558649

PRO II

FIRST AID KIT

WATER- RESISTANT

EMERGENCY FIRST AID KIT

KIT INCLUDES:

Comes in double-diamond ripstop case.
ITEM#: 634
SIZE (OPEN): 22.25" x 8.25 x 1.25
SIZE (CLOSED): 7" x 8.25" x 2"
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319558656

Comes in water-resistant case.
ITEM#: 639
SIZE (CASE): 4.7" x 3.9" x 1.5"
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319143531

70 YEARS STRONG

· 10 - Adhesive Bandages - 3 in. x 0.75 in.
· 5 - Adhesive Bandages - 2.2 in. x 0.75 in
· 3 - Alcohol Pads
· 3 - Anti-sceptic Cleansing Wipe
· 2 - Gauze Pad - 2 in. x 2 in.
· 2 - “H” Bandages
· 1 - Moleskin
· 1 - Sting Relief
· 1 - Medical Tape
· 1 - Carabiner

· 1 x ABD Pad - 5” x 9”
· 1 x Adhesive Tape - 0.5” x 30'
· 1 x First Aid Guide
· 1 x Razor Blade - (Non-Sterile)
· 1 x Roll Gauze - 2“ x 18'
· 1 x Splinter Forceps
· 1 x Triangular Bandage
· 1 x Ziplock bag - 3” x 5”

EMERGENCY PREP

· 10 x Adhesive Bandages - 0.75” x 3”
· 4 x Butterfly Closures
· 4 x Sterile Non-Adhere Pads - 3” x 4”
· 3 x Antibiotic Ointments
· 3 x Antiseptic Towelettes
· 3 x Safety Pins
· 3 x Sterile Gauze Pads - 3” x 3”
· 2 x Moleskin - 2” x 3”
· 2 x Pill Vials

KIT INCLUDES:

PRO III FAMILY

FIRST AID KIT
KIT INCLUDES:
· 12 x Non Aspirin (Acetaminophen)
· 10 x Adhesive Bandages - 0.75” x 3”
· 8 x Sterile Gauze Pads - 3” x 3”
· 8 x Sterile Non-Adhere Pads - 3” x 4”
· 4 x Antiseptic Towelettes
· 4 x Antibiotic Ointments
· 4 x Butterfly Closures
· 4 x Q-Tips
· 3 x Safety Pins
· 2 x Thermometers
· 2 x Pill Vials
· 2 x Roll Gauze - 2” x 5 Yds.
· 2 x Cleaning Towelettes

TRAIL BOX

FIRST AID KIT
KIT INCLUDES:
· 10 x Mini Bandages - 0.375” x 1.5”
· 6 x Plastic Bandages - 0.75” x 3”
· 6 x Non Aspirin (Acetaminophen)
· 3 x Antiseptic Towelettes
· 3 x Alcohol Prep Pads
· 2 x Sterile Gauze - 2” x 2”
· 2 x Adhesive Tape Strips
· 2 x Cleansing Towelettes

· 1 x Knuckle Bandage - 1.5” x 3”
· 1 x Plastic Bandage 2” x 4.5”
· 1 x Single Edge Non-Sterile Razor Blade
· 1 x Sterile Gauze - 3” x 3”
· 1 x Moleskin - 2” x 3”
· 1 x First Aid Instruction Sheet
· 1 x Plastic Box

Comes in double-diamond ripstop case.
ITEM#: 634-L
SIZE (OPEN): 23" x 12" x 12"
SIZE (CLOSED): 12" x 7.75" x 2.75"
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319558687

ITEM#: 642
SIZE: 4” x 3.5" x 1.25”
CASE: 24
UPC: 011319559004
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70 YEARS STRONG

· 2 x Oval Eye Pads
· 1 x Splinter Forceps
· 1 x Scissor
· 1 x First Aid Cream
· 1 x Instant Cold Pack
· 1 x Wire Splint
· 1 x Adhesive Tape - 0.5” x 30’
· 1 x ABD Pad - 5” x 9”
· 1 x Triangular Bandage
· 1 x First Aid Guide
· 1 x Moleskin - 2” x 3”
· 1 x Razor Blade (Non-Sterile)
· 1 x Ziplock bag - 3” x 5”

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

FIRST AID KITS
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EMERGENCY PREP
GRAB & GO

EMERGENCY KIT
KIT INCLUDES:
· 24 x Emergency water-packs
· 24 x Cleansing towelettes
· 12 x Drinking cups
· 10 x Plastic strips - 3/4” x 3”
· 6 x Antiseptic towelettes
· 5 x Sterile gauze pads - 4” x 4”
· 5 x Camping candles
· 5 x Sterile gauze - 3” x 3”
· 5 x Triple antibiotic ointment
· 5 x Q-Tips
· 4 x Wooden tongue depressors
· 4 x Biodegradable toilet tissue
· 4 x Food bars (3600 calories)
· 4 x Butterfly closures - large
· 4 x Emergency Polarshield Blanket
· 3 x Ziplock bags - 13” x 15”
· 3 x Garbage bags - 24” x 30”

ALWAYS BE PREPARED!
WILDERNESS

FIRST AID KIT

ITEM#: 01-10
SIZE: 16” x 8.5” x 12.25”

KIT INCLUDES:

1 PERSON

EMERGENCY SURVIVAL KIT
KIT INCLUDES:
· 6 x Emergency water-packs
· 3 x Cleansing towelettes
· 3 x Drinking cups
· 3 x Plastic strips - 0.75” x 3”
· 3 x Antiseptic towelettes
· 3 x Sterile gauze - 3” x 3”
· 3 x Ties
· 2 x Triple antibiotic ointment
· 2 x Q-Tips
· 2 x Wooden tongue depressors
· 2 x Antibiotic Ointments
· 2 x Butterfly closures - large
· 2 x Ziplock bags - 8” x 10”

ITEM#: 634-300
SIZE (OPEN): 22.25" x 8.75" x 2.5"
SIZE (CLOSED): 6.25" x 8.25" x 4"
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319124042

ITEM#: 01-40
SIZE: 10.5” x 6.25” x 5.5”

CASE: 8
UPC: 011319000407

DISASTER

SURVIVAL BOTTLE

EMERGENCY FIRST AID KIT

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS KIT

KIT INCLUDES:

KIT INCLUDES:

20 - Adhesive Bandages - 72 x 19 mm
4 - Adhesi ve Bandages - 22mm
4 - Alcohol Pads
2 - Sting Relief Pad
2 - Finger Adhesive Bandages
1 - Heat Patches
1 - Multifunctional Pocket Knife
1 - Emergency Blanket - 130 x 210cm

· 12 x Waterproof Firestarter Sticks
· 6 x Emergency Water Packs
· 5 x 8 Hour Light Sticks
· 4 x Bags for Toilet
· 3 x Candles
· 2 x Emergency Blanket
· 2 x Emergency Food Bars
· 2 x Emergency Poncho
· 2 x Emergency Sleeping Bag
· 2 x Fluorescent Safety Vest
· 1 x Polypropylene Rope - 0.15” x 66’
· 1 x Enamel Cookpot
· 1 x P.E. Tarp - 5’ x 7’
· 1 x 5 Gallon Collapsible Water Jug

1 - PE Bag - 10.25 in. x 7 in.
1 - 5-in-1 Whistle
1 - Small First Aid Bag4.5 in. x 3.25 in. x 1.5in.
1 - Carabiner
1 - Flashlight (batteries not included)
1 - Triangular Bandage
1 - Fire Starter with flint & kindling

Comes in 44 oz. water bottle.
ITEM#: 641
SIZE (BOTTLE): 9.75" x 3.5”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319143562

70 YEARS STRONG

· 1 x Biodegradable toilet tissue
· 1 x Emergency Polarshield Blanket
· 1 x Food bars (3600 calories)
· 1 x Eye pad
· 1 x ABD Pad - 5“ x 9”
· 1 x Pill Vials
· 1 x Adhesive tape - 0.5” x 30'
· 1 x Ziplock bags - 6” x 9”
· 1 x Ziplock bag - 3” x 5”
· 1 x Medical Sheet
· 1 x First Aid Book
· 1 x Carry Bag

70 YEARS STRONG

· 3 x Pill Vials
· 2 x Vinyl Synthetic Gloves
· 2 x Moleskin Strips - 2“ x 3”
· 2 x Razor Blades (Non-Sterile)
· 2 x Adhesive Tape - 0.5“ x 30'
· 2 x Triangular Bandages
· 2 x Ace Bandages - 3“
· 2 x Eye Pads
· 1 x Zip Lock Bag - 3” x 5“
· 1 x Splinter Forceps
· 1 x First Aid Guide
· 1 x Thermometer
· 1 x ABD Pad - 5“ x 9”
· 1 x Cotton Wadding - 3” x 12’

Comes in double-diamond ripstop case.
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CASE: 2
UPC: 011319000407

EMERGENCY PREP

· 12 x Plastic Bandages - 0.75” x 3”
· 10 x Mini Bandages - 0.375” x 1.5”
· 6 x Non Aspirin (Acetaminophen)
· 6 x Antiseptic Towelettes
· 6 x First Aid Cream Packs
· 6 x Q-Tips
· 5 x Triple Antibiotic Ointments
· 4 x Safety Pins
· 4 x Sterile Non-Adhere Pads - 3” x 4”
· 4 x Butterfly Closures
· 3 x Sterile Gauze Pads - 3” x 3”
· 3 x Sterile Gauze Pads - 2” x 2”
· 3 x Plastic Bandages - 2” x 4.5”
· 3 x Flexicon Gauze - 2” x 18'

· 3 x Twist-Ties
· 2 x AA batteries
· 2 x Ziplock bags - 8” x 10”
· 2 x Eye pad
· 2 x ABD Pads - 5“ x 9”
· 2 x Pill Vials
· 2 x Ziplock bags - 6” x 9”
· 1 x Adhesive Tape - .5” x 7.5’
· 1 x Emergency AM/FM Radio
· 1 x Shotshell Flashlight
· 1 x Water bag - 2 gallon
· 1 x Waterproof Matches
· 1 x Ziplock bag - 3” x 5”
· 1 x Poly bag - 7” x 9”
· 1 x Medical Sheet
· 1 x First Aid Book
· 1 x Carry Bag

ITEM#: 99600
SIZE: 26.5" x 12.5" x 12.25"

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

EMERGENCY KITS

· 1 x 6-in-1 Multi-Purpose Tool
· 1 x P.E. Tarp - 10’ x 12’
· 1 x 12-Function Knife
· 1 x AM/FM Portable Radio
· 1 x Camp Soap
· 1 x Cargo Bag- 30” x 14”
· 1 x Folding Hand Saw
· 1 x Shotshell Flashlight
· 1 x Portable Fold-a-Stove
· 1 x Portable Propane Stove
· 1 x Pro II First Aid Kit
· 1 x 800 Lumen Lantern
· 1 x Survival Whistle
· 1 x Waterproof Matches

CASE: 1
UPC: 011319703308
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GOLD
DISCOVERY
Discover the feeling of sifting through material
and finding your first piece of gold. Whether you
are looking to take your kids out for a fun hobby
experience, or looking to set-up a serious dirtprocessing station, you can find what you’re looking
for here.

148. Gold Panning
151. Sluice Boxes
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GOLD DISCOVERY

#605-6402

#605-6404
#605-6406

DELUXE

YUKON DELUXE

GOLD PANNING KIT

GOLD PANNING

Re-live the gold rush days of the old west with this Deluxe Gold
Panning Kit.

Re-live the gold rush days of the old west with this Deluxe Gold
Panning Kit.

This convenient device helps you screen out large rocks and focus
on the smaller material that’s more likely to contain gold. The body
is constructed from tough ABS plastic and features corrosionresistant steel mesh. Rigid and light weight.

Take your gold panning hobby to the next level by using a classifier.
This convenient device helps you screen out large rocks and focus
on the smaller material that’s more likely to contain gold. This is a
lightweight, durable plastic sifting pan with a 3/8” mesh filter. Fits
with a 5-gallon bucket. An essential part of every gold panner’s kit.

SET INCLUDES:

SET INCLUDES:

CLASSIFIERS

ITEM #		
MESH		
605-6402		
1/2”		
605-6404		
1/4”		
605-6406		
1/8”		
SIZE: 13.35” x 3.35”

CLASSIFIER

CASE
6
6
6

UPC
011319125599
011319125636
011319125650

ITEM#: 605
SIZE: 13.1” x 3.35”
CASE: 6
UPC: 011319125117

· 10.5” gold pan
· 13.75” gold pan
· 2 gold vials (0.5 oz. and 1 oz.)
· Precision Tweezers with Magnifier

· Hand Trowel
· Resource Book
· Plastic 3/8” Mesh Classifier
· 4 oz. Snuffer Bottle

· 10.5” gold pan
· 13.75” gold pan
· 2 gold vials (0.5 oz. and 1 oz.)
· Precision Tweezers with Magnifier
· Hand Trowel

· Resource Book
· Plastic 3/8” Mesh Classifier
· 4 oz. Snuffer Bottle
· Pick Axe

WITH PICK AXE
ITEM #602-100
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319125612

WITHOUT PICK AXE
ITEM #602
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319125322

GOLD DISCOVERY

STAINLESS STEEL MESH

70 YEARS STRONG

GOLD PANNING KIT

#606

#607

#608

DELUXE

GOLD PAN
Our Deluxe Gold Pan is made of heavy-duty high impact plastic and
designed to be lightweight and rustproof. We’ve also built in a rolled
and reinforced rim for a more secure grip. Large and micro riffles let
you pan coarse dirt and fine sand.
ITEM#: 607-100
SIZE: 14” x 3”
CASE: 30
UPC: 011319140110
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PLASTIC

GOLD PANS
Our Plastic Gold Pans are constructed from a heavy-duty, high
impact plastic that’s both durable and lightweight, making them
perfect for hobbyists and professionals alike.
ITEM #
606
607
608

SIZE			
10.25” x 2”
13.5” x 2.75”		
16.75” x 3.5”		

CASE
48/12
48/12
25

UPC
011319548107
011319548800
011319548404

stansport.com

YOUTH

ADVENTURER’S

GOLD PANNING KIT

GOLD PANNING KIT

Have your children join the fast-growing group of modern-day gold
seekers. Re-live the gold rush days with this fun & educational kit.

This educational kit is lightweight and portable. Perfect for
beginners or moderate-level. Rock pick is made of heavy-duty steel.

SET INCLUDES:

SET INCLUDES:

· 10.5” gold pan
· 4 oz. snuffer Bottle
· Jar with magnifier

· Tweezers
· Hand Trowel

ITEM#: 601-100
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319141469

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

· 10.5” gold pan
· 13.75” gold pan
· Rock Pick

· 2 gold vials (0.5 oz. and 1 oz.)
· Precision Tweezers with Magnifier

ITEM#: 603
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319548091

GOLD PANNING
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GOLD DISCOVERY

4 OZ. SNUFFER

BOTTLE

Plastic snuffer bottle used to suction up tiny
gold flakes and small nuggets.
ITEM#: 600
SIZE: 2” x 2” x 6.75”
CAPACITY: 4 ounces
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319125261

PROSPECTING

VIALS

This set of 4 vials (two 1 oz., two 0.5 oz.) is
essential for gold panning. Made of impact
resistant plastic. Great for field work.

ITEM#: 594
1 oz. VIAL SIZE: 1.25” x 2.75”
0.5 oz. VIAL SIZE: 1.25” x 1.5”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319126183

MAGNIFIER
WITH TWEEZERS

#583 (FOLDS)

2 in 1 magnifier and tweezer set helps spot
gold flakes and pick them up. The stainlesssteel construction avoids rust.
ITEM#: 595
SIZE: 3.75” x 1.25” x 0.5”
CASE: 240/10
UPC: 011319126206

#581

#582

ALUMINUM

SLUICE BOXES
A good sluice is crucial to get the most out of your pay dirt with minimum effort. Our Aluminum Sluice Boxes come in 24”, 30” and 50”
and are packed with removable rifles and expanded metal mesh to capture even the smallest gold flakes. With lightweight aluminum box
construction, compact size, and convenient handles, these sluice boxes are so easy to move and use, that you can focus on the simple joy of
prospecting.

HAND TROWEL
Constructed from durable plastic, our trowel
is both strong and lightweight. 4” and 10 cm
measurements on blade.
ITEM#: 604
SIZE: 11”
CASE: 48/12
UPC: 011319125094

PROSPECTOR’S

ROCK PICK
This rock pick is made of heavy duty forged
steel with a tubular steel shank and a rubber
grip handle. Equally useful and comfortable.
ITEM#: 324
SIZE: 12.25” x 5.75” x 1.25”
CASE: 24/6
UPC: 011319380806

ROCK PICK & HAMMER
WITH SHOCK RESISTANT GRIP

SLUICE BOX

High carbon steel head with polished
hammering face. Sharp point tip for cracking
rocks and stones. Powder coated head
provides corrosion resistance.

STAND

Set your sluice up for success with our durable,
oversized stand. Designed specifically to fit the
Stansport #583 Sluice Box, our stand is angled for
optimal water flow in either a stream or with a
recirculation pump. The height of the stand is
completely adjustable, so you can tweak the flow
rate for the most efficient extraction possible.

ITEM#: P-7
SIZE : 10.75” x 6.75” x 1”
CASE: 12/6
UPC: 011319143654

70 YEARS STRONG

HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC

GOLD DISCOVERY

CARBON STEEL

ITEM #		
LENGTH		CASE		UPC
581		
24”			
1		 011319125032
582		
30”			1		011319125056
583		
50”			1		011319125131

ITEM #586
SIZE: 46” x 15.5” x 20”
CASE: 10
UPC: 011319125407

FOLDING SLUICE BOX

STAND
GOLD PANNING

SLUICE BOX

Provides tips and tricks on making the most
out of gold panning. Learn about tools,
techniques, and likely places to search.

Sometimes, the best mining opportunities are far from moving water. When you’re mining
dry, you’ll need a header pump to drive your sluice. Our recirculating header is built
specifically to fit the Stansport # 583 Sluice Box. Constructed from durable aluminum, this
header uses the power from a 12-volt battery (not included) to recirculate water for easy,
efficient separation.

RESOURCE BOOK

ITEM#: 599
SIZE: 5.25” x 8.4” x 0.25”
CASE: 12
UPC: 011319125070
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Set your sluice up for success with our durable,
folding stand. Designed specifically to fit the
Stansport #581 and #582 Sluice Boxes,
this stand folds down for easy transport,
and features angled front legs that easily adjust
to any terrain. With zinc-plated steel construction,
our stand is both portable and rust-resistant,
perfect for hard mining jobs. Two side locks
hold sluice box firmly in place, making our stand
a great choice for rough terrain.

HEADER & RECIRCULATING PUMP

ITEM#: 584
SLUICE SIZE: 11.25” x 8.5” x 4.25”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319125384

ITEM #588
SIZE: 27.75” x 12.75” x 19.75”
CASE: 1
UPC: 011319126770

stansport.com

TOLL FREE: 1.800.421.6131

GOLD PANNING // SLUICE BOXES
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COMPANY CONTACTS
CORPORATE OFFICE &
WEST COAST DISTRIBUTION CENTER

OUR COMPANY'S TERMS & CONDITIONS

EAST COAST DISTRIBUTION CENTER

1600 Dutch Lane Building 72D, Jeffersonville, IN 47130
PHONE: 1 (800) 421-6131 // FAX: 1 (323) 269-2761

2801 East 12th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90023
PHONE: 1 (800) 421-6131 // FAX: 1 (323) 269-2761

SALES REP COVERAGE MAP

RETURN MERCHANDISE POLICY

Permission for any returned merchandise must first be secured from company in writing. DO NOT telephone for
permission. The return of non-defective Stansport merchandise, when authorized, is subject to a 20% restocking charge. All
claims must be made within 10 days after receipt of merchandise. No shortages are allowed unless reported within 10 days.
Orders less than $200 are subject to a $15 handling charge. Credit cards accepted – subject to handling charge. Terms net
30 days – subject to credit approval. All orders billed either collect or prepaid F.O.B. Origin. Price subject to change without
notice. Merchandise subject to stock on hand.

COD & CBD ORDERS

All COD & CBD orders must be processed with a Cashier’s Check, Money Order, Certified Bank Check, Cash, Visa or
Mastercard. Processing fee s apply. Company and personal checks WILL NOT be accepted unless approved in advance by
authorized personnel.

SHORTAGES

If shipment is received short from a carrier, then a freight claim must be filed immediately with that carrier. Our
responsibility ceases when we receive the signed bill of lading. If a shortage occurs within sealed cartons, we must have a
shortage report within 10 days of receipt of merchandise for verification. We are not responsible for any loss, damage, or
pilferage in transit. Claims for same must be filed with carrier.

PAST DUE ACCOUNTS

Finance charges of 1.5% per month will be assessed on any past due invoices. Rate is governed by individual state laws. In
addition to the balance due and any late fee(s), account agrees to pay all costs and expenses of collection including but not
limited to reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs. No orders will be shipped to accounts past due 30 days. Both “Bill To”
and “Ship To” are responsible for any unpaid invoices.

CHANGES

All prices, specifications, packages, and put-ups are subject to change without notice.

LOS ANGELES CORPORATE OFFICE

JEREMY SCHARF

National Sales Manager
ph: (323) 269-0510 ex. 315
email: jeremys@stansport.com

TYSON ROBERTS

Sr. Director of Marketing/Ecommerce
ph: (323) 269-0510 ex. 237
email: tysonr@stansport.com

ND SD NE KS MN IA MO WI IL IN MI OH

HI

FERGUSON-KELLER ASSOCIATES, INC.

HAWAII MARKETING ASSOCIATES

230 Capital Drive NE Suite 500, Buffalo, MN. 55313
ph: (763) 682-2450
fax: (763) 682-1119
email: info@ferguson-keller.com

756 Hoolaulea St., Hilo, HI 96720
ph: (808) 959-0505
fax: (808) 959-5506
email: himktg@hawaii.rr.com

SELECT OR & WA ACCOUNTS

ANTHONY & ASSOCIATES

13904 NW 52nd Ave Vancouver, WA 98696
ph: (360) 546-3026
fax: (360) 546-3164
email: bruce@anthonyandassociates.com

CA

BARRY AUG & ASSOCIATES

250 Walnut Dr. Lakeport, CA. 95453
ph: (650) 773-2563
fax: (707) 413-3633
email: barryjayaug@hotmail.com

CANADA

CAN-AM SALES GROUP

36446 N Field View Drive
Gurnee, IL. 60031
ph: (800) 220-1845
email: info@canamsalesgroup.com

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ARE APPROXIMATIONS AND MAY VARY DUE TO THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS.
WA OR MT ID NV UT AZ NM CO WY AK

KDS OUTDOORS

6902 Poco Bueno Circle, Sparks, NV 89436
ph: (775) 857-7455
email: grams.eric@att.net

TX

LBP COMPANY, INC

12225 Greenville Ave, Dallas, TX 75243
ph: (214) 748-4422
fax: (214) 748-4435

NY CT RI MA VT NH ME

HUNTING EVOLUTION

P.O. Box 816 Gray, ME. 04039
ph: (207) 329-2294
email: rick@huntevo.com

Pursuant to the state of California requirements, our materials and coatings cannot present an acute or chronic hazard to users from any available toxic
substance, without proper labeling and warning. Despite these substances being present in very low amounts, actually measured in parts per million, the labels
and warnings need to be present on the item and/or packaging. These products are safe and are generally regarded as suitable for their intended purpose.
Many of our items will contain these warning labels out of an abundance of caution, to help placate larger retailers who request the warning labels. If you would
like to further research the topic of Proposition 65 warnings, please visit: https://www.p65warnings.ca.gov. As always we stand by our products and assure
that they will not cause our customers harm, as long as they are used with all stated safety and proper use precautions.

the

initiative

Giving Back to Our Local Community!
In 2014, Stansport found a way to give back to local communities while encouraging youth to get
outside and experience the outdoors. Stansport covers all costs incurred to provide the free event for
families who may not be able to experience a night under the stars because of financial or personal
hardships. Each child who attends gets a backpack filled with outdoor gear and goods, such as,
compasses, sunblock, whistles, glow sticks, flashlights and headlamps. Additionally, each child and
their parents get to go home with a new Stansport lantern, sleeping bag, and pack-lite sleeping pad.
Stansport’s goal in hosting this event each year is to encourage children and their families to spend
more time outdoors and experience the joys of camping.

OUR AWESOME
PARTNERS!

INDEX
A

Air Beds............................. 66
Air Bed Repair Kits............. 66
Air Mats ............................. 64
Air Pumps.......................... 67
Axes .................................. 92-93

B

Bags - Cotton Canvas........ 72
Bags - Duffel...................... 73-74
Bags - Laundry................... 75,83
Bags - Saddle..................... 75, 117
Bags - Parachute............... 74
Bags - Musette................... 74
Bags - Tool......................... 75
Blankets - Emergency........ 136
Blankets - Wool.................. 64
Boot Laces......................... 114
Boots ................................. 125
Botas, Spanish .................. 112
Bottles - Drinking .............. 113
Bottle Carriers.................... 79
Broiler................................. 32
Butane ............................... 10

C

D

Cabanas ............................ 54
Camping Sets ................... 53
Candles ............................. 43
Candles, Citronella ........... 43
Candles, Emergency ......... 137
Can Openers ..................... 30
Canteens ........................... 112
Canteen Covers ................ 112
Carabiners ......................... 118
Carrier, Water..................... 86
Chairs ................................ 96-98
Clamps, Tablecloth ........... 31
Coffee Pots, Percolators... 33
Coffee Press ..................... 33
Compasses ....................... 116
Cookware - Aluminum ...... 23, 29, 33
Cookware - Stainless Steel.23
Cookware - Cast Iron ........ 26-29
Cookware - Enamel ........... 24-25
Cords ................................. 133
Cots ................................... 100-101
Cups - Aluminum .............. 33
Cups - Stainless Steel ....... 22
Cutlery ............................... 30

Egg Containers ................. 30
Emergency Kits ................. 144-145

F

Fans.................................... 41
Fire Pit ............................... 16
Fire Starter - Tools ............. 88, 138
First-Aid Kits ..................... 142-144
Flashlights ......................... 38-39
Flasks ................................ 113
Food Bars .......................... 141
Food Covers ...................... 31
Frame Packs ...................... 71-72
Fry Pans - Cast Iron........... 27
Fry Pans - Enamel ............. 24
Fry Pans - Stainless Steel . 23
Fuel Tablets........................ 10, 137
Gold Discovery.................. 148-151
Griddles - Cast Iron ........... 29
Grill Forks .......................... 35
Grills - Camp ..................... 34-35

Hammocks ........................ 102-105
Hand Warmers .................. 138
Head Lamps ...................... 39
Heaters - Propane ............. 16
Hose, Propane .................. 18
Hydration Packs ................ 70
Hydration Accessories ..... 79

I

Ice Pack.............................. 87
Ice/Hot Pack...................... 87
Insect Catching Kits........... 117
Insulated Mugs.................. 33

K

Kitchen, Camp................... 109
Knifes - Multi-Use ............. 93

L

M

Laces.................................. 114
Lanterns - Candle ............. 43
Lanterns - LED .................. 39-41
Lanterns - Oil ..................... 42
Lanterns - Propane ........... 16
Lantern Accessories ......... 17, 42
Lantern Stand ................... 17
Laundry Bag...................... 75, 83
LED Accessories................ 39
Light Sticks ....................... 141

S

Showers ............................ 86
Sinks .................................. 32
Sleeping Bags ................... 62-63, 136
Sleeping Pads ................... 64
Sluice Boxes ...................... 151
Sluice Boxes Accessories.. 150-151
Soap - Camp ..................... 82
Soap Dish .......................... 82
Spatula .............................. 32
Sporks................................ 30
Stools ................................ 96
Storage Capsules.............. 119
Stoves - Cast Iron .............. 8
Stoves - Propane .............. 7-9, 11-13
Stoves - Butane ................. 8-9
Stoves - Portable .............. 9-10, 137
Stuff Bags.......................... 77
Survival Kits ...................... 145
Survival Knives .................. 93

T

Tablecloth ......................... 31
Tables ................................ 106-109
Table Sets .......................... 31
Tarps ................................. 128-132, 136
Tea Pot .............................. 24
Tents .................................. 46-52, 137
Tent Poles ......................... 59
Tent Pole Repair Kits ......... 59
Tent Stakes ........................ 58-59
Tie Downs ......................... 78, 133
Toilets ................................ 84
Toiletries ............................ 82-83, 85
Toothbrush Covers ........... 82
Toaster - Folding ............... 32
Towel Set........................... 31
Trekking Poles .................. 114
Trekking Pole Feet ............ 114
Trash Can - Collapsible...... 83
Travel Accessories............. 82-83
Tree Strap, Hammock ....... 103
Tripod, Campfire ............... 29, 35
Tweezers............................ 82, 150, 117

Mallets, Rubber ................. 56
Mantles, Lantern ............... 17
Matches ............................ 88
Mats, Tatami...................... 31
Mattresses ........................ 100
Mirrors ............................... 82
Mosquito Netting ............. 89
Multitool - Survival............. 92-93
Multitool - Utensil.............. 88

N
O

Neck Gaiters...................... 114-115

P

Packs - Day........................ 70, 72
Packs - Frame.................... 71-72
Packs - Hydration.............. 70
Packs - Waist ..................... 70
Pack Accessories .............. 78
Paracord............................ 133
Pet Accessories................. 117
Picks, Rock ........................ 91, 150
Pillows ............................... 64
Ponchos ............................ 122-123
Pouches - Cotton Canvas . 72, 74-75
Pouches - Waterproof ...... 141
Privacy Shelters ................ 55
Propane Accessories ........ 18-19
Propane - Heaters ............. 16
Pulley Hoist ....................... 133

Distribution Posts ............. 19
Dry Bags............................ 77
Dutch Oven........................ 26

E

G

H

Oars ................................... 125
Oven - Dutch...................... 26

R

Radios ............................... 140
Rainwear ........................... 122-125
Repair Kits, Tent ................ 56, 59
Repair Tape ....................... 56
Reservoir, Water ............... 86

S

Safety Vest ........................ 141
Saddle Bags ...................... 75, 117
Saws .................................. 90
Scissors ............................. 82
Seats ................................. 98-99
Shakers, Salt and Pepper . 30
Shoulder Straps ................ 78
Shovels .............................. 91

U
W

Umbrella, Table ................. 108
Waders .............................. 125
Water Carriers ................... 86
Water Guard ..................... 56
Water Packs, Emergency . 141
Waterproofing .................. 56
Whisk, Dust Pan ............... 56
Whistles ............................ 139
Wine Botas........................ 112

